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1990 Census

CHAPTER 14.
Content: Population and Housing

This chapter describes each population and housing
item in the basic questionnaires used for the 1990 census
in terms of its purpose and history, the instructions for
completing each question, any relevant coding instructions, and computer editing and allocation specifications.
The two primary 1990 census questionnaires were (1)
the “short” form (D-l), which contained only the “loopercent” items, i.e., those questions asked of every person
and about each housing unit; and (2) the “long” form (D-2),
which included both the loo-percent items and additional
questions asked of the occupants of a sample of the
housing units. About 84.5 percent of the population nationwide completed the short form. A variable-rate sample
design was used for the recipients of the long-form questionnaire, In most of the country, only 1 of every 6 households received the long form; however, in small governmental jurisdictions (those with 2,500 or fewer inhabitants),
1 of every 2 households received the long form to ensure
greater accuracy of the data collected. A l-in-8 sample was
used in most densely populated areas. (See ch. 9 for
sampling details and app. 14A for a facsimile of the D-2.)
In addition to the two basic questionnaires, special forms
were used to enumerate people in group quarters. These
included the Individual (D-20A and D-ZOB), Military (D-21),
and Shipboard (D-23) Census Reports, known as the /CR,
MCR, and SCR, respectively.
Also, for the first time, the census attempted to enumerate two segments of the population that had no usual
residence (often referred to as the “homeless” population)the visible street and shelter populations-in
two phases,
using ICR’s. The first phase (on the night of March 20,
using forms D-20A and D-20B) enumerated
people in
pre-identified emergency shelters (public and private) and
hotels/motels and flophouses charging $12 or less (excluding taxes) per night; Salvation Army shelters, hotels, and
motels used partly or entirely for homeless persons, regardless of the nightly rate charged, and similar places known
to house individuals having no usual home elsewhere; and
shelters for abused women. (See “Group Quarters” for
more information on S-Night.)
Phase 2 (on March 21, using form D-20A only) covered
individuals on the streets, in various places of commerce,
in abandoned
buildings, and the like (wherever people
could be found outside of regular housing units or group
quarters).
Upon request, individuals could receive Spanish-language
versions of the standard short- and long-form questionnaires and the ICR. Enumerators also used foreign-language
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guides prepared in 32 different languages when interviewing respondents who could not understand English. (See
app. 14A at the end of this chapter for facsimiles of several
questionnaires and note ch. 6 for a discussion of questionnaire usage during enumeration.)
For facsimiles and discussion of the separate questionnaires developed for Puerto Rico and outlying areas, see
Chapter 13 (“Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands, and the Pacific
Island Territories”). The content items (also discussed in
ch. 13) differed somewhat from those used in the States.

Data Collection

and Processing

Chapter 6 (“Field Enumeration”) details the field collection of census data. Chapters 6, 7 (“‘Processing Office
Organization and Questionnaire Handling”), and 8 (“Pretabulation Processing”) discuss the handling of the questionnaires. Chapter 8 covers the microfilming of the household questionnaires and the conversion of the microfilmed
responses to computer tape through the use of FOSDIC
(film optical sensing device for input to computers) equipment. The ICR, MCR, and SCR questionnaires were not
FOSDIC-readable and were not microfilmed. Instead, staff
members at each of the seven processing offices keyed the
information they contained into computer files, which underwent a series of clerical and computerized
reviews for
completeness and accuracy. Then, the data were stored
until needed for tabulation.
The Census Bureau used three basic types of enumeration to get responses to the census: mailout/mailback,
list/enumerate, and update/leave/mailback.
The mailout./
mailback method was used to enumerate about 207.4
million persons in about 86.2 million housing units located
in cities, towns, suburban areas, selected rural areas, and
small towns in rural areas where mailing addresses consisted mainly of house numbers and street names or other
addresses that permitted letter carriers to deliver questionnaires to specific housing units. In the iisthumerate
method (formerly the “conventional” or door-to-door method),
the agency enumerated approximately 5.5 million housing
units in all of the 70 type 3 distrct offices (DO’s). The
updateAsave/mailback
method was used mainly in densely
populated rural areas where it was difficult to develop
mailing lists because mailing addresses did not use house
numbers and street names. The Census Bureau compiled
lists of housing units in advance of the census. Enumerators delivered the questionnaires, asked respondents to fill
them out and return them by mail, and added housing units
not on the mailing lists. This method was used mainly in the
South and Midwest and included some high-rise, lowincome urban areas. A variation of this method was used in
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urban areas having large numbers of boarded-up buildings. Abort 1 I millian housing units were enumerated
using this ~~t~~, For further descriptions of these methods, see Chapter 6 (‘“Field Enumeration”).~
On March 23, 199Q, the U.S. Postal Service (USPS)
delivered census questionnaires to about 83 percent of ail
residential addresses in the country, Primarily in metropolitan areas. The Census Bureau asked residents in these
areas to mail their completed questionnaires
(either the
short or long form) by April f to the appropriate census
office in the enclosed, pre-addressed envelope and sent a
reminder card on March 30 to improve the response rate.
For another 11 percent of the Nation’s housing units,
mostly in ruraB and seasanal-housing
areas in the South,
Ap~a~a~~ia, and parts of the Midwest where addresses did
not spec~f~ca~~yida~ti~ hclusing units precisely enough for
f~~~~w~~ purposes, enumerators visited every housing unit
before Census Day and left a census questionnaire for the
ho~se~o~~er to mmplete
and return by mail. In these
areas, the enumerators ~~~~fie~the mailing address at the
time they d~Q~p~d off questionnaires,
The Bureau mailed
~e~i~~er cards to these housing units on March 36. In
sparsely ~~~~at~ parts of the country with hard-to-determine
maiming addresses where enumerators could not drop off
q~est~~~~~~r~s cost effectively, the USPS delivered unaddressed q~~st~~~~~ir~s to all known housing units. Members of coach household had instructions to complete the
form and hold it for coliection by an enwmerator, who would
recclrd the address when he or she Picked up the quest~~~~a~r~. This t~c~~~q~~ applied to only 6 percent af all
~~~s~~~~~~ but covered 50 percent of the Nation’s land
area,
long with the d-m& or kmg-fcrrm questionnaire, respondents ~~~ei~ed a bmchure, entitled “‘Your Guide for the
1990 U.S. Census Farm” (Q-3 for the shati form and D-4
far the long one), c~~tain~~g ~~~~r~atio~ and instructions
for o~rn~~~t~~~the form (See app. 148 for a fEacsimiie of the
D-4.)
In rnai~~~e~s~s areas (these included areas where the
USPS d~~~~~~~d~~~st~~~~a~r~s and update/leave/mailback
ars;as w~a~a the Census Bureau enumerators delivered
~~e3t~o~~aires~~ ~~~rnarat~rs followed up on nonresponse
~o~sa~~~ds (those riot returning questionnaires),
vacant
units, or ~~~s~~~~ds for which they needed further information. In ~~s~~~~rna~at~areas, enumeratars visited every
~~~s~~~ unit to collect completed questionnaires
or to
conduct an ~~t~~~~w at each household that had not filled
one in and to ~dm~~~ster a tong-form questionnaire at a
sarn~~~ of housing units. In both areas, enumerators had
specific

i~st~~cti~~s

(in the

D-561

I Questionnaire

Refer-

ence E&k; and the ~~u~e~~or~s Manual, forms D-546,
Q-547, asld D-548) WI how ta conduct an interview, ask
each question, and fill in the respondents’ answers to

certain questions. These instructions, designed to maximize self-enumeration
by having the respondent provide
the answers, aimed to minimize the amount of error
introduced into data collection by the enumerator. Census
takers could bias the enumeration process by asking a
question (or recording an answer) in a particular way or by
completing a sensitive item such as “race” (question 4) by
observation instead of inquiry.
Godine
portion of the questions had handwritten responses.
Unlike the machine-readable
questions on the forms, handwritten responses were keyed into the data-capture file
(QCF, see ch. 8). In order to generate population and
housing statistics, handwritten responses were coded numerically by automated
and clerical processes during the
following decennial operations: (1) industry and occupation
coding (i&O); (2) IQ@Percent race coding; (3) place-ofwork, migration, and place-of-birth coding (POW/MIG/POB);
and (4) general coding (GEN).
General coding activities were performed entirely at
Census headquarters (HQ). The write-in responses coded
during this operation pertained to these questions: 2 (relationship), 4 (race), 7 (Spanish/Hispanic origin), 13 (ancestry), and 15b (language spoken at home).
Editing and allocation-Editing
of mail returns was conducted clerically in every type of district office, except type
1. Once the seven temporary, computer-equipped,
processing offices (PC’s) received the questionnaires,
edit
clerks reviewed them, prior ta tabulation, to detect missing
or multiple answers (content edit) or indications of possible
missed persons (coverage edit), and then accepted or
failed questionnaires based on preset tolerance levels of
error or the number of failures per person or item that
constituted passing or failing a questionnaire. Tolerances
differed for the long and short forms. (See ch. 8 for an
example of tolerance rules in relation to the content and
Goverage edit procedures.)
Edit clerks reviewed the questionnaires
for general
problems, scanned the pages for those that required
repair, and edited as necessary. For example, if a write-in
answer was given when an answer circle should have been
filled, they were to fill the corrsct circle, if it was possible to
determine from the written entry which circle should have
been filled, and erase any tines that crossed other answer
circles. If it was not possible to determine which circle to fill,
the number for questions 2 through 7 was entered above
the person columns or the question number for questions 8
to 33 and HI to H26 was circled for each question failing
edit. Also, if a checkmark (4) or “X” was used to indicate an
answer and the (4) or “X” crossed two or more circles, then
they were to erase any part of the (4) or “X” that crossed
circles not intended as the answer. The instructions applied
to all questionnaires
(both short and long forms) and all
questions.
After the PO’s keyed the write-in information, HQ staff
created files of all responses on a flow basis as captured.
During computer matching, they extracted one occurrence

of each response and matched it against the master file,
which originated as a coded set of write-ins compiled from
the 1980 census, the 1986 test censuses, and the 1988
dress rehearsal (see ch. 2 for discussion) and updated the
number of occurrences
for each matching response.
Responses not already in the master file were added,
along with the associated number of occurrences. Using an
interactive coding system, subject-matter experts assigned
codes to the responses added during the computer matching. The coding system recorded the date and coder’s
initials for each code assigned.
A quality-assurance
(CIA) plan (see chs. 7 and 8)
provided feedback to coders on their performance, found
and corrected errors, and evaluated the accuracy and
consistency of expert coding, The QA plan covered the
loo-percent race coding operation, which began in August
1990, and the GEN coding operation, which began in
November 1990.
Before editing and allocation began, the sample population items were also subjected to a computer “pre-edit”
(app. 146) to make certain that code boxes had been filled
in the clerical operation in cases where they were supposed to be and contained the appropriate number of
blackened FOSDIC circles. If too many omissions were
found, the work unit (consisting of up to 30 long or 100
short forms) was set aside for further attention. The preedit also made certain that each coded value was within
established bounds. The responses from each household
were edited prior to tabulation to detect missing responses,
inconsistencies between related responses, and violations
in standard definitions or relationships between characteristics
The edits addressed one question at a time for everyone
in the household. Reported values that did not pass the
edits were blanked and filled based on other available
information. Missing values were filled from the related
responses provided by the other household members or, if
necessary, from responses provided by individuals in other
housing units who had similar characteristics or the nearest
housing unit with similar reported characteristics. In some
cases, “substitution” was used. This process involved the
imputation of data for a person or housing unit known to
exist but for which the questionnaire lacked information. A
full set of characteristics for the person or housing unit was
duplicated based on information about a similar previously
processed person or housing unit. (See app. 14B for the
edit sequences of the complete-count and sample population and housing items.)
Data-defined individuals were those with two or more
responses to the 100-percent population items. Any person
who did not meet this criterion was considered nondata
defined. If the number of nondata-defined individuals exceeded
certain limits, the entire household was replaced (substituted) by a donor household. “Substitution”
represented
the imputation of data for a person or housing unit known to
be present but for which the questionnaire lacked information. A previously processed person or housing unit was
drawn from the file under certain criteria, and the full set of
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characteristics for the person or housing unit was duplicated. The number of nondata-defined
individuals that
could be accepted before the unit ~9s substituted depended
on household size:

Whole-Household-Substitution

Procedures

Acceptable number
of nondata-defined
persons
0
1
2
3
4

Persons in unit
1 or2
3
4 or 5
6 or 7
8 or 9

In the “allocation” process, a characteristic (for example,
age, race, or rent) was assigned to a person or housing unit
in the absence of an acceptable entry on the census
questionnaire. The general procedure for inserting omitted
entries or changing unacceptable entries was to assign an
entry for a person that was consistent with other entries for
that person or entries for other respondents with similar
characteristics.
The procedure was similar for missing
housing entries.

Housing

Units

The Census Bureau defined a housing unit as a house,
apartment, group of rooms, or single room occupied as a
separate living quarters or, if vacant, intended for occupancy as a separate living quarters. Living quarters were
classified as structures intended for residential use (for
example, a one-family home, apartment house, hotel or
motel, boarding house, or mobile home). Living quarters
also may have been structures intended for nonresidential
use (for example, the rooms in a warehouse where a guard
lived), as well as in places such as tents, vans, shelters for
the homeless, dormitories, barracks, and old railroad cars.
Housing questions appeared on page 3 of the short form
and pages 3, 4, and 5 of the long form. These questions,
preceded by the letter “H,” pertained mainly to the housing
unit for which the questionnaire
was addressed. As in
1980, vacant units were considered “Regular,”
except
when all occupants of a housing unit claimed another
address as their “Usual home elsewhere”; and the basic
classifications “Occupied” and “‘Vacant” continued as before
(see item “B” of the “For Census Use” box on page 3 and
specific question discussions).
The short-form questionnaire
contained seven questions on housing data. These included units in structure
(H2), number of rooms (H3), tenure (H4), 10 or more acres
(item H5a), business on property (H5b), value of property
(H6), monthly rent (H7a), and meals included in rent (H7b).
The vacancy items of the “For Census Use” box (see
discussion below) on page 3 of this form also related to the
housing questions. The housing edit specifications indicated that the edit and allocation procedures on each of
these items were to be performed simultaneously.
The
IQ90
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specifications also included the “For Census Use” box
vacancy edits. The order in which each of these items was
reviewed and adjusted for a given questionnaire identification follows: H4, “‘For Census Use” boxes (vacancy status,
month vacant, boarded up), HZ!, H3, H5a, Mb, l-6, H7a,
and H7b.
Group

Quarters

All respondents not living in households were classified
by the Census Bureau as living in group quartersz Only
population data were collected in group quarters, using
KX’s. Two general categories of people were recognized
in group quarters: (1) institutionafited
individuals and (2)
other people in group quarters (also referred to as “noninstitutional group quarters”).
The institutional
Population
included people under
formally authorized, supervised care or custody in institutions at the time of enumeration. Such people were classified as ““patients or inmates” of an institution, regardless
of the availability of nursing or medical care, the length of
stay, or the number of individuals in the institution. Generally, institutionalized people were restricted to the institutional buildings and grounds (or had to have “passes” or
escorts to leave) and thus had limited interaction with the
surrounding ~ornrn~n~ty~ Also, they were generally under
the care of trained staff who had responsibility for their
safekeeping and supervision. lnstitutions included correctional facilities, including halfway houses operated for
correctional purposes; nursing homes, convalescent homes,
and rest homes for the aged and dependent; juvenile
institutions, including homes, sohooDs, hospitals, orphanages or residential-care facilities for neglected, abused,
and dependent children; schools, hospitals, or wards for
the physically or mentally handicapped; hospitals or wards
for mental, tubercular, or chronic disease patients; patients
in wards of general and military hospitals who had no usual
hame elsewhere; hospital wards for drug/alcohol abuse;
and rooms for ~~~g~terrn-c~r~ patients in wards or buildings
on the grounds of hospitals. “Staff residents,” that is, staff
personnel who lived at the institution were classified with
the ‘~~o~~~stit~tiQnal group quarters” popuiation.
The term, Other Persons in Group Quarters (also
~~~~r~d to as ~‘~~~~~~~~~~~~~a~
group quarters”), included
all ~nd~v~dua~swho lived in group quarters other than
institutions. bople
who
lived in the following living quarters
were classified as “other persons in group quarters” when
there were 10 or more unrelated individuals living in the
unit; otherwise, these living quarters were classified as
housing units: (I) rooming and boarding houses; (2) religious group quarters such as convents, monasteries, or
rectories; (3) college quarters off campus; and (4) communitybased group homes, ~~~~~dingthose which provided supportive services for the mentally ill, mentally retarded and

2Ths visible-in-the-strset
quarters
papulatian
wen
f+JEirtWS.

population
was classifiad
though
these individuals

as part af the group
had no visible living

physically handicapped,
homes or halfway houses for
drug/alcohol abuse, communes, and maternity homes for
unwed mothers.
People residing in certain other types of living arrangements were classified as living in “Noninstitutional”
group
quarters, regardless of the number of people sharing the
unit. These included individuals residing in (1) dormitories
for agricultural or other workers; (2) dormitories for nurses
and interns in general and military hospitals; (3) collegestudent dormitories and fraternity and sorority houses on
campus; (4) military quarters, including barracks or dormitories on base, transient quarters on base for temporary
residents (both civilian and military), and military ships; (5)
quarters for staff members of institutions; (6) other nonhousehold living situations, such as commercial or governmentrun campgrounds, campgrounds at racetracks, fairs, carnivals, and youth hostels; (7) crews of civilian vessels; and
(8) people enumerated during the Shelter and Street Night
operation, including those living in emergency shelters
(public and private) for homeless people with sleeping
facilities, missions, hotels/motels and flophouses charging
$12 or less (excluding taxes) per night; flop houses,
Salvation Army shelters, hotels and motels used entirely
for homeless people (regardless of the nightly rate charged);
rooms in hotels and motels used partial&for the homeless,
shelters for runaway, neglected, and homeless children,
shelters for abused women, sites designated before the
census by local officials as places where the homeless
congregate at night, such as street corners, abandonsd
and boarded-up buildings, parks, bridges, noncommercial
campsites (“tent cities”), and places of commerce, such as
bus depots, train stations, and airports.
Special procedures and questionnaires were used for
the enumeration
of individuals in group quarters. The
special questionnaires (ICR’s, f&X’s, and SW’s) included
JOGpercent population questions but did not include housing inquiries. In all group quarters all persons were asked
the basic population questions; and additional questions
were asked of a sample (I-in-G) of persons.
ComparabilRy-For
the 1990 census, the definition of
institutionalized individuals was revised so that the definition of %are” only included people under organized medical or formally authorized, supervised care or custody. As
a result of this change to the institutional definition, maternity homes were classified as noninstitutional rather than
institutional group quarters as in previous censuses, The
following types of group quarters were classified as institutional rather than noninstitutional: “halfway houses (operated for correctional purposes)” and “‘wards in general and
military hospitals for patients who have no usual home
elsewhere,” which included maternity, neonatal, pediatric,
military, and surgical wards of hospitals, other purpose
wards of hospitals, and wards for infectious diseases.
These changes should not significantly affect the comparability of data with earlier censuses because of the relatively small number of persons involved.

As in 1980, 10 or more unrelated individuals living
together in housing units were classified as living in noninstitutional group quarters. In 1970, the criterion was six or
more unrelated people.
Several changes also occurred in the identification of
specific types of group quarters. For the first time, the 1990
census identified separately the following types of correctional institutions: people in Federal detention centers,
halfway houses (operated for correctional purposes), military stockades and jails, and police lockups. In 1990,
tuberculosis hospitals or wards were included with hospitals for the chronically ill; in 1980, they were shown
separately. For 1990, the noninstitutional group quatiers
category (“Group homes”) was classified as group homes
for drug/alcohol abuse, maternity homes (for unwed mothers), group homes for the mentally ill, group homes for the
mentally retarded, and group homes for the physically
handicapped. People living in communes, foster-care homes,
and job-corps centers were classified with ““Other group
homes” only if 10 or more unrelated individuals shared the
unit; otherwise, they were classified as housing units.
In 1990, workers’ dormitories were classified as group
quarters, regardless of the number of people sharing the
dorm. In 1980, 10 or more unrelated individuals had to
share the dorm for it to have been classifiad as a group
quarters. In 1960, data on people in military barracks were
shown only for men; in subsequent censuses, they included
both men and women.
For 1990, the phrase “inmates of institutions”
was
changed to “institutionalized persons.” Also, people living
in noninstitutional group quarters were referred to as “other
persons in group quarters,” and the phrase “staff residents” was used for staff living in institutions.
In comparison with 1980, the 1990 census introduced
several new components to institutional and noninstitutional group quarters. The institutional categories added
included “hospitals and wards for drug/alcohol abuse” and
‘“military hospitals for the chronically ill.” The noninstitutional group quarters categories added included emergency shelters for people with no usual residence; shelters
for runaway, neglected, and homeless children; shelters for
abused women; and visible in street locations. Each of
these noninstitutional group quarters was enumerated on
March 20-21, 1990, during the ‘“Shelter and Street Night”
operation.

Shelter

and Street

Night

(S-Night)

There is no generally agreed-upon
definition of “‘the
homeless,” and there are no limitations in the census count
that prevent obtaining a total count of the homeless population under any definition. As such, the Census Bureau
does not have a definition and did not attempt to provide a
total count of “the homeless.” Rather, the Bureau provided
counts and characteristics of people found at the time of
the census in selected types of living arrangements.
In preparation for S-Night enumeration,
the regional
census centers @CC’s) mailed a certified letter (Form
D-33(L)) to the highest elected official of each active
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functioning government
of the United States (approximately 14,200 local jurisdictions responded) requesting
that they identify: (1) all shelters with sleeping facilities
(permanent and temporary, such as church basements,
armories, public buildings, and so forth, that could be open
on March 20); (2) hotels and motels used to house
homeless persons and families; (3) a list of outdoor locations where homeless individuals tended to be at night; (4)
places such as bus or train stations, subway stations,
airports, hospital emergency rooms, and so forth, where
homeless persons sought shelter at night; and (5) the
specific addresses of abandoned or boarded-up buildings
where homeless individuals were thought to stay at night.
The letter from the RCC’s to the governmental
units
emphasized the importance of listing night-time congregating sites. The list of shelters was expanded using information from administrative records and informed local sources.
The street sites were limited to the list provided by the
jurisdictions. All governmental units were eligible for S-Night.
For cities with populations of 50,000 or more (about 1,400),
the Census Bureau took additional steps to update the list
of shelter and street locations in the local jurisdictions that
did not respond to the certified letter. Less populous cities
and rural areas participated if the local jurisdictions provided a list of shelters or open public places for the Census
Bureau to visit or if shelters were identified through the
Bureau’s inventory development, local knowledge update,
or during a Special Place Prelist operation.
The Census Bureau collected data for people at selected
locations where people with no usual residence were found
in the 1990 census. S-Night was a special census operation to count the population in four types of locations where
the “homeless” people were found. On the evening of
March 20, 1990, and during the early morning hours of
March 21, 1990, enumerators counted people in preidentified locations: (1) emergency shelters for the homeless population (public and private, permanent and temporary); (2) shelters with temporary lodging for runaway
youths; (3) shelters for abused women and their children;
and (4) open locations in streets or other places not
intended for habitation.
Emergency shelters included all hotels and motels costing $12 or less (excluding taxes) per night, regardless of
whether the persons living there considered themselves to
be homeless, hotels and motels (regardless of cost) used
entirely to shelter homeless individuals, and pre-identified
rooms in hotels and motels used for homeless persons and
families. Enumeration in shelters usually occurred from 6
p.m. to midnight; street enumeration, from 2 a.m. to 4 a.m.;
abandoned and boarded-up buildings, between 4 a.m. and
8 a.m.; and shelters for abused women, from 6 p.m. on
March 20 to noon on the following day.
Other individuals whom some considered as part of the
homeless population, were enumerated as part of regular
census operations. These included people temporarily
living doubled up with other families, as well as people with
no other usual home living in transient sites, such as
commercial campgrounds,
maternity homes for unwed
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mothers, and ~r~~~~~oho~ abuse detoxification centers.
Additional homeless individuals were included in the census, but their locations could not be separately identified.
These in~l~~e~ peaple in local jails and mental hospitals.
Aii jurisdictions of 50,000 or more were included in
S-Night The jurisdictions which did not respond included
overlapping jurisdictions (such as counties and minor civil
divisians) and many which were small towns unlikely to
have had ~o~elass individuals. The quality of the site lists
provides by the j~r~~dict~o~svaried. In most cases, the lists
met the needs of enumerators searching for the locations.
In some ~~st~~c~s~ however, descriptions indicated looations were homeless people could be found during the day
but not at night.
The Census Bureau encouraged residents familiar with
homeless individuals and the homeless themselves to
apply as enumerators. This recruiting effort was particularly
successful in larger cities.
For shelters, both long- and short-form ICR’s were
distr~~~t~d~ For street ~~~rn~~~t~~~, only short-farm ICR’s
were used Those in shelters and at street locations were
asked the basic ~~~u~at~~~questions. Additional questions
about social and economic characteristics were asked of a
sample of people in shelters only.
~~~rnerat~~s were i~str~~e~ not to ask who was hometess; rather, they were told to count everyone (including
~~~~dr~~)sta~~~~ ~ver~~~~t at the shelters, and everyone
they saw on the street except the police, other individuals
in ~~ifo~rns, and people engaged in employment or obvious
~~~ey”rnaki~~ activities other than begging and panhandling.
At bath s~~~t~r and street sites, people found sleeping
were not ~~~ke~~~ to answer questions. Rather, the
~~~rn~r~t~r ~~s~er~d the sex and race questions by
o~se~ati~~ and estimated the person’s age to the best of
his or her a~~~~t~”in shelters, administrative records and
i~f~~rnati~~ from the shelter operator were used, when
availab~e~ for people who were already asleep.
~~~ia~ly~less than 1 percent of shelters refused to
~e~i~i~ate in the certsus count. By the end of the census
~~~~~~ most of those eventually cooperated and the number of refusals had been reduced to a few. For the final
refusais, head counts and population characteristics were
~~ta~~~~ by ~~~rn~r~tors standing outside such shelters
and ~~~t~~~ people as they I& in the morning.
The %.treet” count was restricted to individuals who
were visible when the ~~~rnerat~~ came to the open, public
~~~~~~~~sthat had been ~~~~t~f~edby local jurisdictions.
timeless
people who were well hidden, moving about, or
in shelter and street ~~~~tio~s other than those identified by
the local g~ve~~m~~ts were probably missed. The number
~~s~~ wilt never be known, and the census itself provided
no basis on w~~~~ to estimate the number of such people
rniSS@~~

ureau specifically excluded some street
of the potential danger to both census
and people j~at~~ there. Thus, the Census Bureau
missed ~~~~~~ diving in cars and dumps&m,
on

rooftops, and so forth. The count of people in open, pubiic
places was affected by many factors, including the extra
efforts made to encourage people to go to shelters for
S-Night, the weather (which was unusually cold in many
parts of the country), the presence of the media, and
distrust of the census. Analysts could not use the number
of homeless people found on the street during the day to
estimate the total size of the homeless population because
the night-time situation was normally very different, since
more homeless individuals were in shelters or very well
hidden.
For both “Shelter-and-Street-Night”
locations, the Census Bureau assumed that the usual home of those enumerated was in the block where they were found (shelter or
street) I
The S-Night operation replaced and expanded the 1980
Mission Night (M-Night) and Casual Count opsrations.
These two operations were aimed at counting the population who reported having no usual residence. M-Night was
conducted a week after Census Day (April 1, 1980).
Enumerators visited hotels, motels, and similar places
costing $4 or less each night; missions, flophouses, local
jails, and similar places at which the average length of stay
was 30 days or less; and nonshelter locations, such as bus
depots, train stations, and all-night movie theaters. Questions were asked of everyone, regardless of age. Enumerators conducted M-Night up to midnight on April 8, 1980,
and returned the next morning to collect any forms cornpleted after midnight.
The Casual Count operation lasted for approximately 2
weeks in May 1980 and concentrated on additional nonshelter locations, such as street corners, pool halls, and
welfare and employment offices. Casual Count was conducted during the day only in selected large central cities.
Only people who appeared to be at least 15 years of age
were asked if they had been enumerated
previously.
Casual Count was actually a coverage improvement operation and was not specifically aimed at counting homeless
persons living in the streets. Individuals were excluded if
they said they had a usual home outside the city because
it was not cost effective to check through individual questionnaires in another city to try to find the person.
Limitatians of the data-Homeless
people who were well
hidden, moving about, or in locations enumerators did not
visit were likely to be missed during S-Night. The number of
people missed will never be known: thus, the 1999 census
did not include a definitive count of America’s total homeless population. However, the data gathered during S-Night
did provide evidence about the relative differences among
areas of the country. Other people were counted as part of
regular census procedures.
Among the factors that probably affected the count af
people in shelters and visible on the street were:
1. l-tow well enumerators were trained and how well
they followed procedures.

2. How well the lists of shelter and street locations that
local governments provided to the Census Bureau
reflected the actual places homeless people stayed
at night.
3. Cities were encouraged to open temporary shelters
for census night, and many did that and actively
encouraged
people to enter the shelters. Thus,
people who might otherwisa have been on the
street were in shelters the night of March 20, and
the ratio of shelter-to-street population could have
been different than usual.
4. The weather, which was unusually cold in some
parts of the country, could affect how likely people
were to seek emergency shelter or to be more
hidden than usual if they stayed outdoors.
5. The media occasionally
do the count.

interfered with the ability to

6. flow homeless people perceived the census and
whether they wanted to be counted or feared the
census and hid from it.

Editing

and allocation-In
the field, questionnaires were
reviewed for omissions and for certain inconsistencies by
an enumerator. If necessary, a follow-up was made to
obtain missing information or to correct inconsistencies.
Information that remained missing following the completion
of field operations was assigned (imputed) during the
computer-editing
process. See discussions under individual question headings.

Similarities and Differences Between tht; 1990
and 1990 Censuses
New items for ISO-These
included the following: Items
17~ (total number of years in military service); 19 (mobility
and se/f-care limitations); 24a (time of departure from
home to go to work); 32g (pension income); H7b (meals
included in rent (congregate
housing)); H24b (monthly
payment on second mortgages and home equity loans);
H25 (monthly condominium fee); and H26 (mobile home
costs).

Essentially unchanged items-Items
that were the same
or much the same in 1990 as in 1980 follow: Items 3 (sex);
6 (marital status); 8 (place of birth); 18 (work limitation and
work prevention); 20 (children ever born); 2la (work status
last week); 21b (actual hours worked last week); 25
(temporary absence from work); 26a (looking for work
during last 4 weeks); 26b (availability to accept a job); 27
(year last worked); 28b (kind of business or industry); 28c
(industry sector); 29 (occupation); 31 (work experience); 33
(total income in 1969); 62 (boarded-up housing units); H3
(number of rooms); Hl 1 (complete kitchen facilities); H12

(telephone in unit); HI5 (source of water); Ml6 (sewage
disposal); H18 (condominium status); HI (real estate taxes);
H22 (fire, hazard, and flood insurance); H23a (mortgage
status (existence of mortgage)); and H23c (real estate
taxes included in mortgage payment).

Revised

items---For the following 1990 questions, some
wording changes were made between the two censuses:
Items 2 (relationship); 4 (race); 5 (age); 7 (Hispanic origin);
9 (citizenship); 10 (year of entry): 11 (school enrollment);
12 (educational attainment); 13 (ancestry); I4 (residence 5
years ago); 15a and 15b (language spoken at home); 17
(veteran status); 17b (period of service); 22 (place of work);
23a (means of transportation to work); 23b (private vehicle
occupancy); 24b (travel time); 28a (name of company,
business, or other employer); 30 (class of worker); 32d
(interest, dividend, net rental, and estate income); 32h (any
other income sources); B (type of unit); Cl (vacancy
status); H2 (type of building and units in structure); H4
(tenure): H5 (value screener): H6 (value of property); H7a
(monthly rent); H8 (year moved in); H9 (number of bedrooms); HlO (complete plumbing facilities); HI3 (vehicles
available to household members); HI4 (fuel used most in
house heating); H17 (year built); H19 (farm residence);
H23b (monthly mortgage payment (first ma~gage))~ H23d
(fire, hazard, and flood insurance payment included in
mortgage payment); and H24a (second mortgage or home
equity loan status).
1980 census items omitted in 199&--The following items
were included in 1980 but omitted in the 1990 census:
Activity 5 years ago identified three types of activities a
person might have participated in 5 years earlier---serving
in the Armed Forces, attending college, or working at a
job or business.
“Did this person
attended?”

finish the

highest

grade

(or yaar)

Work disability, asking if a condition limited or prevented
use of public transportation was dropped in 1990.
The 1990 questions on employment status (21 a and 26)
excluded number of weeks looking for work The 1990 item
2%~ (private vehicle occupancy) omitted a question on
detailed carpooling arrangements
(whether drove alone,
shared driving, drove others, or rode as a passenger).
The 1990 census dropped several structure questions
ask4 in 1980. The 1980 loo-percent question on number
of living quarters at the address was replaced by a slightly
modified version of the 1980 sample question on type of
building and number of units in the structure. The definitional question on independent
entrance to the living
quarters also was dropped, as were sample questions on

Table 1, ~~~~~~~s~~ af Question

Topics on the 1990 and 1980 Questionnaires
lOOpercent or
sample (S)’

100-percent or
sample (S)’

Question
number
Topic or item

1990

1980

1980
HOUSfNG

16
17a, b
17c
18
19
20
21a
25
26
21b
22
23a
23b
24a
24b
27
28
29
30
31a, b
31c
32
33
Derived5
Derived”
Derive&
Derlveds

Name . , ” , s ,,, , . , , , j j
. . . . . b, ,
Household relationship
. I ~,
sex. I . . . . ,* , *.... “. , , *.......
Race..............................
Age ,
,I .
. I ,I
,t
Marital status . , , , ,
, , I, , . .
Spanish/Hispanic origin . . “,,, , 1 <. .
Place of birth.. . . . . . ” , <I. I . . . . , , , I I
Citizenship. , .
,,
.. I. I
Yearcrfantry.......................
School enrollment and type,.
.
,
Educational attainment. I + , ,
II,
Ancectr/........................
Residence5parsago
,,..II....I
III
Current language and ability to
speak English.. , +, * . I. I , , , , , , . .
Age screening question (items 17-33
are limited to parsons 15 years old
andover) II.*......I
* ,.......
l.III
Veteran status and period of service..
Total years of military service
,
Work disability “.. “.
,, ,,
,
~ob~~~~ and self-care limitations.
Children ever born,.
, , /.
,,
Work status last week.
* ,,
Temporary absence from work..
.
Employment status “. “.
I I,
Hours worked last weak I , .
. , .,
Place of work , . .
,,
“. , , , I I
Means of transportation to work.
.
Privato vehicle occupancy . . I , I I I. . I.
Departure time for work ” , , ,
cI
Travel time to wark “. “. , , * ,
,
Year iast worked , /. . . . . . . , I, I, . I.
Industry . ..~I.I.__...I....__.......
Occupation
1. I ,
,,I
“.
Class of worker
* I *.
,,,
Weeks worked last year.
, I,,
Hours usually worked per week
last year., , , .
, . , “. , , I
Income,bytype....................
Total income. *, , I.
, ~. .
Family size and household size , , , , , .
Family type and household type. , 1 I I
Poverty status..
, 1, , <
, ., ,,.
Type of group quarters.. , , I *,. “.
Aotivity5years ago. ...I...1 11,1 . ..”
Carpooling arrangements I + I . , I , .
Marital history,.
“. . “. . . , It . . . . . . ,
Public transportation disability. , . , I , I .
Weeks unemployed last year
I, , ,

100
100
100
100
100
100
1OO
S
%
s
S
3s
5
S
S
S
%
S
s
S
s
s
s
s
S
S
S
S
S

100
100
100
100
100
1OO
100
S
S
S
s
S
s
S

-16
i7a
i7b

:I
:2
3
-18
S -19
410
ill
S 412
S i13
S
S
S
:
S
S
S
s

:
S
S
s
S

:

S
35
S
100
100
S
S

S
s
s
100
100

z
L?

:
S
S
S
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Coverage questionsz., .............
Units in structure ..................
Number of rooms ..................
Tenure (owned or rented) ..........
Screening questions for value and
rent (acreage and commercial
establishment) ...................
Value of property., ................
Contract rent ......................
Congregate housing (meals included
in rent) ..........................
Vacancy status’. ..................
Boarded-up status4 ................
Duration of vacancy4 ...............
Year householder moved into unit ...
Number Of bedrooms ..............
Complete plumbing facilities ........
Complete kitchen facilities ..........
Telephone in unit ..................
Automobiles, vans, or light trucks
available ........................
House heating fuel .................
Source of water and method of
sewagedisposal
.............
....
Year structure built ................
Condominium status ...............
Farm residence status .............
Cost of utilities and fuels (component
of gross rent and selected monthly
owner costs). ..... , ..............
Selected shelter costs for
homeowners .....................
Monthly condominium fee , , +. ......
Mobile home cost ..................
Persons in unit (household sire). ....
Persons par room .................
Gross rent, .......................
Selected monthly owner costs. . , , . . ,
Access to unit (household sire) . I I I I
Air-conditioning, ...................
Automobiles available,, ............
Number of bathrooms,, , , , ....... 1I
Fuels used for water heating and
cooking .........................
Heating equipment .............
, ...
Numbar of living quarters at address.
Stories in structure and presence
of elevator. ..................
, ...
Vans or light trucks available .... . ...

100
S
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
lQ0
S
s
100
S
S
s
S
S
100
S
S

(See H 13)

S
S
S
100
100
S
S
100
S
S
s
S
S
100

(See H139

S
S

:

“‘SI’ indicates sample subject covered only on the long-form questionnaire.
2These questions help ensure that the coverage of household members is complete.
%ignificantly changed from 1980 version in concept or amount of detail.
‘Determined by the enumerators. See “For Census Use” section of the questionnaire.
s”‘Darived” refers to items which did not appear on the questionnaire but were calculated by combining information from other items. For example, while
no question specifically asks family size, family size can be determined from rasponses to the household-relationship
question.

numbar of stories and presence of an elevator. The 1990
question 14 (fuels used) dropped questions on waterheating and cooking fuels, The 1990 questionnaire did not
request air-conditioning availability and number of bathrooms.

Each questionnaire item discussed below will fall into
one of four groupings: IOO-percent population questions
(those asked about everyone), sample population questions, 100~percent housing questions, and sample housing
questions. In additian, a separate section covers poverty
status, derived from answers to several population

A^..^

--a.-.

.I

A-

---.

..

_-.-a.

_.

“-

.

.A”

.-.m*1

.

IlrrlrC..

questions. Each question (and accompanying instruction)
appears as presented on the questionnaire. Likewise, the
instructions to the respondents that followed the questions
replicate those in the booklet (“Your Guide for the 1990
U.S. Census Form“) that accompanied the form.
As mentioned earlier, followup enumerators had additional instructions in the Questionnaire Reference
Book.
Because these generally only rephrased or clarified the
respondent’s instructions, this discussion will mention them
only when necessary to explain how the Census Eureau
resolved certain special situations. Also, where relevant,
this chapter will discuss variables derived from each question, clerical coding in the processing canters, and editing
and allocation specifications.

1 00-PERCENT
Question

PQPULATIQN

1. Name

and Person

QUESTIONS
Column

Page 1
The 1WO census must count every person at his or her “usual residence.”
person lives and sleeps most of the time.

Thii means the place where the

1 a. List on the numbered lines below the name of each person living here on Sunday.
Aprtl XI including all persons staying here who have no other home. If EVERYONE
this

address

instructions

is staying

here temporarily and usually lives somewhere
given in question lb below.

at

else, follow the

h&d@

Do NOT include

* Everyone who usually lives here such as family
members, housemates and roommates, foster
children, roomes, boarders, and live-in
employees
* Persons who are temporarily away on a business
trip, on vacation, or in a general hospital
m College students who stay here while
attending college
a Persons
in the Armed Forces who live here
- Newborn babies till in the hospital
* Children in boarding schools below the
college level
* Persons who stay here most of the week
while working even if they have a home
somewhere else
* Pewons with no other home who are staying
here on April 1

* Persons who usually live somewhere

else

Persons who are away in an institution such as a
prison, mental hospital, or a nursing home
College students who live somewhere else while
attending college
Persons in the Armed Forces who live somewhere
else

l

l

l

Persons who stay somewhere
week while working

l

else most of the

Print last name, first name, and middle initial for each person. Begin on line 1 with the household
member (or one of the household members) in whose name this house or apartment is owned, being
bought, or rented.
If there is no such person, start on line 1 with any adult household member.
LAST

FlRST

INfTtAL

FIRST

lNlTlAL

7

I
2
-~.3

LAST

8

.,

_x~-

.._...--.

9

4

10

5

11

6

12

1b. If EVERYONE is staying here only temporarily

and usually lives somewhere
else, list the nanie of each person on the numbered lines above,
fill this circle +
and print their usual address below. DO NOT PRINT THE ADDRESS USTED
ON THE ERQNT COVER.
Housenumber

Streetor mad/Rurd mute and box numbr
slate

city

Cwnty

Apartment

orfmeigrl

country

NOW PLEASE OPEN THE FLAP
PEOPLE LISTEDa USE A BLACK

0

number

ZIP code
_---

Names of nearest Intetseding

streets or rods

To PAGE 2 AND AN5 WER ALL QUESTIONS
LEAD PENCIL ONLY.

FOR THE FIRST

7

instructions

Ia.

b.

List everyone who llues at this address in quesaon la. If you are not sure if
fotm. If you
you should lrst a person, see the rules on p e 1 of the c&us
are still not sure. answer as best vow can anY HII In “Yes” for question Hla or
Hlb. as appropltate.
’
if there are more than seven people in your household, pleat lrst ail the persons in
queMon la, complete the form for seven people, and mail it back in the enclosed
enuelope. A CX~JU?Itaker wtll call to obtain the information for the additional
peTsons.
H everyone
mddmsks)

lined in questlan

la usually

llvcs at another

address(

print the

In lb.

Names were collected in the census solely for identifying
either a given record or a particular person for whom more
information was needed. Names also were used to provide
a safeguard against duplication. From the first census in
1790 through 1840, only the names ef family heads were
written on the schedules; beginning in 1850, the names of
all individuals (except slaves) were entered. Names were
not keyed or stored in computer files.
In 1990, as in 1980, page 1 of the questionnaire
provided the respondent (or the enumerator) with space to
list the name of each person who usually lived in the
housing unit or who had no other home. The “Include” list
and the “Exclude” list above this space provided guidelines
for determining who should be counted at the address.
These guidelines enabled the respondent to apply census
residence rules when deciding whom to include or exclude
from the list of individuals who usually lived in the housing
unit.
In order to identify principal family groups, it was necessary to list an adult to whom all other household members,
if any, were related.

The 1990 questionnaires (both short and long) included
seven “person columns.” When respondents listed more
than seven people on page 1, an enumerator called or
visited the household to collect information on the remaining individuals.

Cading-None

was required.

Editing and allocation--A
“coverage edit’” identified incomplete or inconsistent information OR mail- and enumeratorreturned questionnaires. It involved either an automated or
clerical review and rejection (or markup) of questions or
items dealing with who should be enurnerated on a given
questionnaire.
This included the following: Item A (total
persons, “For Census Use” box, p* 3); question la (listing
of persons in the household, p. 1) and question lb (whole
household usual home elsewhere (WHUHE) indicator,
p. 1); and question Hla (possible additions to the fisted

persons, p. 3) and question Hlb (possible deletions from
the list, p. 3). The coverage edits were performed by
computer in type 1 DO’s and clerically in type 2/2A and
type 3 DO’s
Four types of coverage edits were performed on 1990
questionnaires: Count edit, WHUHE edit, question Hla/Hlb
edit, and continuation-form edit. The count edit and WHUHE
edit were performed on all questionnaires, both mail return
and enumerator forms. The question HI&H1 b edit and the
continuation-form
edit were performed only on mail return
questionnaires.
A questionnaire failed the count edit if the total number
of people shown in item A was not equal to the number of
data-defined individuals. The total in item A was the greater
or common value of the number of person columns for
which a name and/or an entry was supplied for at least one
of the loo-percent
population questions. A person was
data-defined if there were entries for at least two of the
100-percent population questions.
A question failed the WHUHE edit if the circle in question
lb was marked and, if an address was listed, the address
for the residence was different from the address on the
questionnaire mailing label.
A mail return questionnaire failed the question Hla/Hlb
edit if either question Hl a or Hl b had the “Yes” response
circle marked or a write-in entry was present.
A mail return questionnaire failed the continuation-form
edit if the number of datadefined
individuals was seven
and the total number of persons shown in item A was
seven with no continuation form.

Question

2. Relationship

I

Instructions:
2.

Fill one circle to show how each pereon 16related ta the person In ~lumn 1.
If Other r&the
of the person In cotumn 1, pint the exact relaHorwhlp so& as
son-in-law, daughter-in-law.
grandparent. nephew, niece, mother-in-law,
father-in-law, cousin, and go on.
if the Stspron/ti&ugh~
of the person in column 1 &o has been leg&
adopted by the penon In column 1, mark StcpMn/mtspdaught
but do not
mark Ndwd4mm
or ado ted l oa/dru&et.
In other words,
Stcpwa/etepdanghtar
tae I precedence over Adopted aon/dmunhtet.

Questions on the relationship of household members
have been asked in each census since 1880. Much analysis of the population’s social and economic characteristics
was based on what this item revealed about living arrangements.

related to person 1 by birth, marriage, or adoption. The
family consisted of the householder and all persons related
to him or her. Any other persons in the household not
related to the householder by birth, marriage, or adoption
were termed ‘“nonrelatives.” A nonfamily household contained a person living alone or with nonrelatives only. A
household might include only one family (or none) but
could also contain subfamilies (defined below) among the
fam~6y members.
Families were further classified by family type as: (1)
“‘married-couple family”’ when a household member was
listed as “‘Husband/wife”
of person 1; (2) “families with
male householder, no wife present”; or (3) “families with
female householder, no husband present.”
The measure “persons in households” was calculated
by dividing all occupants in a household, not just those
related to the householder, by tha number of occupied
housing units. Figures for “persons in household” matched
those for L6persons in unit” in population and housing
tabulations, respectively, based on lOGpercent data. In
sampte tabulations, these figures sometimes differed because
of the we~~~t~n~ process, ““One-person households” and
“‘persons living alone” were synonymous. “Persons per
family” was obtained by dividing the number of persons in
families by the total number of families. In cases where
~~d~vi~~~l$in households and families were cross-classified
by race or Hispanic origin, household members were
classified by the race or Hispanic origin of the householder
rather than the race or Hispanic origin of each individual.
Enumerators and telephone followup clerks received
a#d~t~Qnal instructions in the Quesliannaire Reference Book
They filled the ~~~~sb~~~wjfa” circle for the person reported
as the husband or wife of person 1. Other married couples
might have resided in the household, but the entry for
“~~sb~~~~~fa” was filled only for the person reported as
married ta person 1.
~~bfarn~6~es were “families within a family.” A subfamily
was a family group of two or more persons related to the
reference person but not including the reference person or
his/her spouse. There were two types of subfamilies:
married-couple and parent-child. A married-couple subfamily contained a married couple and their never-married
children mder 18 years of age, if any. Examples would
include the son and daughter-in-law of person 1 and their
never-married child (the grandchild of person 1) or the
mother and father of person 1 t A parent-child subfamily
contained one parent (with no spouse present) and one or
more never-married children under 18 years of age. Examples
would include person 1’s daughter and her never-married
children under 18 years (grandchildren
of person 1) or
person l’s mother and a never-married brother or sister
under 18 years of age.
A “‘Natural-born or adopted son/daughter” was either a
son or daughter of person 1 by birth or adaption, regardless
of the age of the child, if person 1 was not also the
stepparent of the child. Foster children were included in the
~~te~~~ ““Roomer, boarder, or foster child.”

A ‘“Stepson/stepdaughter”
was a son or daughter of
parson 1 through marriage but not by birth, regardless of
the age of the child (excluding sons- and daughters-in-law).
If the “Stepson/stepdaughter”
of person 1 also was legally
adopted by person 1, he or she was considered a
“Stepson/stepdaughter,”
not a “Natural-born or adopted
son/daughter.”
In other words, “Stepson/stepdaughter”
took precedence over ‘“Adopted son/daughter.”
A “Father/mother”
was either the parent by birth, the
stepparent, or the adopted parent of person 1 I A “Grandchild” was the grandson or granddaughter
of person 1. A
‘“Brother/sister” was either the brother or sister of person 1
by birth or adoption or the stepbrother or stepsister of
person 1. “Other relative” included sons-, daughters-,
brothers-, and sisters-in-law, as well as anyone else related
to person 1 I either by blood, marriage, or adoption (such as
nephew, aunt, mother-in-law, cousin, grandparent, great~~~~dch~ld~etc.); and the exact relationship was printed in
the space provided.
A “‘roomer, boarder, or foster child” was a roomer,
boarder, lodger, or a foster child or foster adult dependent
of person 1 and was not related to person 1. A ‘“l-lousemate, roommate” was a person who was not related to
person 1 but used common living quarters primarily to
share expenses. An “Unmarried partner” was a person
who was not related to person 1 but shared living quarters
and had a close personal relationship with him or her.
““Other nonrelative” referred to any other person who was
not related to person 1 by blood, marriage, or adoption but
could not be described by the given categories.
~~d~~~-~~~y FOSDIC-circled answers to question 2 were
tabulated. During sample processing, clerical staff checked
the written entries for “Other relative” to see whether a
circle other than “Other relative” should have been filled.
For instance, for someone who wrote in “Stepfather” and
marked “Other relative,” the mark was removed and the
~~~~t~~r/motha~’ circle was filled instead. An ex-wife in the
house was marked as “Other nonrelative.”
The specific ‘“Other relative” write-ins were coded into
the following categories: Son- or daughter-in law, father- or
mother-in-law, brother- or sister-in-law, nephew or niece,
uncle or aunt, grandfather or grandmother, cousin, or any
other relative (great-grandparent,
etc.).
If there was no written entry and the ‘“Other relative”
circle was filled, processing staff had instructions ta mark a
code if they could determine relationship, or to code “any
ather relative” if they could not. In determining relationship,
they were to use any information available on the quest~~~n~ire for all persons in the household.
Hiquestion 2 was not answered at all (i.e., no filled circle
and no written entry), but the relationship appeared to be
that of a relative, the proper circle was to be filled if the
specific relationship could be determined. If no determination could be made as to whether the person was a relative
or a nonrelative, no circle was filled, and no code was
entered.

The coding staff’s instructions contained clues for spotting subfamilies. For instance, when two or more of the
referenced person’s relatives had the same surname different from that of person 1, there was a good chance that
this group of relatives was a subfamily. Combinations such
as “son” and “daughter-in-law”
in the same household
signaled the presence of a subfamily. Answers to the age
and marital-status questions also were used in determining
the presence of subfamilies.
Editing and allocation-The
consistency checks for questions 2 (relationship), 3 (sex), and 6 (marital status) were
grouped into one category called the “‘edit of persons in the
household.” These procedures reconciled inconsistencies
between each household member’s relationship to the
householder, marital status, sex, and age. The edit allocated values for inconsistently reported or missing values
based on the values of the other variables. A list of
procedures determined
which variables to use in the
allocation process based on the missing or inconsistent
combinations.
In general, the program established the
householder first then, based on the assumption that this
person was the householder, looked for inconsistencies or
missing data in the other person’s reported values.
The edit disallowed such improbable responses as two
spouses, householders and spouses of the same sex,
married individuals under 15 years of age, and children
who were older than their parents. In some cases, missing
values were allocated from the variable information. For
example, if the householder was male and the spouse’s
sex was unreported, female could be allocated to the
spouse.
If nine or more nonrelatives of the householder lived in
the household, each person’s relationship was blanked;
the household was converted to group quarters (GQ) and
processed as G in all edits.

Question 3. Sex

Instructions:

None.

As in every preceding census, the 1995 enumeration
included a question on sex, asked for each person These
data were used in most cross-classifications of population
characteristics.
To avoid offending a respondent,
enumerators
had
instructions to complete this item (unlike others) by observation; or if not possible, they (or edit clerks) were to
determine the person’s sex from the name or relationship
entry. if sex still remained unidentifiable, such as a person
with a name common to both sexes, they made a direct
inquiry. The 1990 inquiry was almost identical to the 1980
version.
Coding-None

was required.

Editing and ~~~oc~t~~~-Wh~~ sex was not reported, it
was allocated from a previously processed record according to the persan’s age, marital status, and relationship to
the householder. During the household edit that involved
question 2, there was a consistency check of husband/wife
responses to assure that fhe householder and spouse
entries were far opposite sexes.

Pacific Islander (API)” end carried an instruction for completing the item. The 1980 question contained one continuous listing that did not separate the API populations under
a heading distinct from the other raciaf categories.
In the 1980 census, a relatively high proportion (20
percent) of American indians did not report any tribal entry
in the race item. EW~U~~~QIJ
of the precensus tests indicated that changes made for the race item should improve
the reporting of tribes in rural areas (especially on reservations) for the 1990 census The results for urban areas
were inconclusive. Also, the precensus tests indicated that
there might be overreporting of the Cherokee tribe. An
evaluation of 1980 census data showed overreporting of
Cherokees in urban areas and areas where the number of
American lndians was sparse.
Coding-The
199Q census was the first to undertake a
IOO-percent automated review, edit, and coding operation
for written responses to the race item. The autornated
coding system used in 1990 aimed to reduce the potential
for error associated with a clerical review. Specialists with
a thorough knowledge a%racial categories and classification systems reviewed, edited, coded, and resalved inconsistent or incomplete responses. The 1980 census involved
only a limited clerical review of the race responses on the
?OO-percent forms, with a full clerical review only on the
sample questionnaires.

Inquiries oh race have appeared in each census since
1790. The concept af race as currently used by the Census
Bureau does not denote any clear-cut scientific definition of
biological
stock. In general, the data represent selfclassificz3tion
by people aoc~r~i~~ to the race with which they identify
themeives.
The 1980 version CQnta~~a~ 15 response categwies. In
1990, one more race oategq
was added, “‘Other API
[Asian/Pacific ~s~a~d~~~.~~
The 199Q inquiry asked specifically for each person’s %ce” while the 1980 question
omitted the word ‘“Race” but used the lead-in, “Is this
person-,”
to introduce the iist of response
categories.
Space for two write-in responses appeared on the 1990
form: One box included the instruction, “‘If lndian (Amer.),
print the name of the enrolled or principal tribe’“; the other
provided shared write-in space for ‘“Other API” and ‘“Mher
race.‘” The 1990 question featured a listing of nine specific
API population gr~~p~~gs b~~a~t~ ths heading “Asian or

Another major difference between the 1990 and preceding censuses was the handling of the write-in responses for
the API populations. In addition to the nine API categories
shown on the questionnaire, the 1990 census race item
provided a new residual category “Other API” for API
persons who did not select one of the listed groups. During
the coding operation, write-in responses for ““Qther API”
were reviewed, coded, and assigned to the appropriate
classification. For example, in 1990, a write-in entry of
Laotian, Thai, or Jawanese received a distinct race code
and was tabulated as Asian in the IOO-percent operation;
similarly, a write-in response of Tongan or Fijian was
tabulated as “Pacific islanders” in the IOO-percent operation but reclassified as “Other API” in sample tabulations.
In the 1990 census, respondents sornetimes did not fill
in a circle or filled the “‘Qther race” circle and wrote in a
response, such as Arab, Polish, or African American in the
shared write-in box for ‘“Qther race” and “Other API’”
responses. During the automated coding process, these
responses were edited and assigned to the appropriate
racial designation.
Pre-edit specifications for the 1990 automated coding
system were used to code a special selection of write-ins to
the race itern from the 1990 census questionnaire.
The
special selection included groups such as ““Moor,” “‘Cajun,”
“Tunica,” etc., that cut across major race groups For
example, Cajun could be classified or coded as “‘Arnsrican
Indian,‘” “White,” “Black,” or “0ther race.” Another example,
“Indian,” could mean ‘“American Indian,” “‘West Indian
(Black or Negro), ” ‘“East Indian,” ar ““Asian Indian.“”

With the automated coding system, only one code could
be used for any one specific write-in. The race question
listad 16 categories. Only the ‘“Indian (Amer.),” “Other
API,” and “Other race” groups required a write-in. In each
case, an acceptable write-in took precedence over the
FOSDIC. In cases of race responses in both write-in boxes,
the first write-in was generally retained where the FQSDIC
response was blank or ““Indian (Amer.).” The second
write-in was always preferred where the FCSDIC response
was ‘“Other race” and often preferred when it was “Other
APi.” These decisions were based upan the proximity of
the write-in lines to the appropriate FQSDIC circles The
procedures were designed to determins a single race
response.
Specific instructions for coding a single write-in response
differed, depending on whether the FOSDIC response was
blank, “‘American Indian, ” ‘“Other API,” OF ““Other race.”
Editing and allocation--Bath
pre-editing and editing procedures accurred. The hausehald race was that of the first
person in the household reporting a race. Four categories
of race were used: (1) Not reported, (2) White, (3) Black,
and (4) other. If no person in the household reported race,
the household was substituted using only the household
size. Completely blank one- to seven-person households
were substituted using the same household-size units. In
eight-plus-person
households, the units were assumed to
have seven persons before substitution took place.
Whenever possible, missing values far race were allocated from the races provided by members of the same
household. The procedures attempted to allocate the race
from a donor with the closest possible relationship to the
recipient.
The race and age pre-edits f-or group quarters (EC)
were basically identical to the household procedures, except
that the GQ race data were captured by keying rather than
by FQSDIC. An edit of persons in GQ’s was performed to
reconcile inconsistencies
in the CQ code, relationship,
age, and sex. These procedures were considerably more
detailed than thase for households. The edit disallowed
improbable responses such as inmates of noninstitutional
GQ’s, females in male-only CQ’s, end age violations based
on the GQ age restrictions.

Instructions:

An inquiry on age has been a part of the census, in
varying forms, since 1790. In the first census, age was
used only to divide free White males into two groups--those
16 years old and over and those under 16. The age
categories were expanded in subsequent enumerations,
first as ranges and then, in 1850, as single years The
question was asked in terms of “age at last birthday,” with
those under 1 year to be entered as fractions (age in
months divided by 12). Variation from this pattern began in
1890; the question to date may be outlined as follows (the
changes in Census Day affecting comparability):

1890

June

1

Age at nearest

1900

June

1

2%;

1910

Apr.
Jan.
Apr.
Apr.

16
1
1
1

1920
1930

1940

month

birthday
and year

of

Under 1
War Oki
1

Age at last birthday
Age at last birthday
Age at last birthday
Age at last birthday

2
5
5
1

Age at last birthday
Quarter
of year in which
birth occurred
and year

f

Showed
complete

years and

months
(twelfths
of a year)

%;”

1950
1960

Apr. 1
Apr.

1

1970

Apr.

1

1980

Apr.

1

1990

Apr.

1

Age, month and yaar of
birth
Age, month, year, and
coded quarter
of birth
Age and year of birth

This question was asked for all persons. The age
classification was based on the age of the person at his/her
last birthday, that is, the number of completed years from
birth to Census Day (April 1 of the cansus year).
The 1990 age question asked the respondent to print
his/her age at last birthday in the space provided (print “00”
for babies less than 1 year old) and year of birth, then to fill
in the matching circle below each box. These circles were
which then calculated the
interpreted
by computer,
respondent’s age by subtracting these dates from Census
Day. The written-in age and year were used by field offics
personnel to complete any missing or incorrectly filled
circles before the forms were read by machine.
Coding--None
Editing
cedures
allocated
detected
reported.

was required.

and allocation ---Both pre-editing and editing prowere used to assess consistency. The pre-edit
a value of age @a) when inconsistencies were
between the year of birth (item 5b) and age
If possible, missing age values were allocated

from the year of birth. Only the century

year-of-birth

responses

was

portion of the

adjustedbased on the age

provided; missing year-of-birth values were not allocated or
substitutsd.
Missing values for age were handled by a hot-deck
matrix. Several matrices were used to dstermine age,
depending on the relationship crf the person with a missing
aga to the other persons in the household with reperted
age values. Mast of the matrices provided an age difference (positive or negative) added ta the age of a person in
the unit with a known relationship to the recipient, For
example, suppose the husband and the wifa had missing
ages but a son’s or daughter’s age was provided. The
procedure first determined an age for the wife from the
child by taking the difference between the reported ages of
a wife and child in a similar household and adding it to the
age of the child in the missing household. The husband”s
age would then be determined from the wife’s in a similar
manner.
If bath age and year of birth were completeiy blank or
meaningless, processing staff considered the response as
blank and sent the record on to the household edits. Age
was considered blank or meaningless if (a) it was completely blank, fb) only the middle digit was blank, (c) only
the middle digit was present, (d) only the left digit was filled,
or (e) age was greater than 114 years. Year of birth was
considered blank or meaningless if it was completely blank,
either the decade or ending year was blank, or the year of
birth was not 1876 to 1990.
The remaining data were acceptable. in addition to
perfect within-range responses to either item, not both,
acceptable data included the following: (a) If only the
rightmost digit of item 5a was filled, age was allocated that
value; (b) if only the leftmost or rightmost digit was blank,
age was allocated the value of the remaining two digits;
and (c) in all cases where 5b was missing only the century
af birth.
The same procedures were used on all individuals in
households and group quarters. For the household universe, the procedures were done prior to the edit of people
in households, For the group-quarters
universe, a simplified version of the procedures was done as the first step of
the edit of people in group quarters. Age anly remained a
part of a person’s permanent record.

Question

6. Marital

Status

whether the persan had married during the previous yaar.
The category “‘Separated” was added in 1950 when the
tsrm “Single” was changed to ‘“Never married,“’ bringing
the question to its present form. Experience had indicated
a tendency of some formerly married respondents
to
classify themselves as “Single.”
Marital status for individuals 14 and over are available
back to 1890, but starting in 1980, they are pubiished anly
for people 15 and over.
Coding-None

Editing and zrllocation-As
in 1980, “Never married” was
the only acceptable response for anyone under 15. Any
other entry was made “‘never married” by the computer.
For individuals 15 years of age or older, the marital-status
and relationship (item 2) entries for the person in question
were compared with those for the householder.
If the
relationship was ““husband” or “wife,” the marital-status
entry in both cases had to be ‘“Now married”; if not, it was
edited to conform. When marital status was not reported, it
was allocated from a previously processed household with
similar characteristics according to the relationship to the
householder and the sex and age of the person.
In group quarters, all individuals under 15 years old were
classified automatically as “Never married”; any others
withaut responses were ailocated a marital status from a
matrix of previously reported people.
Question

6 o

if the persari’s

only

rrV~&$e

WaS WNwlld,

k%ark NWe*

txMtied+

A question on marital status has appeared in all censuses since 1880, usually as ‘“Single, married, widowed, or
divorced?” From 185~ through 1890, the census asked

7. Spanish/Hispanic

Origin

Instructions:
7.

A person is of Spanish/Hispanic
origin If the person’s origin (ancestry) Is
Mexican, Mexican-Am.,
Chicano, Puerto Rican. Cubq
Argentinean.
Colombian. Costa R~con, Dominican.
Ecuadoran, Gu ~temalan, Hondumn.
Nlcara
un. PlNVian, Salvadoran,
from other Spsnis: ~-speaking munties
of the F- anbtwan or CentxnI or South America. or from .5pain.
If you ftll the Yn. otbix Spanirh/HLrp8ulc
circle, print one group.
A psrsan who Is not of Spsnlsh/Hlsppsnk
otigin shoutd wwer
this quest%w
b Hlllng the Na (nat Spanl~h/HIepa~lc)
circle. Note that the term
4 edcan-Am.refersonly to persons of Mexican adgin or ancestry.
All persons.

Instructions:

was required.

regardless

of cItizenship

status, should

answer

this question.

The 1980 census marked the first time that SpanishHspanic
origin was asked on a loo-percent basis. In 1970, a similar
question was asked of only a &percent sample of the
population. in 1990, this question was asked of all persons.
Persons of SpanisNHispanic
origin or descent were those
who classified themselves in one of the specific S~~~s~i~~~~
origin response categories listed on the questionnaire---+4Iexxican,
Puerto Rican, or Cuban-as
well as those wha indicated

they were of ‘“other Spanish/Hispanic
origin.” individuals
reporting “‘other Spanish/Hispanic”
were those who trace
their origin to other Spanish-speaking countries of Central
or South America, Spain, and tha Dominican Republic, or
persons identifying themselves generally as Spanish, Spanish American, Hispano, Hispanic, Latino, etc. For 1980 and
1990, Spanish/Hispanic
origin and race information was
collected in saparate questions; thus, persons of SpanisM-(ispanic
origin could be of any race although virtually all selected
the “White” and “Other race” categories.
The 1990 version of the Spanish/Hispanic origin quesu
tion was modified from the 1980 question. For instance,
“‘Fill one circle” was changed to “Fill ONE circle for each
person,” and a write-in box and examples were added to
the “‘Yes, other Spanish/Hispanic”
response category. On
the sample forms, the write-in responses wera coded to
provide information on 17 additional countries of origin and
several other categories of Spanish/Hispanic
origin net
previously available.
The 1990 and 1980 censuses differed from the 1970
census in the way in which individuals of Spanish/Hispanic
origin who reported their race as “‘other race” were catsgorizad. Many of these people provided a write-in entry such
as Mexican, Venezuelan, or Latino in the race question.
These entries were classified as “Other race” or “‘Other” in
the 1990 and 1980 censuses respectively. In the 1970
census, however, most af the persons who identified
themselves as Spanish/Hispanic in the race question were
categorized as “White.”
Editing and al!ocatiin--Missing
responses for SpanishMspanic
origin were allocated in a similar mannsr as race; however,
race also was used in the allocation process. The computer
program allocated Spanish/Hispanic
origin based on a
Spanish/Hispanic write-in entry if one was provided in the
person’s “Other race” category. If the program found a
Spanish/Hispanic entry in the race question, it coded the
write-in with a specified matrix (cold-deck) and assigned it
to the person. If a race write-in was not provided, the origin
was assigned from one of the other household members
with the closest relationship to the recipient. Otherwise, the
computer assigned an origin from a second specified
hot-deck matrix.
There were sizable differences between sample data
and lOO-percent data because sample processing included
additional edits not included in the 100-percent processing.
Unlike the sample processing, the IO@percent procedure
did not have coded write-in Spanish/Hispanic origin responses
to determine the origin of parsons who did not check a
response category. If a write-in response was unavailable
during sample processing, the program determined the
origin of a person from the response to the place-of-birth
question. If the place of birth was a Spanish-speaking
country, it was used to assign a person’s origin. If the place
of birth was not a Hispanic country, than the first ancestry

Otherwise, origin
hot-deck matrix.

was ~~~i~~~~ by a second

Coding-place-of-birth
ooding required matching the responses
to the State and Foreign Country File (SFCF) and attaching
the geographic code. The SFCF contained (1) the names
and abbreviations of each State, the District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico, and the outlying areas of the United States;
and (2) the official names, alternate names, and abbreviations of foreign countries and selected foreign city, state,
county, and regional names.
Once the write-in response was keyed, it was matched
to the SFCF in a machine-coding operation; the responses
did not have to match a reference file entry exactly. The
coding algorithm allowed for equivacations, such as using
soundex values of letters (for example, m=n, f=ph, etc.)
and reversing consecutive letter combinations (ie=ei). Each
equivocation was assigned a numeric value or confidence
level, with exact matches receiving the best score or
highest confidence. The responses had to match a reference file entry with a high level of confidence in order for
the machine code to be accepted. Nearly 98 percent of the
place-of-birth responses were matched with an acceptable
confidence during machine coding.
Tha remaining 2 percent of responses were coded in a
computer-assisted clerical coding (CACC) operation. Clerks
used an interactive computer system to select reference
file entries that they thought best matched the responses,
then the computer automatically assigned the codes associated with that geographic entity. The CACC operation
work units included a three-way independent quality control sample of the responses requiring clerical coding and a
quality control sample of the responses that were machine
coded. The CACC operation included a referral coding unit
that used paper reference materials to code names not
included in the reference files.
Editing and allocationIndividuals for whom place of
birth was not reported were assigned the birthplace of
another family member or were allocated the response of
another person with similar characteristics. People allocated as foreign born were not assigned a specific country
of birth but were classified as “Born abroad, country not
specified.” When information on place of birth was not
reported, nativity was assigned on the basis of answers to
the citizenship question (9) and other characteristics.
Nonresponse was allocated in a similar manner in 1980;
however, prior to 1980 nonresponse to the place of birth
question was not allocated. Prior to the 1970 census,
individuals not reporting place of birth were generally
classified as “natives.”

Question
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9. Citizenship

1990 CENSUS CONTENT

Instrwetions:

An inquiry on citizenship appeared in the decennial
censuses of 1820 and 1830, in 1670 (for males 21 years of
age and over), and since 1890, except 1960. Under special
arrangements with their respective governments, the 1960
100-percent questionnaires
used in New York City and
Puerto Rico included a question on citizenship, and results
were tabulated only for those areas.
information on citizenship was used to classify the
population into citizens and noncitizens of the United
States. In 1990, U.S. citizens were classified further into
four subcategories, the first three of which included citizens
at birth----individuats born in the United States; those born
in the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico, Guam, the U.S.
Virgin Islands, or the Commonwealth
of the Northern
Mariana Islands; and those born abroad of American
parents. The fourth subcategory consisted of naturalized
citizens-people
who obtained U.S. citizenship through the
judicial system.
The 1980 version presented this question as the first of
a two-part inquiry that asked, “‘ls this person a naturalized
citizen of the United States?” It was directed only to
individuals who reported their place of birth as a foreign
country in question 8. To emphasize that limitation, a
lead-in to the citizenship question read, ‘“If this person was
born in a foreign country-.”
Despite the lead-in, however,
analysis of 1980 census returns indicated that 22 percent
of people who entered a U.S. State in the birthplace
question (1 I) reported themselves as “Naturalized citizens” in the citizenship question (12). The erroneous
entries required a substantial amount of editing. in addition,
a small number of people reported themselves both as
‘Born abroad of American parents” and “Naturalized citizens.” These examples of misreporting suggested that
many respondents apparently did not follow the instructions that only persons born in foreign countries should
answer the question.
Coding-No

coding was necessary for question 9.

Editing

and allocation-The
computer first compared
responses to this question with those to question 8 (place
of birth)J If the person was born in the United States, Puerto
Rico, or a U.S. outlying area, the correct response to
question 9 was filled if necessary. Remaining blanks were
filled based upon the response for parents within the same
household, or failing that, based on the response for the
last processed person with the same period of immigration
and country of birth.
1990 CENSUS OF POPULATKIN

AND HQUSING-l-lISTCRY

Question IO. Year of Entry

0 1985ar1986

0 19fl2too9W
0
0

1980or1981
1975 to 1979

0
0
0
0

Question 11. School Enrollment

1965tol969
196otolW
195oto1959
Wore1950

Instructions:
10.

Instructions:

If the pwson has entered the United States (that is, the 50 states end the
DLs~ct of Columbia) more than once, fill the circle for the latest ye&r he/she
came to stay.

This question asked respondents born outside the United
States to report the interval that included the year in which
they came to the country to stay. The chief revision to the
1980 question for 1990 involved expanding the question to
include year of %ntry” for citizens born in Puerto Rico or an
outlying area and modifying the length of the response
intervals to correspond more closely to program and legislative needs affected by waves of recent immigration to
this country and with the year of the census.
The 1988 dress rehearsal (see ch. 2) and the 1990
census had 10 response categories of varying interval
lengths, used 2- and 3-year intervals for most recent years
and “Before 1950” for the earliest response. The last
category was retained so that data from the 1980 census
question could be compared with 1990 census results.
Coding-No

coding was necessary for question

10.

Editing and allocation-The
computer checked for inconsistencies between questions 10 and 5 (age); for example,
someone under 5 years of age on Census Day could not
have entered the United States in 1985. Blanks in question
10 were allocated based on the response for the last
processed person with the same race and within the same
age interval.

Ctuestions 11 and 12. Education
The 1990 census gathered two basic types of statistics
on education-school
enrollment and educational attainment (in terms of grade level completed and degree
received). Since 1950, the census has provided data for
education on a sample basis. Enrollment data have been
collected in each census since 1850; items on schooling
completed were first collected in 1940 and replaced a
literacy question asked from 1840 to 1930.

1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION

AND HOUSING-HISTORY

11.

Do not include enrollment in a trade or busmess school, company training.
or tutortng unless the couw would be accepted for credit at a regular
elementary school. high school, M college.
A pub/k AI&
in any school or college that is controlled and supported
ptimarily by a local, county, State, or Federal Government.
Schools are
private B supported and controlled primerfly by r&&us
oqanlzettons
or
other prluate groups.

School enrollment questions have been in the census
since 1840; grade attended was first available in 1940; type
of school (public/private) was first asked in 1960. The 1980
and 1970 questions included two response categories for
nonpublic school (“private, church-related”
and “private,
not church-related”
in 1980 and “parochial” and “other
private” in 1970). The 1990 version differed in that it did not
differentiate between types of private schools. Also, the
word “Count” was replaced by ‘“Include only” for levels of
school.
Coding-No

coding was necessary for item 11.

Editing and allocation -Individuals
without a response to
the school enrollment question were assigned the enrollment status and type of school of a person with the same
age (5), race (4), Hispanic origin (7), and, at older ages,
sex (3), who resided in the same or a nearby area.
Enrollment
levels--Level
of enrollment was determined
by the combination of the school enrollment and educational attainment items. People who were enrolled and
completed nursery school or less were classified as enrolled
in “preprimary school,” which included kindergarten. Similarly, enrolled individuals who had completed at least
kindergarten but not high school were classified as enrolled
in elementary or high school. Enrolled individuals who had
completed high school or some college or had received a
post-secondary degree were classified as enrolled in college. Enrolled respondents completing the 12th grade but
receiving no diploma were classified as enrolled in high
school.

1990 CENSUS CONTENT
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Because the attainment item included highest levels
completed and highest degree, exact grade of enrollment,
as shown in previous years, could not be produced. From
1950 through 1980, educational attainment was derived
from two items, “highest grade or year ever attended’ and
“completed tha grade,‘” and the grade in which enrolled
was the highest grade attended. To improve the usefulness
of the attainment data, enrollment detail was reduced.
Since the 1950 census, college students were enumerated where they lived while attending college; in earlier
consuses, they generally were enumerated at their parentat homes. This change should not have affected the
comparability of national figures on college enrollment
since 1940; however, it may have affected the comparability over time of enrollment figures at subnational levels.

uestisn 12. Educational Attainment

The 1990 educational attainment question differed from
the question asked from 1940 to 1980. More than a
revision, the 1990 question changed the focus from years
of school to degree. The earlier question asked for “* . _
highest grade or year completed” (from 2950 to 1980, it
was in two parts: “‘highest. . Mended”
and “‘did you
complete. . .‘I) whereas in 1990 the questian asked for
II
* I . highest level COMPLETED or degree ~~~~~~~~.~I
The change in concept from years to degrees was the first
major change since 1940. The 1990 item identified the
highest credential the person had earned rather than
inferring possession of credentials or degrees based on the
years completed. The response categories were changed
because there was evidence that the comparability between
years af school and degrees had deteriorated over time.
The comparability between ““completed four years of cotlege, ” “‘completed the senior year of college,” and “college
graduate” had become less clear, as some individuals who
completed 4 years of college have not received a bachelors degree, With increased numbers of people earning
other post-secondary
degrees (e.g., associate, masters,
professional, and doctorate), the numbers of respondents
with those degrees could not be approximated from yaars
of college. Comparison with data for earlier years is
possible for major degrees and below the college level but
should be made with caution”
In 1990, the response choice “No school completed”’
was the first category listed, resulting in a consistent principle of listing educational attainments in ascending order,
ranging from no school attended to the highest degree a
person could earn. A similar response choice in “s9BO
““Never attended school’” followed the college-year attended.
Ceding-40

b Flark the category fox the highest grade or level of schwling the person has
cucceddly
coompleted
or the Llghgt
&gre@ the person received. lf the
person is enrolled in school. mark the category containing the highest grade
completed (the grade preu~ous to the grade in which enrolled). Schaoling
completed in foreign or ungraded s&c&
should be reported as the
equivalent level of schooling WI the regular American school system.
Persons who campleted high schoal by pa551ng an equivalency test. such as
the General Educational Development
(GED) examination,
and did noe
attend college. should fill the circle for high school graduate.
Do not include vacattanal
business schools or ~ollsges
ar hiyher.

certificates or diplomas from vocational, trade, or
unless they were college level associate degrees

Some examples of prafessionalsch&de~es
include medicine, dentistry,
chiropractic,
optometry,
osteopathic medicine, pharmacy.
podiatry.
veterinary medicine, law. and theology. Do not include barber school,
~asmalogy.
or other traidng for a spectflc trade.
Do not include honorary degrees awarded by colleges and universities
individuals for the17 accomplishments.
Include only “aamed” degreas.

to

coding was necessary for item 12.

Editing and alloeatian-Individuals
for whom ~du~tio~~~
attainment was not reported were assigned the attai~rn~~t
of a person of the same age, race ar Spanish origin, and
sex who resided in the same or a nearby area. Entries for
respondents for whom more than one circle was filled were
editad ta the highest level or degree reported. tn the 4960
and subsequent census, people for whelm educational
attainment was not reported were assigned the same
attainment level as a similar person iiving in the same or a
nearby area. In tha 1940 and 1950 censuses, educational
attainment was not allocated.
Question

13. Ancestry

Instructions:
1%

hint the encastty group. Ance&y
refers to the person’s ethnic origin or
descent, “roots,’ or heritage. Ancaatry also may refa to the country of birth
af the erson or the person’s parents or ancestors More their tival
In the
Unita cr Status. ANpmons,
regardlou of dtienship
status, should answer
this question.
Persona who have more than one origin and cannot identif ~4th a single
ancestry group msy report two ancestry graups (for ewamp 7e, German-IrIshI.
Be specific. For ~&1p1e, print whether West Indian, /Wan Indian, or
American Lndlan. West Indian includes
ersons whose ancestors came from
Jamaica, Trinfdad. H&i, etc. flistinguis R Cape Verdean from Portuguosp:
French Canadian from Canadtan; and Dominican Republic from
Domtotca Island.
A religioun group should

not be reported

~5 a person’s

ancestry

The 1980 census marked the first time that a general
question on ancestry (ethnicity) was asked in a decennial
census. The inquiry replaced items in earlier censuses
dating back to 1880 that covered the country of birth of a
person’s parents; that information was used in combination
with the person’s own place of birth to identifv first- and
second-generation
Americans (the “foreign stocK’ population). Thus, 1990 and 1980 ancestry data and foreign-stock
information from prior censuses are not directly comparable.
This item, based on self-identification, was open ended
(respondents wrote in their answers). Ancestry referred to
a person’s ethnic origin or descent, “roots,” or heritage. it
also referred to the country of birth of the person or the
person’s parents or ancestors before their arrival in the
United States. Individuals could report their ancestry regardless of the number of generations they were removed from
their ancestors’ places of origin. Furthermore, responses to
the ancestry question reflected the ethnic group(s) with
which each person identified and not necessarily the
degree of attachment they had with the particular group(s).
Coding-The
Census Bureau coded the responses for
ancestry (see app. 14C, figure 4) through an automated
review, edit, and coding operation. The automated coding
system used in 1990 greatly reduced the potential for error
associated with a clerical review. Subject-matter specialists used a coding list of more than 1,000 categories to
assign numeric codes to responses to the open-ended
write-in ancestry question. The 1990 code list reflected the
results of the agency’s own research and consultations
with a number of ethnic experts. Many decisions concerning the classification of responses affected the grouping of
the tabulated data. For example, the “Assyrian” category
included both responses of “Assyrian” and “Chaldean.”
The ancestry question allowed respondents to report
one or more ancestry groups. While a large number of
respondents listed a single ancestry, the majority of answers
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included more than one ethnic entry. Generally, only the
first two responses reported were coded in 1990. If a
response indicated dual ancestry, for example, Irish-English,
the person was assigned two codes, in this ease, one for
Irish and another for English. However, in certain cases,
multiple responses such as ‘“French Canadian,‘” “ScotchIrish,” “‘Greek Cypriota,” and “‘Black Dutch” were assigned
a single code reflecting their status as unique groups. If a
person reported one of these uniqua groups in addition to
another group, for example, ““Scotch-Irish English,” rssulting in three terms, that person received one code for the
unique group (“‘Scotch-Irish”) and another for the remaining group (“‘English”). If a person reported “English Irish
French,” only English and Irish were coded. Certain combinations of ancestries where the ancestry group was part
of another, such as ““German-Bavarian,”
the responses
were coded as a single ancestry using the smaller group
(“Bavarian”). Also, responses such as ‘“Polish-American”
or “Italian-American”
were coded and tabulated as a single
entry (“Polish” or “Italian”). (The 1980 prccadures at-tempted
to code a third ancestry for selected triple-ancestv responses.)
The census accepted “American” as a unique ethnicity,
whether it appeared alone or with an ambiguous response.
If “American” with State name(s) was reportad, the State
name only was coded. If the respondent listed any other
ethnic identity such as ‘“Italian American,” generally, tha
“American” portion of the response was not coded. However, distinct groups such as “American Indian,” “Mexican
American,” and “African American” were coded and identified separateiy because they represented groups who
considered themselves different from those who reported
as “Indian,” “ Mexican,” or ““African,” respectively.
When respondents provided an ethnic identity, for example,
an uncodeable or unintelligible response such as “multinational,” “adopted,” or “‘I have no idea,” the answer was
included in a residual or nonresponse category.
Unlike other census questions, there was no imputation
for nonresponse to the ancestry question.
Editing and allocation-There
were both pre-editing and
editing operations. In the pre-edit, blanks were changed to
“not reported.” Where more than one ancestr)l group was
reported, only the first two were used. Entries for religious
groups, such as Jewish, Moslem, Protestant, etc., were
coded in a general “religious response” category but were
not tabulated individually.
In the edit phase, the computer reviewed the entries in
question 13 for the entire household to make certain that
the codes were legitimate (codes within some ranges were
not used). There was no allocation for nonresponse in the
ancestry question.
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questions, asked on a sample basis since 1970, were used
in conjunction with current residence to determine the
extent of residential mobility of the population.
Question 14a was a screener to determine whether the
person was a mover, a nonmover, or less than 5 years old.
Question l4b, parts (1) through (3), collected names of
State or foreign country, and county and place (city or
town) (in the United States only) of previous residence.
Question 14b, part (4), asked whether the previous residence was inside the city or town limits of the reported
place. The 1990 questions were the same as the 1970 and
1980 questions, except for slight differences in wording.

If the person lived in the Unlted States on Apdl 1, 1985, print the name of the
Stare (ar D~stfict of Cciumbia) where he or she lived. Cmttnue with parts (2)
through (4).
If the pwxln lrved in D U.S. territory
or commonwealth,
print the name of the
territory ar commanwveakh,
such us Puerto Rico, US, Vhgin Islanda, Guam,
American Samoa. CJYNarthem Marianas. Then go to queabn Ea.
If the peon
Wed outside the Unlted States, prtnt the name of the fom
countrg or area where he or she lived. Specify whether Northern IreLn $ or
the Republic of ireland (Eke); East or West Germany;
North or South Korea;
Engtand. Scotland M Wales (not Great Bcitaln or Untted Kingdom), Specify
the pmm~lor caunfxy or island in the Caribbean (not, for example, West
Indies)” Than go to question Ea
brt

(21

If the person
Alaska. print
caunty name
independent
enter Iha city
Pm

lived in LouIslana, print the parish name. U the
reon lived in
the borough nama. ff the person lived Ln New $” ork city and the
IS not knawn. ptint the borough name. If the perean lived in en
crty (not in any county) or in Washington,
D.C., leave blank and
nanv3 in part (31.

(3)

If the persan Ilved In New England, pttnt the name of the town rather than the
village name. unless the nmme of the town is not known. if the person lived
autside the Ilmits or boundaries of MY ci or town, pyint the name of the post
office or the nearest town and merk No, ‘y tvad atide
tbo my/tam
lltmtta In part (4)
F%rt Ml
Mark Yes if the locat[an IS nnw inside the city/town
timfis even if it was not
inside the limits on Apdl1, 1985: that Ls, if the aree was annexed by the
city/town
since that Iem.

Each census, ~e~~~~~ng with 1940, included a question
on residence 5 years earlier, except for 1950, when the
question asked for residsnce 1 year earlier. The migration

Coding--Migration
coding required matching the responses
to the appropriate reference file and then attaching geographic codes. Two reference files were used for migration
coding. The SFCF contained (1) the names and abbreviations of each State, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,
and the outlying areas of the United States; and (2) the
official names, alternate names, and abbreviations of forEaign countries and selected foreign city, State, province,
and regional names. The Geographic Areas File (GM)
contained the names of the geographic components within
each State, including each (1) county or county equivalent;
(2) city, town, village, or borough; (3) minor civil division
(only in the nine Northeastern
States); (4) post office
names; and (5) names of census designated places.
Once the write-in responses to these questions were
keyed, the responses were matched to the reference files
in a two-step machine-coding operation. First, the State or
foreign-country response was matched to the SFCF; then,
if tha previous residence was the United States, the county
and place responses were matched to the GAF.
During the machine-coding stage, the responses did not
have to match a reference-file entry exactly. The coding
algorithm allowed for equivocations such as using soundex
values of letters (for example, m=n, f=ph, etc.) and reversing consecutive letter combinations (ie-ei). Each equivocation was assigned a numeric value or confidence level, with
exact matches receiving the best score or highest confidence. The responses had to match a reference-file entry
with a high level of confidence in order for the machine
code to be accepted. About 95 percent of the migration
responses were matched with an acceptable confidence
during machine coding.
The remaining 5 percent of responses were coded in a
CACC operation. Clerks used an interactive computer
system to select reference-file entries that they thought
best matched the responses, then the computer automatically assigned the codes associated with that geographic
entity. The CACC-operation
work units included a threeway independent quality-control sample of the responses
requiring clerical coding and a quality-control sample of the
responses that were machine coded. It also included a
referral coding unit that used paper reference materials to
code names not included in the reference files.
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Editing and allocation-When
incomplete information on
residence in 1985 was reported for a person, previous
residence for other family members, if available and consistent with partial responses, was used to assign ir; if not
available, the previous residence of another person with
similar characteristics for whom complete information had
been provided was allocated. In 1980, nonresponse was
assigned or allocated in a similar manner. Migration data
from the 1960 and 1970 censuses are less comparable
because nonresponse was not allocated.
Question

15. Language

The 1990 question, similar to that asked in 1980,
focused on current language usage. The data collected are
used to aid in assessing needs for bilingual education and
other services, such as voting materials and tra~s~~~~t~~~
or hospital systems, for persons who spoke la~~~a~~s
other than English.
The wording of question l5a for 1990 was changed from
the 198Q version by dropping the phrase “‘speaks only
English’ from the “No” response category.
Coding-The
write-in responses listed in 15b (s~~c~f~c
language spoken) were transcribed onto computerfiles
and coded into more than 380 detailed language cztegories, using an automated coding system that c~rn~a~~~ the
reported responses with entries in a computer ~~ct~~~a~~
which initially contained around 2,000 ~a~~~~~e names.
The dictionary was updated with a large ~~rn~~~ af ne
names, variations in spelling, and a small ~~rn~~r of
residual categories, Each write-in response was given a
numeric code associated with one of the detailed categories in the dictionary. If the respondent fisted more than one
non-English language, only the first was coded.
See appendix 14C for an illustration of the content of the
classification schemes used to present language data.

Editing

Print the name of the language spoken at home. If this perwn speakr more
than one non”Englbh language and cannot determine whrch IS spoken more
often, repmt the first language the pxson learned to apeak.

A question on language has appeared in all censuses
since 1890. Comparability
is limited by changes in the
question wording and the subpopulations
to which they
apply. The censuses from 19lQ to 1940, 1960, and 1970
contained questions, asked often only of the foreign born,
on “mother tongue” (e.g., for 1970, “What language, other
than English, was spoken in this person’s home when he
was a child?” or, for earlier censuses, “mother tongue,”
“native language,” or “language spoken in home before
coming to U.S.“).
Only the 1980 question and population universe are
comparable to 1990. The one significant change from 1980
to 1990 was from hand coding the “write-in” language to
computer coding. Data from this inquiry are used to identify
geographic areas with farge numbers of individuals with
limited English-speaking ability, as well as concentrations
of speakers of a particular non-English language. These
statistics are important for the implementation of the Voting
Rights Act and various other Federal programs.
Data an ability to speak English represent the person’s
own perception about his or her own ability or that of
another household member (such as the person who
completed the questionnaire).
1990 CENSUS OF PQPULATlON
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and aftocation-For
individuals wha indicated in
15a that they spoke a language other than English at home
but did not specify the name of the language in 1st~ the
language was assigned based on either (I) the ~~~~~~~~ of
other speakers in the household, (2) the ~~~~~~~~ of a
person of the same Hispanic origin or detailed race ~r~~~
living in the same or a nearby area, OF(3) a person of the
same ancestry or place of birth. In all cases where a person
was assigned a non-English language, that language was
assumed to be spoken at home. People for whom 15a was
blank and a language other than English was entered in
15b were assumed to speak that language at home.
Individuals reported to speak a language other than
English at home but whose ability to speak English was not
reported were assigned the English-language
ability of a
randomly selected person of the same age, Hispanic origin
(if appropriate), nativity, year of entry, and language group.
In households where one or mare people at least 5
years old spoke a language other than English, the household language assigned to all household members was the
non-English language spoken by the first person with a
non-English language in the following order: ~~~s~~~~der,
spouse, parent, sibling, child, grandchild, other relative,
stepchild, unmarried partner, housemate
or roomrn~t~~
roomer, boarder or foster child, or other nonrelative.

Question

16. Age Screen
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Instructions:

Nane.

This item was used to screen for individuals 15 years of
age and older, for whom the balance af the inquiries on ths
questionnaire would be asked, and to alert district-office
staff and/or tha computer program that data would be
expected; conversely, any subsequent entries for persons
under 15 would ba deleted. The cutoff age was 14 in the
t 970 census to permit labor-force tabulations comparable
to earlier decades. Later, the official definition af the labor
force had been changed to include only individuals age 16
years and over. However, age 15 was selected for 1980
and retained in 1990, so that data on fertility could be
prepared for the 5year age group ending in 19.
Coding-No

taunt

Editing and allocation-The
computer used these entries
only as indications that subsequent responses for a particular person either were to be ignored or edited and/or
supplied. It involved no tabulation. Processing staff cornpared the entry in 16 with the age found in question 5 and
completed or corrected 16 as necessary. If the person was
born before April 1975, the reviewers were to continue with
the next question If the person was born on or after April
1975, they were to skip the remaining questions for the
person and go to question 8 for the next person entered, if
any.
Question
17. Veteran status,
Period of Active
Duty Military and Years of Active Duty Military
S@FViCf?

sqatembsr

Q
0

May 1975 to AugusK
Vietnam
era (August

14Bo or later

0
0

February
H55--July
Kwean
conf4cK (June

0
0

World
wdd

0

Anyathertimo

1980
1964--A&i
1%
19%-January

W~I B (September
194+-duly
war I (Apru 1917~Nowmh

c. htotd,hoarmuyyearedwtiw-duiymihy
IHWKC~ ham thh peon
hand?
------------7
/
i l_l-___-_-_

Mmine smvlca as acttvu duty.

q~~sti~~ an military psnsioners was asked in the 1840
census and on Civil War veterans in 1890 and 1910. The
1896 census also included a special questionnaire an U.S.
military Civil War veterans (excluding Confederate veterans) and their widows. An item on veteran status has baen
~~~~~de~ in each enumeration since 1930. Initial data on
veteran status of women was collected in 1980.
This q~estj~~ appeared in two parts in 1980, three parts
in 1990. The 1980 equivalent to 199Q question l7a asked
for a “Yes” or “No” response to the question, “‘Is this
person a veteran of active duty military service in the
Armed Forces of the United States?” It carried an identical
referral to the instructian guide for duty in the National
Guard or reserves on/v, where the answer was to be %o”
unless called to active duty in U.S. forces.
The 1990 question 1 “Tb pertained to all respondents with
either current or past active-duty military service, even for
brief periads. The two 1990 response categories for the
mast recent periods, “May 1975 to August 1980” and
“‘September 1980 or later,” replaced the single 1980 item,
“May 1975 ar later.” Although this represented a departure
from the pattern of previous censuses, which did not split
peacetime periods but separated them only by wartime
periods, changes in veterans-benefit
laws3 prompted division of the category of the post-Vietnam peacetime era.
One new provision of these laws denied most benefits to
persons who failed to complete at least 2 years of an
original enlistment beginning on or after September 8,
1980; the split of the peacetime service category thus
conformed with this date.
Question 1 k, new for the 1990 census, used an openended format to ask persons with active-duty military
service to show the number of years they served. This
question evolved in response to strong recommendations
by Federal agencies, especially the Departments of Veterans Affairs (VA) and Defense (DOD), as a result of the new
laws mentioned above. This new question on years of
military service, along with the “September 1980 or later”
period of service category, would enable the census to
produce statistics approximating the universe of VA benefit
programs reflecting the new ruling. The DOD wanted these
data for studies such as measuring the effects of length of
military service on post-service earnings

coding was necessary for item 16.

0

othar Marchant

1975)
1955)
1947)
1918)

I Years

%tle
10, section
977, of the U.S, Code.
In 1981, this
superseded
by Title 38, U.S. Code, which applied to all persons
under Title 10 as well as to certain resewi&
and commissioned
who entered
active duty after October
10, 1981.

,’

1990
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officers
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The follcwi~g people might have tended to report erroneously that they served on active duty in the Armed
Forces: (a) individuals who served only in the National
Guard or military reserves; (b) civilian employees or volunteers of the United Service Organizations, Red Cross, or
the DOD (OFits predecessors, the Department of War and
Navy); and (c) employees of the Merchant Marine or Public
Health Service. There also may have been a tendency for
people erroneously to round months up to the nearest year
in 17~. (For example, persons with 1 year and 8 months of
activs-duty military service may have reported, mistakenly,
“‘2 yaars.“)
The wording of l7a for 1990 was expanded from the
counterpart veteran/not veteran item in 1980 to include
currsnt active-duty status and service in the military reserves
and the National Guard only. The expansion was intended
to clarii the appropriate response for people in the Armed
Forces and for individuals who served in the National
Guard or military reserve units only. For the first time in a
ct3nsus, service during World War II as a merchant-marine
seaman was considered active-duty military service, and
persons with such service were counted as veterans. As in
1970 and 1980, respondents
reporting more than one
period of service were shown in the most recent wartime
period-of-service category in tabulations.
ing-No

coding was necessary

for item 17,

~~~~~~~ and ailocaticn-Responses
to item l7b were
edited to eliminate inconsistencies between reported period(s) of service and the age of the person and to disallow
reported combinations of periods containing unreasonable
gaps (for example, a person could not serve during World
War I and the Korean conflict without sarving during World
War II). Responses in item 1’7~ were edited for consistency
with responses to item 17b and with the age of the person.
Allocations were made by imputation to the nonreporting
person from a reported parson with similar characteristics,

While the 1880 through 1910 censuses (sometimes in
supplementary questionnaires) included inquiries on mental, physical, and/or other disabilities, no item on disability
appeared in later censuses until 1970 (in the 5percent
sample). The question then asked only whether the individuals had a condition affecting their ability to work and
how long this limitation had existed.
This question was the first of two 1990 inquiries on
disability. Work disability had important implications for
many Federal, State, and local government
programs,
including income maintenance (Social Security disability
benefits), rehabilitation, and public assistance. Persons
identified as having a work disability had a health conditian
that lasted for 6 or more months and limited the kind or
amount of work they could do at a job or preventd their
working at a job. The term “‘health condition” referred to
both physical and mental conditions but excluded temporary health problems, such as a broken bone expected to
heal normally.
The disability question in the 1980 census had three
parts: work limitation, work prevention, and limitation or
prevention in the capacity to use public transporlation.
People were considered to have had a transportation
disability if they had a health condition, lasting for 6 or
more months, that made it difficult or impossible to use
busss, trains, subways, or other forms of public transportation.
Postcensal studies showed that the 1960 item on publictransportation
disability provided data of limited usefulness. Available public-transportation
services varied widely
from one community to another, a factor that made data on
public-transportation
disability difficult to interpret. Moreavar, planners noted that the data were too general to be of
real value for their purposes. For these reasons, the Health
and Disability Interagency Working Group (see ch. 2)
recommended dropping the transportation segment of the
work-disability question for the 1990 census. Members of
the Transportation Interagency Working Group concurred.
Coding-No

coding was required for item 18.

Editing and alloeationResponses to questions 18 and
19 were edited together. For item 18, the computer first
eliminated consideration of entries for persons under 16
years of age, in military installations, or in certain group
quarters. Four matrices for item I8 contained fully reported
data based on age, race, employment status, and school
years completed/age.
These matrices were used to allocate (I) whether a disability limited the kind or amount of
work a person in the labor force could do and (2) whether
the disability prevented a person not in the labor force from
working or limited the kind or amount of work such individuals could do.
18.

Mark Yes to part (a) if a haalth condition substantially timib this person in his
or her choice of occuwtion
or if the conditfan Iim~ts the amount of work that
can be accomplished’in
a given period of time. Mark Yea to
health condition preven& this person from holding any sigmA=”cant @’ If the
smplayment.
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Question 19. Mobility or Self-Care Limitations

Instructions:
20.

bomu?
0 Yes

0 No

I

Instructions:
19.

Consider n person to have dtfftculty wtth these activtttes d any of the foilowtng
situatlans apply: (1) It takes exxtra time or extra effort for the person to perform
one or more al the activities. (2) there are timer when the personcennot
perform one or more of the activities. or (3) the person is completely unable to
perform one or more of the actldkr.

This question, new for 1990, provided information on
two critical aspects of disability: mobility limitations and
self-care limitations. The item was regarded as especially
important for measuring the disability status of older people.
Information on work disability status is of limited value for
people in age groups with very low labor force participation
rates. The questions on mobility and self-care limitations
provide disability information that is relevant to adults of all
ages, including older respondents,
Coding---No

coding was necessary for item 19.

Editing and allocation-Items
18 and 19 were edited
simultaneously. For item 19, the computer first eliminated
people less than 15 year old and military or shipboard
individuals. Three matrices were used to draw allocations
as needed. The first allocated self-care limitation from
mobility limitation; the second allocated mobility limitation
from self-care limitation; and the third (in two parts) allocated health condition limiting mobility and personal needs,
first for mobility and then for personal needs.

Count ail children born alive, indudlng any who have dled kvs?n shortly
after bhth) or who no longer live wtth you. Do not In&de mlrcerrtages OT
~tllmOm children or any adopted, foster, or stopchiidren.

A similar question on fertikty has been asked in each
census since 1890, except for 1920 and 1930. Before
1970, the question was restricted to ever-married women.
Since then, it has been asked of all women (14 years old or
over in 1970 and 15 year old or over thereafter) regardless
of their marital status. Respondents
were instructed to
exclude any stillbirths, stepchildren, or adopted children.
The 1990 census questionnaire contained the same
inquiry and wording as the 1980 version. In 1970, however,
the question was asked of all ever-married women. For
never-married women, the question was asked of only
those who received self-administered questionnaires. Therefore, rates and numbers of children ever born to single
women in 1970 may be understated. Data presented for
children ever born to ever-married women are comparable
for the 1990 census and all previous ones containing this
question”
Coding-No

Editing and allocation-The
edit procedure first eliminated entries not in the population universe for item 20; that
is, female respondents under 15 years old and any males.
Next, the woman’s age was compared with the number of
children reported.

Questions 21, 25, and 26.4 Employment

0

Question

20. Children

Ever Born

(Fertility)

coding was needed for item 20.

I

No-FiUthls&cletfthispsrsondidnotwotk,
or did only own houmwek.
VOiUllteerd.
-Sk@tOZ5

school

work,

Status

or

b.HowmuryholurdkithbpsumworkMSTWEEN
(at all jaba)? SutWact any tlm Oar;add ovdme OTextrm
how&&<
r----------cl
I
I
1 Hours
,
L-----------J

4Ths discussion of questions 22-24 follows this group.
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Instructians:
21a. Countaswork- t&k

Yes:
a Work for someone 81~ for wages. salary, piece rate, cornmIssIon.
tips,
or payments “in kind” (for example. food, lodging received as payment
for work performed).
a Work in own business, professional practice. or farm.
* Any work in a famlly business or farm, paid or not.
e Any pa&time

work including

I Active duty&n Armed

babysitting,

paper routes,

Labor force

etc.

Forces.

Armed Forces, at work

Do not count as work - Mark No:
Housework

l

* Unpaid

Armed Forces, with a job but not at work

or yard wark at home.

volunteer

work.

Civilian labor force

r) School work.
Work done as a resldent

l

the date on which respondents completed their questionnaires or were interviewed by enumerators. It was not the
same for respondents
since the enumeration
was not
completed in 1 week. The labor force status categories,
defined in subsequent sections, may be diagrammed as
follows:

of an lnstitudan

Employed -+ at work -+ actual hours worked
with a job but not at work
Unemployed

0

Yfs,

onla~ff

0

Yrw, on v&Yatk?n, talpmy
Iah
dispute. etc.

0

No

ulnee5,

Not in the labor force
“Discouraged workers,”
institutions, etc.

Instructions:
25.

If the Penn works only during cectafn seasons or on a day-by-day
when work IS available, mark No.

basis

Instructians:
2611.

Mark Ya if the person tried to get a job or to start a businor professional
prac~ce at any tfme in the last 4 weeks; for example, regIstered at an
employment
office, went to a job Interview. placed or answered ads, or did
anythhg toward starttng a business or professional practice.

b 1 Mark No. alma&
h u a job if the -on
to report to a job within Xl days.
M&r$,
tempotartly
ill if the person

was on layoff or was expecting
e~poa~ to be able to work withtn

Mark No. other re-01~
ii the parson could not have taken a j&
becaw
he or she was going to school, taking care of children, etc.

These three questions -work during the previous week
(21), temporary absence from work (25), and job search
and availability (26)-were
used together and in combination with 28a (industry from which Armed Forces status
was derived) and other economic items to discover the
person’s labor force status in the “reference week.” The
reference week referred to the calendar week preceding
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students,

housewives,

inmates of

In addition, the category “experienced
civilian labor
force,” comprising the employed and the experienced
unemployed, was used in certain industry and occupation
tabulations that included unemployed persons.
The regular 1930 census questionnaire contained an
item on job activity yesterday; a supplemental schedule on
unemployment
asked questions on temporary absence
from work, looking for work, and availability to accept a job.
An inquiry on actual hours worked last week was added in
the 1960 census, and the item on usual hours worked last
week was adopted in 1980. In 1940, 1950, and 1960, the
statistics were presented for persons 14 years of age and
over; and in 1970 and 1980, for persons 16 years old and
over, In 1970 tabulations for l4- and 15year-olds allowed
comparability with earlier censuses; in 1980, the data were
collected for 15year-olds
but tabulated in general for
persons 16 years old and over.
Wording of the 1990 question on “work last week” (21 a)
was identical to that for 1980; wording for 21 b was also
identical to that for 1980, in which respondents wrote in the
number of hours they worked in the full calendar week (the
reference week, which could differ from person to person)
preceding the date the questionnaire was completed. (That
date was not necessarily Census Day.) Item 21a (work
status) was the key component in determining employment
status. As such, it separated the population age 16 years
and over into those “at work” or “not at work” during the
previous week, Individuals “not at work” were asked an
additional set of questions to determine their specific “‘not
at work” category; that is, “with a job, not at work,”
“unemployed,”
or “not in the labor force.” The 1990
version retained the 1980 wording because, among other
considerations, it was felt to be historically comparable and
conceptually clear. Item 21b referrsd to the actual, not the
1990 CENSUS CONTENT
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““Not in the labor force” encompassed people 16 years
of age and over who were not classified as members of the
labor force under the definitions outlined above. This
category consisted mainly cf students, housewives, retired
workers, seasonal workers enumerated in an ““off” season
who were not looking for work, ~nst~%~tjo~a~~~e~
peopla, and
individuals doing only incident+ unpaid family work (i.e.,
fewer than 15 hours during the refersnce week). Also
included were the so-called ““discouraged workers” who
did not have a job and had not actively looked for work
during the previous 4 weeks. ~~nstitutio~~~i~~d persons
sometimes were shown as a subcategory within “Nat in the
labor force”‘; tasks they performed were not considered
“‘work” within the census definition.)
~~~i~~-A~n~
the three employmsnt questions, only the
write-in response to 21 b neaded keying. Fractions were
rounded to whole numbers and the midpoint of ranges
were calculated. Entries of ‘“Full time” wera keyed as 40
hours. Entries exceeding 140 hours were set to ?39~”
Those indicating “more than,” “over,” ‘“less than,“’ “‘under”
“‘approximately,”
““about,” “around,“’ and the like were
ignored and the number of hours were keyed as given.
Editing and allocation-Dala
for unreported or incomplete employment-status
responses (21) 25? and 26) were
allocated by assigning the employment status of a person
with similar characteristics (e.g., age, sax, ~~~s~~o~d relationship, school enrollment, 53c!ucational ~~a~~rne~t~ presence and age of children).

2%

Kncluda the amat type (for example, St., Road, Ave.) and the street
dire&on (d I dtrection such 0s “North” IS part of the address), For example,
pdnt 1239 N. Mwh St. or 1239 Main St., N.W. not just 1239 Main.
If the only known addrass Is 1)paat ofJ?cs box, give a da-on
of the work
Io-zstian. For example, prtnt tha name of the building or shopping center
whm the person w&s,
Ihe neweti intersectton.
the near& tieet where
thhzB;
‘“u is kxated, etc. DO NOT CrVE A POST OFFKE BOX
ii
If the person rvorksd at a mr4:xy instaf&on
or m/utary
simet addwrs, repart the name of the military inst&ffon
II the person
each day to
reported. If
begin work,
last week.

base that has no
or base.

wrksd
at several lcmtions, but reported to
begtn work, print tha address of the location
the person did not report to the same location
print the address of the location where he or

the same location
where he or she
each day to
she worked most

If the person > employer operates in more than one locstion (such as I)
growry store chain or public school system), print the exact address of the
location or branch where the person worked. If the exact address of a
xhool ts not known, prtnt the name of the school.
H the person worked on a college or university campus and the exact
addres of the workplace is not known, print the name of the bullding
where he or she worked.

d.

e.

#the person workedln New York city and the county is not knawn,
the name of the bDrough where the person worked.
If the person worked
person worked.

in Louisiana,

It the poson worked
person worked.

in Alaska.

print

pdnt the name of the parish where the
print the name of the borough

where the

if the persm worked in a foreign country or Puetio RICO. Guam, etc.. prir~t
the name af the country in 22e and leave the other parts of question 22
blank.

The place-of-work question first was asked in 1960,
when only city, county, and State were requested.
This question applied to respondents 16 years old and
over who indicated in question 21 (work status last week)
that they worked at any time during the previous week. It
referred to the actual geographic location of the plant,
office, store, or other workplace where the person worked
most of the time during the week.
The 1980 instruction guide directed the respondent to
write “‘various locations” in the address line (22a) if one
workplace could not be decided upon, and to give as much
information as possible in the remainder of the question to
identify the area in which the person worked the greatest
number of hours during the previous week. “Various locations” did not produce consistent information, so the 1990
census omitted the 1980 instruction-“lf
one location cannot be specified, see instruction guide.” The 1990 question
requested that the respondent report the location at which
he/she worked the greatest number of hours. Also, the
1990 question omitted “shopping center” (one of the
examples in the 1980 instruction) because responses of
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shopping center names as places of work ~~~~ti~~~
not specific enough to be able to cede place of waft
to the level of geography raquired.
In item 22b for 1990, ““post ~~~o~~’
frequently reported entries of ‘gv~~~~~~~~
an
examples of responses in 1980. The
office” also reflacted tha fact that man
ceived their workplace address as bein
namf3 of the local post office.
To clarify item 22c for 1990, the ~~~t~~~t~~~~~~w~~~
inside/outside
incorporated
limits, asked in 11980, was
dropped in favor of fess technica! ~a~~~~~~ that emphasized the difference between working ~~t~~~ a c
an4
working at a location that used the city as its
iling
address but was actually outside the &y’s ~~~~~~~~~~aries.
Coding--ln
areas where the workplace add
to the block level, respondents were tabula
inside or outside a specific place ~~~~~ an
that address, regardless of the r~s~~~~~~to ~~~$~~~~ 22~
concerning city/town limits, In areas where it was
sible to code the workplace address to the bloc
respondents were tabulated as work~r~~in a place if
name was reported in question 22b and the response to
2% was either “Yes” or the item was left blank. If a census
designated place (CDP) name appeared in 22b, the ~~~~~~
of-work data could have been affected by the ~~t~~t to
which the name was familiar to resp~~d~~t~, an
problems caused by similarities ~~twe~~ the @DP name
and the names of other ~~ogr~~~~~ ~~r~~~~~~~~~~~
in the
same vicinity.
When a respondent reported a ~~~a~i~~or ~~~~~~~~~te~
place that formed a part of a t~w~$~~~ or bowl in the nine
Northeastern States, the coding and ta~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
was designed to include the response in the total for the
township or town. The accuracy af the plac
ork dat
for minor civil divisions was gr~a~~~ for the
~~~la~
States. However, the data for some tawns in
~~~~a~~
and New York and townships in New Jersey and ~~~~s~~~
vania may have been affected by ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~s that
resulted from the unfamiliarity af the r~s~~~~~~t with the
minor civil division in which the w~rkpl~~~ was located or
when a township and a city or borough of the same or
similar name were located close together.
Editing and a~~~ca~~o~-Wh~~ place uf work was net
reported or the response was ~~~o~~~~t~~a work ~~~~t~~~
was allocated to the person based on his or her means of
transportation
to work (234, travel time to
industry (28b), location of residence (l4), and the ~~~~~
place of others.

Tha 1990 question 23b included ~~fo~ation on private
vehicle occupancy far persons who worked at some time
during the previous week and reported “Car, truck, or van”
as their means of trans~~~at~on to work. it excludd
persons wha used another means of transportation or who
rode to school or some other nanwork destination. The
number of categories increased to eight in 1990 from six in
1980, as the upper-level categories, “7 to 9 people”” and
“10 or more people,” replaced the single upper-level
category of “‘7 or more people.” The category, ‘“Drove
alone,” presented in 1980 as part of a driving arrangements question, was included in this question in 1990.
~Qdj~~-~o~e

was required for item 23.

Editing and ~~~~~~~~~re~~~
or incomplete responses
for this item were allocated based on the employment
status (211, sex (3), race (4), and residence (14) of the
person and the means of transportation of other persons.

i&L

ifthe perxln ~soaily used more than mm y
of hanqmfiatfon
tag@t to
rvark (for example, rode the bus and tran~ enred to the subway), fill the
circle of the cno method of tnmsportation
that he/she used for most of the
d&.tance during the htp.
who then drove
* H fheperson ~a.6 drlwen to work by wowone
or $0 a nonwork destlnalfon, fill the circle for D*wr
dwe.

kick home

W NOT include persons who rode to school or some other nonwork
destination in the count d persons who rode in the vehkle.

bile data on the means of transportation to work have
been collected in the censuses since 1960, published
statistics for each census have not been entirely comparable. Four categories of mode of transportation to work-truck,
van, motorcycle, and bicycle-were
added in 1980.
As with the place-of-work question, the universe for
means of transportation to work was limited to respondents
16 years old and over who indicated in item 21a that they
worked at any time during the previous week. Means of
tra~s~o~~tj~~ to work referred to the principal mods of
travel or type of conveyance the person usually used to get
from horn@ to work during that week. The 198Q census
question asked for the principal means (the one usually
used far most of the distance) of transportation to work.
In question 23a for 1990, a single response category for
““Car, truck, or van” combined the individual 1960 categories for ““Car,” “‘Truck,” and “Van”; the dual response
categories “‘Bus or trolley bus” and “Streetcar or trolley
car” represented a split of the 1980 category for “Bus or
streetcar”; a new response category “Ferryboat” appeared
in the census for the first time; ‘“Walked” replaced “‘Walked
only”; and “‘Other method,” minus a write-in box, replaced
““Other,“’ with a write-in box for specification, because only
a vary small proportion (less than 1 percant) of workers had
~ark0d this category in 1980.

$%a.

Give the time of day the petwn oeually Mt home to go to WCS&. DO NM
$ve the time that the parson usualIy began his or her MI+C,
If the person usually left home to go to work sometime bshwan 12:aO
o’ciock midntght and 12:w a’dadr noon, 611the a.m. chde,
Ii the person usually I& home toga to work $orn%tlrn% b%lween IZ:oo
o’skk
nwn and 12:W o’dmk mldnlght, 611the p.m. &de.

5 - fravel time Is f-tam door to door. Include time taken waiting for putJk
transportation
ox pkklng up passengers In a w-pool.

Ths 1980 census was the first to include a question on
travel time, which referred to the total number of minutes
usually spent in traveling from home to work (one way) the
previous week. In 1990, departure time was added. Travel
time was calculated from door to door and included time
spent waiting for public transportatian, picking up passengers in carp~ols, etc. Because many commuters could not
report accurately the exact distance of their trip from home
to work (for example, public-transit passengers or carpool
riders who never drove to work), travel time was a better
indicator of approximate
distancs to work and relative
efficiency of various transportation modes.
Coding--No

coding was necessary for item 24.

1

Editing and allocation--Data for urarepotiedor incomplete responses were allocated based on the employment
status @I), sex (3) and means of transportation of the
person and the departure and travel time of other respondents.

Questions 28-30. Industry, Occupation, and
Class of Worker

Question 27. Year Last Worked

Instructions:

This question was asked of all individuals who did not
work during the reference week (i.e., had a “No” response
in question 21a on work status last week). The question
acted primarily as a screening device for the industry,
occupation, class-of-worker,
and work-experience
items
(see items 28-30 below) so that respondents who had
never worked QF had last worked more than 5 years ago
were not asked to answer them. Screening out these
questions reduced respondent birdie as well as processing costs. Furthermore, information obtained from this item
helped to classify respondents in an employment-status
category when entries to some of the other items were
missing or inconsistent. The 1990 question was identical to
that used in 1980, except for the addition of an arrow “‘Go
to” instruction bracketing the four response categories for
people who had worked within the past 5 years. The data
furnished counts of individuals by year last worked. The
data could be used for studies of work ~x~e~~a~c~ and
evaluations of the ~~~lica~i~~tyand significance of occupational skills for respondents not currently in the labor force.
Coding---No

coding was required far item 27.

Editing and ~~~~~~t~~~-~~~s~~~~~~was edited for consistency with
the response
a value from
junctian with

the employment-status
classification and with
to question 31 I Nonresponses were allocated
a person with similar characteristics in conallocations for missing entries to items 28-32.

Inquiries on industry were included in the decennial
censuses of 1820 and 1840 and in each census since
1910. Occupation was asked for all free inhabitants in 1550
and 1860, and all subsequent censuses have included
questions on occupation. The 1910 census was the first to
include a question on class of worker. The questions on
industry, occupation, and class of worker have been asked
on a sample basis since 1960.
In the 1990 census, as in 1980, this series of questions
was asked on a sample basis of all respondents 16 years
old and over who worked in the past 5 years. It was used
to obtain industry, occupation, and class-of-worker information for employed people, unemployed
people who
worked some time during the previous 5 years (part of the
experienced unemployed), and people who had ~or~~~
some time during the past years but were not currently in
the labor force (labor reserve). Data for the last group were
obtained as a byproduct of asking this information d the
unemployed.
Each of these three items was to relate to the same
job-i.e.,
the person’s chief job activity or business. For
employed respondents, the information referred to the job
held during the reference week (i.e., the full calendar week
immediately preceding the day the respondent or the
enumerator completed the questionnaire--not
~ec~ssari~~
April 1). individuals employed at two or more jobs were to
report the job at which they worked the greatest number of
hours during the reference week. For experienced unemployed respondents and for experienced respondents nat
in the labor force, the data referred to the last job they had
held within the previous 5 years.
The instructions just described were placed on the 1990
questionnaire in a separate box preceding the job-~~sc~i~ti~~
series (see box above). Other than updating the reference
period, the 1990 instruction box was identical to that used
in 1980.
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Instructians:

30.

Mark Emploga

ad e RRNATE

NOT-FOR-PROFIT

, e _ ~nkwthn

if the person worked far a caoperatlve,
credit union, mutual insurance
company. or Slrnllw organhtion.
Employees of foreign governments,
the Unlted Nations, and other
international organizations should mark PRWATE
~~~~~~-~~~~~
argalhatioa
For persons who worked ut a public school, college or university, mark
the appropriate gowrmnentcategofy;
for example, mark Strti
CXWERNMENT
cmplawa
for a state un~ersity,
or mark Lcul
GQWRNMENT
amplam
for I county-run
community college or a
city-run public SchQal,

. s1

Component 28a (industrylemployer)
was used to help
classify the responses to the next question on kind of
business or industry. In the company-name
question for
people working for an individual or business with no
company name, the employer’s name was to be entered.
“Self-employed”
was to be written in for respondents
working in their own businesses. The development of this
question entailed ohanges in the format for the identification of Armed Forces personnel. Question 28 was the
primary means (along with group quarters type) in the
census of identifying whether an individual was currently
on active duty in the Armed Forces, an identification
assential for determining a person’s labor force status, The
introduction of the “now on active duty”’ category in the
1990 veteran-status question (sac item 1 ?‘a) did not negate
the role of this question in identifying the Armed Forces
because of the difference in treatment of members of the
Armed Forces Reserve or National Guard who were in
training. For purposes of the veteran-status
item, those
people were considered active-duty Armed Forces personnel; but for the employment-status
items, they were included
in the Armed Forces count.
In response to a request from the DOD, the Census
Bureau obtained job-description information for active-duty
Armed Forces members. The 1990 version asked Armed
Forces personnel to fill in a circle and print their military
branch. As a result, the new circle/write-in instruction
for 1990 permitted Armed Forces personnel to answer the
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occupation questions--a
departure from the 1980 question, which asked such individuals to indicate their activeduty service by printing ‘“AF’ on the company-name
line
and to skip the ~arnajnj~~ items on industry, occupation,
and class af worker.
Continuing a historical practice, component 28b (kind of
%us~~@ss/i~d~s%~~was the primary industry item. The
combination of the write-in response from this item and the
company name was converted into a three-digit code for
class~ficat~~~ purposes (see “‘Coding” beiow). Respondents were instructed to print the type of activity engaged in
by the business, industry, or individual employer that they
reported in the c~m~any~name question; that is, what was
made, what was sold, or what service was given. If more
than one activity took place, they were to describe the
major activity at the place where they worked. The 1990
question was idential to the 1980 version, except the
example ‘Wait bakery”’ replaced “‘breakfast cereal rnanu~act~ri~g’~ because three of the five examples in 1980
referred to manufacturing
Component 28~ (industry sector) served as a tool for
~~ta~~i~g accurate industry codes for the three major
industry groups of manufacturing,
wholesale trade, and
retail trade. This was needed because these three major
industry groups make or sell the same products” For
exampie, if the entry in question 28b was only “‘furniture,”
a correct rasponse was needed in question 28~ to deterrmine if the company was a furniture factory (manufacturing) or a retail furniture store This question was identical to
that asked in 1980.
~om~on~~t 2% (type of occupation) was the fundarnental census item on oc~~~at~o~~respondsnts were to describe
the kind of work they did. For the 1990 census, coverage of
this q~as%~~~was broadened to allow active-duty Armed
Forces ~~rs~~~e~ to report descriptions of their military
jobs. The 1990 version was identical ta that used in 1980,
except ““cake icer” replaced ““grinder operator” as an
ex~m~~e to rna~~t~~~ compatibility with the last industry
des~~~~tio~ “‘retail bakery.”
O~rnp~~~~t 29b (most important activity) was used in
comb~~at~~~ with the type-of-occupation
item to obtain
sufficient ~~fo~mat~~nto classify an occupation description.
The use of this additional probe permitted finer distinctions
amang occ~~a%~~~alcategories and ailowed more detailed
classifications. Armed Forces personnel also were to complete this item for the first time in the 1990 census. The
1990 version was identical to the 1980 question, except
that “icing cakes” replaced “‘operating grinding mill” as an
example lo maintain consistency with parallel changes
made to the examples for this job description in previous
industry and occupation items.
Question 30 (class of worker) rounded out the series on
job-~~s~ri~tio~ items. Unlike the industry and occupation
questions though, this one did not require coding but was
reviewed by the coders, along with the person’s industry
and occupation entries, to ensure consistent responses.
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The 1990 version split Zhe single 1980 category for
“Employee of private c~rn~~~~~ . .” into two categories
“Employee of a ~~~~A~~-~~~-~~~~~~
~~~~~~~. . +I’and
“Employee of a ~~~~A~~” ~T-~~~~~~~F~T
organization I . .” The separate ~t~~~~ for employees of nonprofit
organizations was ~~trod~~e~ in response to ~ov~rnm~~ta~
and nongovar~me~ta~ data users and reflected the marked
growth in nonprofit ~~~~~~~~t~~~sand their increasing share
of the labor market. This category applied to employees of
churches, unions, goiiticaal parties, ~~~~~~f~thospitals, condominium and ~oo~ar~t~ve housing projects, credit ~~~~~s,
and similar orga~~2ati~~~.
distirct category for employs
ees of nonprofit ~r~~~~~atiQ~~ also was consisten% with the
guidelines set forth in the ~~a~d~~~ ~~~~s~~~a~
~~as~~~~~~~~~~
Manual.5 Also, the 199Q q~~esti~~ presenled the governmental levels (local, State, ~~de~~~~in reverse order of the
1980 listings (Federal, State, local).
Historically, the census c~~ss~~f-~ork~r q~~~st~~~yielded
higher figures for Federai ~~v~~~rna~t ~~r~~rs when cornpared with other sources, such as records from the Office
af Personnel ~~~~g~~~~t ~~~~~. Part of this ~~~~r~~ce
has been ~~ri~~tad to the fact that the census ~~~st~~~~
unlike data from OPM, ~~~~~e~ ~6~~~~~~r~~~~~t~~funds”
arnployeas a3 Federal workers. (These employees winked
in post ~xch~~~es~ base ~~c~a~~~s, and OQmm~ssar~eson
military ~nst~~~atio~3and were paid fro
ated by the emp~~y~n~ e3%a~~is~r~e~t~~ second reascm
was that the Census Bureau counted

Coding--Respondents
provided data by writing on the
questionnaires descriptions of their industry and occupation. These responses were keyed into the computer with
the other long-form written responses at the seven census
regional field centers. These keyed files were sent to
Census Bureau headquatiers where the descriptions were
passed through automated coding software, which assigned
industry and occupation codes to a portion of the entries.
This was the first time any industry or occupation was
coded by computer. The automated
system assigned
codes to 59 percent of the industry entries and 38 percent
of the occupation entries.
Those cases not coded by the computer were referred to
clerks in the Census Bureau’s Kansas City processing
office for coding. The clerical staff converted the written
questionnaire descriptions to codes by comparing these
descriptions to entries in the Alphabetical Index of Industries and Occupations. For the industry code, these coders
also referred to an Employer Name List (formerly called
“‘Company Name List”). This list, prepared from the Bureau’s
Standard Statistical Estabiishment
list (SSEL) for the
economic censuses and surveys, contained the names of
business establishments and their SIC codes converted to
population census equivalents. This list facilitated coding
and maintained industrial classification comparability.
The responses not coded by the computer were made
into work units of 150 cases each and sent for computerassisted clerical coding. These work units were presented
to the coders on a computer terminal. The reference
materials were also on this terminal. Thus, the coders
could do nearly all of their work directly from the computer
terminal. This computer-assisted
coding worked well. It
eliminated the arduous task of picking up paper questionnaire work units and paging through the questionnaires
looking for entries to code.
As mentioned above, the occupation of persons in the
Armed Forces was coded for the first time in 1990. Studies
showed that the occupational titles reported by the military
often were different from those for civilians. This required
the development of an Alphabetical Index of Military Qccupations. This was referenced first for members of the
Armed Forces. if a description could not be found in the
military manual, coders used the regular (civilian) index.
C~a~a~f~~a~~~~sysltems-The
~~~W~~~ classificatian sysfor the 1990 census consisted of 236
categories for employed respondents,
classified into 13
major industry groups. Since 1940, the industry classification has been based on the S&&rd
industrial C/as&&+
tion (SIC) Manual. The 1990 census c~ass~fic~t~o~ was
developed from the 1987 SIC Manual published by the
Office of management and Budget.
The SIC was designed primarily to classify establishments by the typs of industrial activity in which they were
engaged. ~owev~~, census data, which were collected
from households, differed in detail and nature from those
obtained from esta~ii~~rn~~t surveys. Therefore, the census classification systems, whila defined in SIC terms,

tem developed

could not reflect the full detail in all categories. There were
several levels of industrial classification found in census
products. For example, the 1990 CP-2, Social and Economic Characteristics report included 46 data lines while
the 1990 Summary Tape File 4 (STF 4) presented 72
categories.
The occupational
classification
system developed for
the 1990 census consisted of 501 specific occupational
categories for employed persons arranged into 6 summary
and 13 major occupational groups. This classification was
developed to be consistent with the Standard Occupational
Classification (SOC) Manual: 1980, published by the Office
of Federal Statistical Policy and Standards, U.S. Department of Commerce. Tabulations with occupation as the
primary characteristic presented several levels of occupational detail. The most detailed tabulations were shown in a
special 1990 report and tape files on occupation. These
products contained all 501 occupational categories plus
industry or class-of-worker subgroupings of occupational
categories. Other tabulations and reports showed less
detail. For example, the 1990 CP-2, Socia! and Economic
Characteristics report included 47 data lines while the 1990
STF 4 had 94 categories.

Editing and allocation---The
edit first determined whether
a respondent was in the universe, which required an
industry and occupation code. The codes for the three
items were checked to ensure their validity and edited for
their relation to each other. invalid and inconsistent codes
were either blanked or changed to consistent ones.
If at least one of the three codes was blank after the edit,
a code was assigned from a “‘similar”’ person based on
other items such as age (5), sex (3), education (1 I and IZ),
residence (Id), and weeks worked (31 b). If all the work
experience (questions 31a, b, c) and income data also
were blank, all these economic items were assigned from
one other person for whom the census already had all the
necessary data.
Camparabiiity~omparability
of industry and occupational data between one census and the next is affected by
a number of factors. The primary factor was the classification systems usad to code questionnaire
responses. For
both industry and occupation, the basic classification strucfures were generally the same from 1940 to 1970, but
changes in the individual categories limited comparability
of the data from one census to another. There was an
especially large increase in occupational categories at the
time of the 1970 census; the number of categories increased
from 297 in 1960 to 429 (plus 12 allocation categories
discussed below). These changes were needed to recognize the “birth” of new industries and occupations, the
“death” of others, and the desire of analysts and other
users for more detail in the presentation of the data.
The largest change in occupation was far the 1980
census. The classification was converted to be compatible
to the SW, the new, and first, U.S. standard of occupations. In that process, some 1970 categories went to
several 1980 categories, some in a different major group.
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Other whole categories were moved from one major group
to another. This made the occupational data collected for
1980 and 1990 less comparable to the earlier classifications. The 1990 occupational classification was very close
to that used in 1980.
Minor revisions in the 1990 industrial classification reflected
changes made to the 1987 SIC. These included moving
some categories to a difference major group.
Other factors that affected data comparability included
the universe to which the data referred (in 1970, the age
cutoff for labor force was changed from 14 years to 16
years); the wording of the industry and occupation questions (for example, important changes were made in 1970);
improvements
in the coding procedures (the Employer
Name List technique was introduced in 1970); and the
handling of “not reported” cases, Prior to 1970, they wer@
placed in the residual categories, “Industry not reported”
and “Occupation not reported.” In 1970, an allocation
process was introduced that assigned these cases to major
groups. In 1990, as in 1980, the “Not reported” cases were
assigned to individual categories. Therefore, the 1980 and
1990 data for individual categories included some numbers
of persons who were tabulated in a “‘Not reported” category in previous censuses.
Comparing 1990 census data to those from 1980 and
the Current Population Survey revealed differences not
explained by classification changes or changes in the
economy. Some of these differences may have been due
to part of the work having been coded by the computer.
The final census record did not note which codes were
assigned by the computer, so this hypothesis has not been
proven I
The l99Q census introduced an additional class-ofworker category for “private not-for-profit” employers. This
category was a subset of the 1980 category “employee of
private employer” so there were no comparable
data
before 1990.
Comparability between the statistics on industry and
occupation from the 1990 census and statistics from other
sources was affected by many of the factors described in
the employment-status
items (21, 25, and 26)-primarily
geographic differences between residence and place of
work, reference different dates, and differences in counts
because of dual job holding. Industry data from publication
censuses covered all industries and all kinds of workers,
whereas data from establishments in the economic censuses often excluded private household workers, government workers, and the self-employed. Also, the replies
from household respondents may have differed in detail
and nature from those obtained from establishments.
Occupation data from the census and data from government
licensing
agencies,
professional
associations,
trade unions, etc., might not be as comparable as expected.
Organizational
listings often included persons not in the
labor force or persons devoting all or most of their
time to another occupation, such as a physician whose
job was administrator of a hospital. Also, a person might
be a member of two or more different professional
1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION
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organizations.
In addition, relatively few organizations,
except for those requiring licensing, attained complete
coverage of membership in a particular occupational field.

Question

31. Work Experience

I

Instructions:
31~.

Lwkattheinstructlonsforquertlon

b . Count

every week in which

Xlato

we whattocount

aswork.

the person &d any work at elf, even for m hour.

Since 1940, the census has included questions on the
number of weeks worked during the preceding year. The
inquiry about the usual number of hours per week worked
in the previous year was new for 1980.
The components of this item constituted the battery of
questions on work experience. Item 31a (worked last year)
instructed persons who had worked during the previous
year to answer the questions on week and hours worked.
The number of weeks worked in the previous year (31 b)
and usual hours worked per week (31~) served, among
other uses, as qualifiers for the income and earnings data
(see questions 32 and 33 below). Because all incomerelated information in the census referred to the calendar
year before the census was taken (1989), the information
on weeks worked and usual hours worked per week in the
previous year was necessary to estimate weekly and
hourly earnings and to take into account differences in
weeks and hours worked when analyzing income and
earnings data for various subgroups of the population,
such as by race or sex. If the hours worked each week
varied considerably, the respondent was instructed to
report an approximate average of the number of hours
worked per week. Item 31c referred to the usual hours of
work. For each component of the question, the 1990
version was identical to that used in 1980.
Coding-None

was needed.

-The responses to questions 31a,
b, and c were edited for consistency among themselves
and with the income, industry, occupation, class-of-worker,

Editing and allocation
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empbyment
status, and year last worked items. Missing
entries were assigned a value from a person with similar
characteristics, in conjunction with allocation for missing
entries to items 28 la 32.

Instructions:

C. indude FARMprofit
(or lo%) from self-employment
in sole proprietorchips
and partnerships. Exc/udep,ofit
(or 10s) of incorporated ferm businyou
own. Aka exclude amounts fwm lend rented for slrsh but include amounts
from lend rented for sheres.
d . Kndude Interest received
market htnds. tifkates
bonds.
Mu&
dividends
ar mutual funds.

rsceiud,

or credited to checking and raving
of deposit (CDs). If%&. KE’3%fs,
credited,

or relnve&d

accounts, money
end government

from cwnsrshtp

of rtccks

h&de
pdt
(or ha) ftm myaltiea and the rental of land. butlldtngr or real
estate, or from tcmmets of barden.
Income mcelued by saK-employed
pvsans whose prfmeq sounx of Income is from renting property or from
royalties should be tnduded tn questions 3Zb or 3&r &owe. fnclude regululm
payments from M estate M trust fund.
C.

Include So&l !Gecurfty (and/or Ralboad RetirementJ
persam. to dependents d dscsased Insured wkers,
b&m Medkare deductkms.

payments tcr reti&
and to dbablad wcrkem

9.

Knclude mttrement, disabiftty. or survivor be&&
received from wmpks
and unlwns; Federal, St&, end local ~uemmentr,
and the U.S. ml Xary.
fnclude rquisr income from ennuIties end IRA or KEOEH retirement plans.

h . include Veterans’ WA) dk&Kity compenoatlon and ~ducatlons( as&stance
pzlymenta (VEAP). unemplayment
comwneetion,
child JU port or ahmony,
and atJ other regular payments such (u Armed Fwrces tran 2 er payments.;
assktawe horn private charltles; regular cmbibutkm5
horn p2nrmm not kvvlng
in ithe bmkold.
etc.

0

None

kmtructisns,

OR

r----I”----------’
,
IS
C------II--I---L-..d
hnd
atnouttt

001
-

I
I

Khks

None

Income questions have been asked in each census
since 1940. The 1 WQ inquiry on income sources included
instructians followed by eight categories. Each category
asked if the respondent
had received income from a
14-38
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specific source the previous year and, if so, to write in the
amount from that source in the response box provided.
Question 32 covered types of income for persons 15 years
old and over, while question 33 called for totai income-the
sum of all the parts in question 32.
The instructions adopted for the 1990 census were
similar to those for 1980, with the ekmination of two
phrases to reduce wordiness; the reference to income
sources b, c, and d in connection with income losses,
included in 1980, was dropped.
Component 32a (wages, salary, commissions, or tips
from all jobs) measured total money earnings received for
work performed as an employee during the previous calendar year.
Item 32b included net money income (gross receipts
minus expenses) from one’s own business, professional
enterprise, or partnership. Gross receipts included the
value of all goods sold and services rendered. Expenses
included costs of goods purchased, rent, heat, light, power,
depreciation charges, wages and salaries paid, business
taxes (not personal income taxes), and the like.
Component
32c was for net income (gross receipts
minus operating expenses) from the operation of a farm by
a person on his/her own account as an owner, renter, or
sharecropper. Gross receipts comprised the value of all
products sold, government farm programs, money received
from the rental of farm equipment to others, and incidental
receipts from the sale of wood, sand, gravel, and the like.
Operating expenses were such things as the cost of feed,
fertilizer, seed, and other farming supplies, cash wages
paid to farmhands, depreciation charges, cash rent, interest on farm mortgages, farm building repairs, farm taxes
(not State and Federal personal income taxes), and so
forth. The value of fuel, food, or other products used for
family living were not part of net income.
Part 32d measured property income. It included interest
on savings or bonds, dividends from stockholdings or
mutual funds, net royalties, net income from rental property
to others, receipts from boarders or lodgers, and periodic
income from estates and trusts.
Component 32s included Social Security pensions, survivors’ benefits and permane~t~d~s~b~~ity insurance payments made by the Social Security Administration (before
deductions for medical insurance), and Railroad Retirement benefit checks from the U.S. Government. ‘“Medicare” reimbursements were not to be reported. The 1990
item was identical to that used in 1980.
Category 32f included Supplemental
Security Income
(SSI) payments made by Federal or State welfare agencies
to low-income persons who were 65 years old or over,
blind, or disabled; Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC); and general assistance. It excluded separate
payments received for hospital or other medical care
(vendor payments). The 1980 census wording of this
category was retained for the 1990 census.
Item 32g (retirement, survivor, or disability pensions)
was new for 1990. The 1980 census grouped pension
income into a category with unemployment c~rn~~~s~tio~~
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veterans’ payments, alimony or child support, and all other
regular sources of income not previously mentioned.
Component 32h asked the respondent to report periodic
income other than earnings not covered in the previous
income sources. For example, workers’ compensation,
contributions received periodically from persons not living
in the household, military-family allotments, net gambling
winnings, and the like were to be reported in this category,
along with Veterans Administration (VA-now Department
of Veterans’ Affairs) payments, unemployment compensation, child support, or alimony. The 1980 version read:
“‘Unemployment compensation, veterans’ payments, pensions, alimony or child support, or any other sources of
income received regularly.” An instruction following began
“Exclude lump-sum payments _ . . *” The 1990 component
carried three minor revisions from that of 1980. First, it
dropped a reference to pensions and changed “veterans’
payments” to “Veterans’ (VA) payments.” To account for
the renaming of the Veterans Administration, the word
“Administration”
was dropped. Next, the first “or” was
deleted to emphasize the distinction between child support
and alimony. Third, the instruction was changed from
“Exclude” to “DO NOT include lump-sum payments . . . .”
Question 33, except for updating the reference year,
retained identical wording to that used in 1980.
Coding-None

was required for these items.

Editing and allocation-There
were errors of reporting
due to the misunderstanding of the income questions such
as reporting gross rather than net dollar amounts for the
two questions on net self-employment income, which resuked
in an overstatement of these items. Another common error
was the reporting of identical dollar amounts in two of the
eight types of income items where a respondent with only
one source of income assumed that the second amount
should be entered to represent total income.
The data processing operation instituted extensive computer editing procedures to reduce these reporting errors
and to improve the accuracy of the income data. These
procedures corrected various reporting deficiencies and
improved the consistency of reported income items associated with work experience and information on occupation
and class of worker. For example, if a person reported
himself or herself as self-employed on his or her own farm,
not incorporated, but had reported wage and salary earnings only, the latter amount was shifted to net farm
self-employment
income. Also, if any respondent reported
total income only, the amount was generally assigned to
one of the type-of-income items according to responses to
the work-experience and class-of-worker questions.
Other types of problems involved data entry or nonreporting of income data. Certain income entries were keyed
improperly (e.g., dollars and cents rather than dollars only
or amounts with extra digits). The impact of these errors
was minimized with computer edits. For missing entries,
the Bureau devised procedures to impute appropriate
values with either no income or positive or negative dollar
amounts for the missing entries.
1990 CENSUS CONTENT
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~~we~y status was based ari responses to the same
~~~st~~~ as the data on income (see its definitions above).
The data referred onfy to ““money income”-1989
pretax
money received in 1909, excluding capital gains-and
did
rmt include the value of noncash benefits such as empioyer~~~v~d~d health insurance, food stamps, or Medicaid. Families or ~~d~v~d~~~swith incoma below their appropriate
lovely threshold (see table 2) were classified as below the
~~we~~ level. Those statistics excluded institutionalized
ers~r~., college students in dormitories, Armed Forces
emlzers in barracks, and unrelated individuals under 15
years of age. Powwby thresholds were updated each year
to reflect ~~~~~es in the consumer pries index (CPI).
~~~~~~~Q~-~he Bureau of the Census” poverty
are based on a definitian developed by the Social
S~~~~t~ A~~~~~stration (SSA) in 1964 and revised in 1969
and 1981 by interagency committees. This definition was
~st~~~~s~e~ as ths official definition of poverty for statistical
ecutive depahamants by the Bureau of the
; in circular No. A-46) and later by the Office
nagement and Budget (QMB; in Statistical Directive
The ~r~~~~~~index provided a range of income cutoffs
~d~~ste~ by such factors as family size, sex of the family
head, ~~rn~ar uf children under 18 years old, and farminonfarm
rssidence. At the ccare of this definition was the 1961
~~~~~~ food plan, the least costly of four nutritionally
~~~~~~t~ food plans designed by the Department of Agric~~t~~~e.Findings from the Department of Agriculture’s 1955
~~~~~ of faad consumption determined that families of
three or rn~re persons spent approximately one-third of
their ~~~~~e on food; the poverty level for these familias
~~~~~f~~e was set at three times the cost of the economy
plan. For smatEer families and persons living alone,
the plan’s cast was multiplied by slightly higher factors in
~~~e~to c~~~e~sate for the relatively larger fixed expenses

of these smaller households. Annual revisions of these
SSA poverty cutoffs were based on price changes af the
items in the economy food budget.
in 1969, a Federal interagency committee recommended,
and the BOB adoptad, two modifications to the original
SSA definition of poverty: (4) that the SSA thresholds far
nonfarm families be retained for the base year 1963, but
that annual adjustments in the levels be based an changes
in the CPI rather than on fluctuations in the cost of food
included in the economy food plan; and (2) that the farm
thresholds be raised from 70 to 85 percent of the corresponding nonfarm levels. The combined impact of these
two modifications resulted in an increase of 360,000 poor
families and 1.6 million poor persons in 1967.
In 1981, another interagency committee recommended
three additional modifications, which the OMB accepted:
(1) elimination of separate thresholds for farm families, (2)
averaging of thresholds for female-householder
and ‘“all
other” families, and (3) extension of the poverty matrix to
families with nine or more members. The table below
shows the povsrty threshold matrix in 1989.
Weighted awerage thresholds
at poverty Iswel-As
shawn in the following table, the poverty cutoffs used to
determine the poverQ status of families and unrelated
individuals had 48 thresholds arranged in a two-dimensional
matrix consisting of family size (from one person, i.e.,
unrelated individuals, to nine or more) cross-classified by
the presence and number of family members under 18
years old (from zero to sight or more children present).
Unrelated individuals and two-person families further were
differentiated by the age af the individual or family householder (under 65 years and 65 years and over).
The total income of each family in the sample was tested
against the appropriate dollar threshold to determine the
poverty status of the family. If the family’s total income was
less than its carresponding cutoff I the family was classified
as below the poverty level. The average thresholds shown
in these tabies were weighted by the presence and number

Rslakd

children

under

18 years

Five

Six

Eight or
more

14,572

23,973
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of children. For a given size of family, the weighted average
threshold for that group was obtained by multiplying the
threshold for each presence and number-of-children
category within the given family size by the number of families
in that category. These products were then aggregated
across the entire range of presence and number-of-children
categories, and the total aggregate was divided by the total
number of families in the group to yield the weighted
average threshold at the poverty level for that size family.
Because the basic thresholds used to determine the
poverty status of families and unrelated individuals were
applied to all families and unrelated individuals, the weighted
poverty thresholds were derived using all families and
unrelated individuals rather than those families and unrelated individuals classified as below the poverty level.

verii selected missing and unclear population and housing
data from respondents and to record data for vacant units.
Some data were strictly for evaluation purposes.

Item A. Total persons

Ratio of income to poverty level--Ratios
below 1.00
were below the official definition of the poverty level, while
those of 1 .OO to 1.25 indicated that a family’s income was
above its threshold. If a family’s threshold was $9,999, a
ratio of 1 .OO to 1.25 meant its income was between
$lO,QOO and $12,500.
Income deficit-Income
deficit was the difference between
the total income of families and unrelated individuals below
the poverty level and their respective thresholds. In computing the income deficit, families reporting a net income
loss were assigned zero dollars, and the deficit was equal
to the poverty threshold. This measure provided an estimate of the amount that would be required to raise the
incomes of all poor families and unrelated individuals to
their respective poverty thresholds. The income deficit was
thus a measure of the degree of impoverishment of a family
or unrelated individual. However, the Bureau urged users
to exercise caution in comparing the average deficit of
families classified by the race or sex of the householder.
Because the poverty thresholds were based on family size
and composition,
apparent dtierences
in the average
income deficits, to some extent, could have been a function
of the differences in these characteristics.
In 1989, the
average amount of money needed to raise the incomes of
each poor family to its respective poverty threshold was
$4,875, which amounted to a deficit per family member of
$1,374.

Poverty areas--Poverty
areas were defined in terms of
census tracts (in metropolitan areas) or minor civil divisions, such as townships (in nonmetropolitan
areas) in
which 20 percent or more of the population was below the
poverty level in 1989. About 39.1 percent of the Nation’s
poor lived in areas of high poverty concentration. While the
majority (59.0 percent) of the 12.3 million poor poverty area
residents lived in central cities, 27.4 percent lived outside
metropolitan areas, and 13.7 percent lived in suburban
areas.
FOR CENSUS

USE (FCU) BOX

This box, at the bottom of page 3, appeared only on
household questionnaires. It was used by Bureau staff to
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Item A, used to verify the response to question la by
comparing it with the count of data-defined individuals (see
“Introduction”),
first appeared in the census in 1980 as
item F.

Editing and allocation-To
complete item A, an edit clerk
compared the number of names listed in question la on
page 1 to the number of person columns on pages 2 and 3,
with a name and/or at least one item filled in questions 2
through 7. If the numbers matched, a census clerk entered
the number and filled the corresponding circle in item A; if
different, the clerk chose the greater of the two and filled
the circles in item A.
Item 6. Type of Unit

This item, introduced in 1970, was used primarily for
internal control and for editing other items, such as items
Cl and C2 below. Enumerators classified a housing unit as
“occupied” if it was the usual place of residence of the
persons listed in the response to question 1.
Census takers completed the “Occupied-First
form”
circle to indicate either that only one form was used
because fewer than seven people lived in the housing unit
orthat this was the first of two or more forms if more than
seven people resided there. For households with more
than seven people, census staff completed a continuation
1990 CENSUS CONTENT
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questionnaire during telephone or personal-visit field followup (FF) for mail-returned questionnaires or during nonresponse f~~~ow~~ (NRFU), After finishing a continuation
questionnaire, the FF or NRFU enumerator filled in the
“Qccupied-Cont’n”
circle in item 5 and entered “Continuation” above the address label. (For more information on
census data collection, see ch. 6.)
The ‘“Vacant-Regular”’
circle was filled if the housing
unit was uninhabited on Census Day. The ““Vacant-Usual
home elsewhere” (WE) circle was only filled if all of the
people living at a particular housing unit on Census Day
were staying there temporarily and had a “usual home
elsewhere.“’ MRFU enumerators and PO edit staff determined vacant-UHE status from the answer to question lb
on page 1 of the questionnaire. If the UHE circle was filled
in question lb and an address was supplied that was
different from the one on the questionnaire mailing label,
the enumerator filled the “‘Vacant-UHE”
circle in item B.
Editing and ~~~~c~t~~~- For all vacant units, the computer
compared the entry in item B with the response in H4
(tenure). A new item, or variable, called “‘HVAC” was
created for three vacant-UHE passibiiities: “vacant-owned,”
“vacant-rented,”
and ‘“vacant-undetermined”).
Where
the l-44 response was owned (with or without a mortgage),
HVAC B was edited to ““Ul-lE-owner.”
Where H4 was
“Rented for cash” or “‘Occupied without payment of cash
rent,” item 5 changed to ‘“UHE-renter.”
Where no response
appeared for H4, item B was edited to “UHE-urtdetermined.”

Enumerators were to enter “Rented or sold, not occupied” if any money had been paid or agreed upon but the
new owner or renter had not yet moved into the unit.
“For seas/rec/occ” included the following types of vacant
units: (1) those intended for occupancy during only certain
seasons of the year, such as beach cottages, hunting and
ski cabins, etc.; (2) those for weekend or other occasional
use throughout the year; (3) shared-ownership
or timesharing condominiums;
and (4) those held for herders,
loggers, fish packers, and other workers not employed in

farm work.
“For migrant workers” (for migratory/migrant
workers)
included vacant units intended for migratory workers explored
in farm workduring the crop season. (Work in a cannery,
freezer plant, or seed-processing plant was not considered
to be farm work.)
“Other vacant” included unoccupied units not falling into
any of the above categories, such as those held for (1)
settlement of an estate, (2) occupancy of a caretaker or
janitor, or (3) personal reasons of the owner or renter.
Editing and allocation-The
computer compared Cl (vacancy
status) with H6 (value) and H7a (contract rent). For vacantregular units, any entry in Cl was accepted if both H6 and
H7a were blank. Where Cl and H7a showed no entry but
a response was indicated for l-f6, Cl was edited to “‘For
sale only.” Where Cl and H6 were blank but a response
was indicated for H7a, Cl was edited to “For rent.” Where
all three items were blank, Cl was allocated from a
preceding vacant unit. For vacant-UHE units, any entry in
Cl was accepted; blank Cl was edited to “For seas/rec/occ.”
For occupied units, blank Cl was accepted while entries
were blanked.

Item C2. Boarded-up

This item, further classifying vacant units in 1990, was
first used in 1946. The 1966 form added a separate
category for units held for migratory workers. This category
was combined with the 1970 “‘Seasonal” item and with the
1980 “Held for occasional use” category. The 1980 term
““Year-round, accasional use” was combined with “seasonal
migratory” and became ‘“For seas/rec/occ” (for seasonal,
recreational, and occasional use) in 1990.
Enumerators filled one circle under “Vacancy status” for
every questionnaire for which they entered “‘Vacant, regufar” or ““Vacant, usual hame elsewhere” in item B and
reported the status of the vacant unit as of Census Day by
asking a reliable respondent,
such as a rental agent,
building manager, or neighbor.
Vacant units offered for rent orfor sale were classified as
‘“For rent,” while the “‘For sale only” units were limited to
those lacking a rental option.
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Status

This item appeared for the first time in the 1980 census
and applied only to year-round housing units. The 1990
wording was identical to that for 1980.
In 1990, enumerators completed this item from observation. They were to enter “Yes” if the vacant unit was
boarded up. These were generally structures in which the
windows and doors were covered by wood, metal, or
similar materials to protect the interior or to prevent entry
into the building. A given unit in a multiunit structure also
may have been boarded up in this way. “No” was to be
entered if the vacant unit was not boarded up.

Editing

and allocation-The
computer compared this
item with item B (type of unit). For vacant-regular units, any
entry in C2 was accepted; blanks were edited to “No.” For
vacant-UHE units, “No” was accepted; any other entry was
edited to “No.” For occupied boarded-up units, only blank
C2 was accepted.
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~~e~t~~~ on the ~~rati~~ of vacancy was asked initially
in the 1960 housing census on a 25percent sample basis.
In ~~~~~ data were showa, far all vacant housing units. In
1980 and l970, data were shown only for year-round
~~~~~~~~~
units.
la, 1990, ~~~rne~at~~s calculated the duration of vacancy
by s~~tra~t~~~ the date the last occupants moved from the
unit fmm t&e day of the first attempt at enumeration. For
r~~v~~-~~~~~e~~newly constructed units, enumerators were
to mter kht?time from the date ~Q~str~ct~o~ was completed.
~~~~t~~~t~~~ was considered to be completed when all the
~~~~~~r w~~~~w~ and doors were installed and final, usable
ffwm waft in place. For recently converted ar merged
wifs, ~~~~~r~t~~s ~e~~~e~ the time from the date when
Ihe ~~~ve~s~~~ or rn~~~ar was completed. “‘Conversion”
~~~~~~~~‘Eathe creation of two or more housing units from
fewer units t~ro~~~ structural ~~ter~t~~~ c)r change in use.

information, including indeterminate occupancy status or
number of persons. “MV’ was for post-Census Day in-movers
who did not complete a census questionnaire
at their
previous address. “‘TC” indicated that a followup clerk
made contact with the respondent. “‘RE” meant that reinterview data replaced previously obtained data for the
same unit. A blackened “ED” circle indicated that the form
had passed the DO’s edit tolerances. A completed WA”
circle referred to information obtained during questionnaire
assistance, whether by telephone or walk-in. Enumerators
filled the “l/T” circle when they acquired census information from a respondent during list/enumerate or nonresponse followup. “EN” suggested that the form was filled
or augmented by a field enumerator. The “‘JIG 1” (just in
case) circle singled out questionnaires completed during
the primary selection algorithm review, a procedure to
review multiple questionnaires
received for a particular
census DO.
Processing offices used the “P” circles to record the flow
(path) assigned to each questionnaire that failed the computer edit. Forms accepted by the computer edit were not
candidates for P-circle entry.
By recording the processing flow on the failing forms in
an unambiguous manner, procedures muld be written that
related the review actions taken directly to the “P” codes
assigned on the diary listing (see ch. 8). Transferring the
codes to the questionnaires
also clearly distinguished
recycled forms from ‘First time through” forms, again
allowing procedures to be written based on that distinction
and indicating the processing flow through which the
questionnaire
already had gone. “JIG 2” was filled on
continuation questionnaires
that were completed during
the search/match
operation for persons added to the
census from the Parolee/Probationer
Coverage Improvement Program.
“PO” represented questionnaires
listed on the diary
whose ID numbers were absent, illegible, or invalid. “‘PI”
was used for type 2 and 3 DO questionnaires that had
failed the count check and for all type 1 DO forms that
failed the count check after they had gone through follawup.
A marked “PI?” circle indicated type 2 DO mail-returned
questionnaires that had failed the computer edit and had
not yet gone to followup; “P3” referred to type 1 DO
enumerator-returned
questionnaires that had not yet gone
to followup; and “P4” meant that type I DO initial-edit
failures had been resolved without a telephone followup
attempt. A darkened “P5” circle meant an office clerk had
contacted the respondent by telephone following a type 1
DO initial edit failure; “P6” referred to mail- or enumeratorreturned questionnaires from type 1 DO’s that failed edit
and for which telephone contact had not yet been made;
‘“IA” reflected type 2 and type 3 DO and type I DO
(recycled) forms that failed the PI edit (count check) but
were reviewed and repaired to the greatest possible extent;
and “SM” meant the questionnaires were created to add
persons into enumerated/data-capture
units.
See also chapter 6 for field-enumeration
procedures.

Item F. Coverage

Item G. District Office and identification
G. DO

ID

New for 1990, this item was coded to indicate questionnaires which initially failed coverage edits.
Editing and allocation--For both mail-returned and enumemtorcompleted forms, edit staff had specific instructions for
handling discrepancies in item lb on page 1. A questionnaire failed edit if the WHUHE circle was filled and either no
address or an address that was different from the mailing
label appeared in question 1b. The staff circled “1 b” on
page 1 with a purple-lead pencil, filled item A in the “For
Census Use” (FCU) box on page 3, and filled the circle for
“1 b” in item F. For mail-returned questionnaires, the clerks
ignored the unit designation (for example, an apartment
number) for city-type addresses (house number/street name)
when comparing the response to question 1 b with the
address label on the front cover.
The count edit included a comparison of the item A value
(total persons) with the number of “data-defined”
person
columns. A “data-defined”
person column was a parson
column with at least two of the six items (2 through 7) filled.
The item A value was the greater or common value of the
number of persons listed in question la and the person
columns with at least one entry for name or questions 2
through 7. If the number of data-defined persons did not
match the number in item A of the FCU box, the questionnaire failed edit. The clerk printed an “A” in the left-hand
corner at the top of page 2 and filled the “la” circle in item
F.
For mailed returned forms, the edit staff failed questionnaires with seven data-defined persons and seven in item
A with no continuation. Using a purple-lead pencil, they
entered a “7” above the list of names in question la,
verified that the item A value and number of data-defined
persons were both seven, and filled the “7” circle in item F.
If more than seven persons should have been listed on the
questionnaire,
follow-up employees obtained information
over the telephone for the remaining persons.
The HI circle was coded to indicate that the mail return
questionnaire had failed the question HlalHlb edit. A form
failed the Hla/Hlb edit if either Hla or Hlb had the “Yes”
circle marked or a write-in entry was present.
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The DO code, the first four digits of the first line of the
address label, identified the district office area in which the
respondent lived. The seven-digit respondent-identification
(IQ) number was included on the second line of the
address.
Editing and allocation -For mail-returned questionnaires,
edit staff filled item G in the FCU box of nonbar-coded mail
returns. They copied the DO and ID numbers from the
address label on the front cover, made the appropriate
entries, and filled the corresponding circles. For enumerator forms, the DO and IQ numbers in the address label on
the front cover had to match the ID number in item G. If the
entries or filled circles were incorrect in item G, edit staff
made the appropriate entries from the label and filled the
circles.
lQO-PERCENT
Questions
units.

HOUSING
HI through

QUESTlQNS
H7 were asked for all housing

Question Hl mCoverage

I

0

Yes, pkarc print the name(s)
and reason($ .
7
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instructions:
Mla.

Refer to the list of perxrnr you entered in question la on page 1. If you left
anyone out of your list because you were not swe if the person(s) should be
listed. answer question Hla hr Yew Then enter the name(r) and reason(sl why
you did not list tha perzon(s) on the lines provided. Otherwise, answer qucstlon
Hla as No.

and reason(s) ‘why y&&ted
rhe &on(sl
mwltl question Hlb = No.

on the lines provided.

Othetik

An inquiry on household coverage has been included in
the census since 1970. For 1990, enumerators
were
instructed to ask bath questions Hl a and HI b at each
occupied housing unit. The purpose of question Hla was to
identify persons who were residents of the housing unit but
were left off the questionnaire
in error. Item Hlb was
intended to identify persons wha were included on the
questionnaire in error and should not have been counted at
the housing unit. They used the rules for question 1 a and a
table of residence rules to determine if a person listed for
either of these questions was a member of the household.
The table indicated that a respondent was to be counted at
his or her “usual residence” (defined as the place where
the person lived and slept most of the time).
The 1990 item HI a (on persons omitted from item 1 a on
page 1) was comparable to question H2 in 1980. In 1990,
the example “‘temporarily away an a business trip or
vacation” replaced “anyone in Question 1 who is away
from home now-for
example, on a vacation or in a
hospital” used in 1980.
The 1995 question HI b was comparable to question H?
in 1980, which asked about “a lodger who also has another
home.”
Spaces were provided at the end of each portion of the
1990 inquiry for respondents to write the name(s) of any
omitted or temporarily included person(s) and the reason(s) for the entry(ies).

If these sources indicated that a person should not have
been included on the questionnaire, the enumerator canceled the corresponding person column for the person who
was listed in error.
For questionnaires returned by mail, responses to coverage questions Hla and Hl b were reviewed by computer
and clerically. If the response(s) indicated that the respondent had problems determining whom to include or exclude
on the questionnaire (the ‘“Yes” circle was marked or a
write-in entry was present for either HI a or H 1 b), the case
was reviewed during telephone followup or by personal
visit. If the follow-up clerk determined that a person should
have been added to the questionnaire, the clerk completed
the appropriate items based on information provided by the
respondent. If the clerk determined that a person should
not have been listed on the questionnaire, the clerk drew a
line through the person’s name in question la, lined
through the name at the top of the person column, filled the
cancellation circles under the column, and corrected the
item A value.

Question H2, Units in Structure
&

Which but describes thin bdldlng?
apalhenb,

fiat% etc.,

Include

all

even tf viward.

0
0
0
0

AmobihhomeorWkr
A one-family
house detached
A mdamlly
how
attxhed
Abutldingwlth2aparhentt

0
0

AWdingwith3or4apattments
AbuUd&1gwkh5to9q&mpahrentr

0
0

A buildingwth 10 to 19 spmtmenh
AWdingti2Oto49apaxtmanis

a
from any other house
to one or more houses

0 Abuildingwith50wmoroaprtmenb
00&t?

Instructions:
Editing and allocation-for
enumerator questionnaires,
enumerators had instructions ta fill the “Yes” circle in Hla,
then complete all population questions not already answered
for persons determined
to be household members for
whom the respondent supplied only a name in question 1 a.
Enumerators listed in question la household members
omitted from question la and completed all population
questions for those persons. They crossed out the names
of persons determined not to be household members and
ascertained whether the persons were visitors with a UHE.
For visitors with a UHE, enumerators completed an ICR
and wrote the address of the UHE in the space provided in
question 2b on the ICR; for persons determined not to be
visitors with a UHE, no further action was required. Enumerators then proceeded to question Hlb.
For persons the respondent
listed with uncertainty,
enumerators filled the ‘“Yes” circle and printed the names
in Hl b; if unsure whether to list the persons, enumerators
referred to the rules for question la and the table of
residence rules in the Questionnaire Reference E?mk(D-561)”
1990 CENSUS OF” POPULATION
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w2.

Flil only one circle
Count all occupied and vacant apartments
nat count stores or office space.

in the house or building.

Do

means there is open Apple on all stdes, or the house Is jtined
that ths house is joined to
another house or bull x ing by at 1eas1 one wall that goes from ground to
roof. An example of A onthmily
howe am&cd
to ona or mar
Inia a houw in a tow of houses attached to one another.
Detached

only to a shed or gara e. Afbcbdmeans

A mobile home or trallet that has had one or mom rooms added or built
onto it should be counted 119a one-fstnlly detached house; a porch or
shed is not consfdaad
a room.

Data from this item provided a physical description of the
national housing inventory and were used extensively in
cross-classification and analysis.
The census of 1940 was the first to include a question on
type of building. The 1990 questionnaire
requested the
same data as the 1980 question H13, except “Other”
replaced the 1980 category “A boat, tent, van, etc.” and
“apartments” replaced “families.” In 1990, the enumerator
1990 CENSUS CONTENT
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asked this question at all occupied housing units and tried
to obtain this ~~f~rrn~t~~~ about vacant units. The 1980
census callected sample data only.
Editing and aliacation --In the regular camputer edit, any
response was accepted; and blanks were allocated from a
preceding unit.
Mark Rented fw cad mnt if any money rent is pald. even If the rent IS
paid by persons who are not members of your household, or by a federal,
state, or locd government
agency.
Mark Qccupled
w&hout
pqmsmt
csf cada red rf the unit Is amt
owned or being bought by the occupants end if money rent is aat paid or
contracted.
The unit may be owned by friends or relative who live
elsewhere and who allow occupancy
without ch
apartment may be provided as psrt of wages or se
TAhousear
ary. Examples are:
caretaker’s or @lItor’ hwse or apartment; parsonages; tenant farmer or
sharecropper
houses for which the occupants do not pay cash rent; or
military housing.

na.

Count

only whale rooms

used for living purposes,

in your hause,

apartment,

M mobile home

such as living MO~TIS, dlnhg KJO~S, Wtchans,

bedrooms, finished recreation MOXLIL, family rooms, etc. Do not count
bathrooms,
Wtchenettes, strip or pullman kitchens, utiltty TWOS, foyen.
halls. M-rooms.
porches. balconies, unfinished attks, unfinished
basements. or other unHn~&ed spuce used far storage,

The census has inquired about the number of rocms in
each housing unit since 1940. Data from this question
provided the basis fog estimating living space, a basic
factor in determining housing needs and developing programs to serve them. In fxmjunction with the number of
persons occupying the housing unit, information derived
from this item contributed to the calculation of persons per
room, an element in the farm&t for allocating Federal
block grants and an item of major interest to housing-data
USBFS.
In 1990, the censal concept of morns continued unchanged
from that for 1980 and 197Gi,e.,
the number of whole
rooms used for living purposes” The 1990 version varied
slightly in wording. The question was asked for all units,
both accupied and vacant.
Editing and a~l~~a~~~~-~he Bureau accepted answers to
any of the H3 categories; fcr nonresponse, t-13 was allocated from a preceding unit with the same pattern of tenure
and units in structure.
Question

Data from this question provided the count of ownerand renter-occupied
units basic to most housing tabulations and analyses. The responses revealed the extent to
which the U.S. ~~p~lat~~~ attained the goal of widespread
home ownership and the degree of geographic, ethnic, and
racial variation
This question has been asked for all occupied units in
housing censuses since 1940 and appeared on the population schedules from 1890 through 1930. The 1980 census question (f-/S) had one ownership category and two
rental categories. The single ownership category ‘“Owned
OF being bought by you or by someone else in this
household” was expanded to two categories in 1990 to
separate mortgaged units from those without a mortgage.
Editing and ~~~~~a~j~~-~~~ entry in l-l4 was accepted. If
blank, the computer compared responses to this question
with those to I-l6 (value) and Hi% (contract rent). When Hti
had a response but H7a did net, 114 was allacated from a
preceding owned unit. When l-Pa had an entry but neither
H4 nor l-l6 did, H4 was edited to “‘Rented for cash rent.“’ H4
was allocated from a preceding occupied unit when all
three items were blank or when H4 was blank and both l-l6
and H7a showed entries. Far sample questionnaires, H4
was checked against items requesting mortgage information to determine whether tenure should be owned “with a
martgage” or owned “‘free and clear.” Far vacant units,
tenure was blanked.

I-M. Tenure

1990 CENSUS OF PCPULATlQN
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Instructions:

instructions:
H&S.

Ansv~er Ma and H5b if you live in a one-family
home; tnclude only land that you own or rent.
b.

house or a mobile

A bushess Is easily recognized from the outside; for example,
store or barber shop. A medical office is a doctor’s or dentist’s
regularly vlsited by patients.

a grocery
oh

The census requested and tabulated information on the
valuation of certain kinds of housing units. For the first time,
in the 1940 census, housing units were screened for
business activity, and then, in 1970, an acreage screener
was added as well. In the 1980 census, data on value (H6
below) were collected for all owner-occupied
units, but
published primarily for “specified” owner-occupied housing
units-single-family
houses on less than IO acres without a
commercial establishment or medical office on the property. For vacant for-sale-only units, value was called “sale
price asked.‘”
The wording for item t-45a of the 1990 screener question
was similar to that for 1980. The H5b portion for 1990
differed from the 1980 question, which asked, “Is any part
of the property used as a commercial establishment
or
medical off ice?”
Editing and allocation-The
computer compared both
parts of this question with H2 (units in structure); for sample
questionnaires,
H5a (acreage) was also compared with
H19a (farm residence). Prior to computer edit, if the H2
response indicated the unit was a mobile home/trailer or a
one-family house, no response was given for H5a, and the
Hl9a entry was “Yes,” then H5a was marked “No.” In the
regular edit for both H5a and H5b (commercial establishment), any H5 entry was accepted if H2 was a mobile
home/trailer or a one-family house; for nonresponse, H5
was allocated from a preceding unit.
Qurestion

H6.

Value of Property

I-N.

If this is a how.
include the value of the house. the land it IS on. and anv
other shuctures~on the same property. If the ho&e is owned buithe land
is rented. estimate the combined value of the house and the land. If this
is a condominium
unit, estimate the value for your house or apartment
in&din
your share of the common elements. If t.h!5 IS a mobile home,
k&de
ta e value of the mobile home and the vafue of the land. If you
rent the Isnd. estimate the value of the rented land and add it to the
value of the mobile home.

Forerunners of 1990 questions on financial characteristics of housing units first appeared in 1890 on a suppiementary schedule for mortgaged farms and homes. Questions included the market value of the farms or homes and
whether they were mortgaged. Questions on value were
asked again in 1920 and 1930. In 1960, when 10 value
categories, ranging from “Less than $5,000” to “$35,000 or
more,” replaced write-in entries, the question was asked
on a loo-percent basis in large cities and on a 25percent
basis elsewhere. In 1970, it was a loo-percent
item
everywhere, with the top category increased to “$50,000 or
more.” A lOO-percent question in 1980 carried the prefatory statement, “If you live in a one-family house or a
condominium unit which you own or are buying . . . .” It then
asked for the value and followed the question with an
instruction not to answer if the unit was a mobile home or
trailer, a house on 10 or more acres, or a house with a
commercial establishment or medical office on the property. Value was to be reported in 1 of 24 categories,
ranging from “Less than $10,000”
to “$200,000
or
more.”
For 1990, the question was asked again on a IOOpercent basis of all owner-occupied
and vacant-for-sale
housing units. It contained a newly worded prefatory statement, “Answer only if you or someone in this household
OWNS OR IS BUYING this house or apartment. , , .” The
response section was expanded again to include 26 categories, ranging from “‘Less than $10,000” to “$500,000 or
more,” to accommodate housing price appreciation during
the preceding decade.
Editing and allocation-The
computer compared the
entries in this question with those in H2 (units in structure),
H4 (tenure), H5a (acreage), and Cl (vacancy status).
Owner-occupied
and vacant for-sale-only units with an
entry in H6 were accepted. For nonresponse,
H6 was
allocated from a preceding unit with the same units in
structure and acreage pattern; all other entries were blanked.
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Question i-47.Monthly Rent, Meals included in
Rent
H7a. Monthly Rent

without payment of cash rent,“’ any H7a response was
accepted. When there was no response, H7a was allocated from a preceding unit with the same units-in-structure
pattern.

H7b. Meals included in Rent
ZII.

m

Ans~wr~if~PAYRENTfw~house~~~twhat
b the manthiy
rent?
0

Lessdliul$8Q

0

sQtow9

o
0

$100
$125

0
0

$lsob
$175tlI

0

b. Doa the monthQy rent hchdt
0
0

$375 to $399
~to~24

to $124
to $149

0
0

5425tQa9
%%0m$474

5174
$199

0
a

%475tQ$499
XaQto
$524

52ooto$224

c

5525to

0
0

5225to
5249
$25Qto$274

0
c

555oto5595)
wQtQ$649

0

$275to$299

0

s6~tos699

0
0

sioQto$324
$32!5to$349

0
0

57ooto
$749
567wta5999

0

s35Qto5374

0

$1,00QmmQFe

0 No

b.

A newer Ye* If meals are included tn the monthly rent payment, or you
must contract far meals or a meal plan In c&r
to IWe In this bulldIng.

New for 1990, this item was intended to measure
“congregate”
housing, considered to be units where the
rent included meals. This question was asked of all occupied housing units rented for cash and all vacant housing
units for rent at the time of enumeration. The statistics on
meals included in rent were published for specified renteroccupied units paying cash rent and specified vacant-forrent units, both types of which excluded one-family houses
on IO or more acres.

Report the
house.

rent agreed to or contmctec~ for, sven if the rent for your
aparhmt.
or mobile home Is unpaid or paid ky m-neone eke.

If rent is paid:
Mdfiply xenl by:
By the day .“. *.
30

By the week

4

Every

2

other week

If rent ls p&i:
Dhide rent by:
4ttmE5ayear.......
3
2 Mm%? a par . , <
6
Oncenyear
. . . . . . ..x?

The data collected on monthly rent (H7a)
were
for
contract rent (i.e., the amount agreed to, ar contracted for),
regardless of any furnishings, utilities, or services that may
have bean included. Contract rent has been requested in
each census since 1930; however, in 1980, it was collected
from all households in large cities and from a Z-percent
sample elsewhere. Through 1960, contract rent was reported
with a write-in entry that had to be coded; in 1970 I.4
categories were provided, ranging from ‘“Less than $30” to
“$300 or more.” For 1980, changes in rental costs and
experience in the census tests led to an increase in the
number of categories to 24, from ““Less’than $50” to “$500
or more.” The 1980 question began with the instruction, “‘If
you pay rent for your living quarters-,”
followed by a
request for the amount of rent and a statement directing the
respondent to the instruction guide if rent was not paid by
the month.
The instruction on who should answer the question was
slightly modified from 1980 to read ‘“Answer only if you
PAY RENT for this house or apartment,” and no mention
was made of what to do if rent was not paid by the month.
The 1990 question included 26 categories, ranging from
“Less than $80” to “$“I,000 or more.”

Editing and allocation--The computer compared responses
to H7a with those to H4 (tenure) and Cl (vacancy status).
For both renter-occupied and vacant-for-rent
units where
the H4 entry was any response other than “Occupied
14-48

Yes

Instructions:

$549

Instructions:
H7a.

0

any mcab?

1990 CENSUS CONTENT

Editing and allocation-For
renter-occupied units paying
cash rent and vacant-for-rent units, any response to H7b
was accepted. For owner-occupied
units, no cash rent
units, and vacant units other than for rent, any entry in H7b
was blanked. Blanks were allocated from a preceding unit
paying cash rent.

SAMPLE HOUSING QUESIWNS
Question H8. Year Householder Maved In

I

Instructions:
HS.

The Jrmwnkted Incofumn1 refersto thepsssotllIsteditl thefiralcolumn
on page 2. This person should be the household memlxr
(or one of the
members) In wharP name the hour. apattment. or m&La home Is
ourned. bstng bought, or rented. ff than la no such pemcm, any edult
household member can be the peon in column I.. Mark when thb pwaon
last moved into this house, apartment, or moblIe home.

Data from this question permit analysis of residential
stability and change for different types of places such as
central cities and suburbs of metropolitan areas and for
individual towns and rural areas. They are used essentially
by public and private organizations responsible for serving
community needs.
1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION
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An item on the year the present occupants last moved
into the housing unit appeared in the 1960 and 1970
censuses in the population section of the questionnaire
and was asked of all persons. The 1980 question identified
the year in which the reference person moved into the
housing unit by six time periods, beginning with “1949 or
earlier,” and included the category “Always lived here.” For
the 1990 census, “Always lived here” was deleted, and the
years were updated to reflect movement during the decade
1980 to 1990.
Editing and allocation-The
computer compared entries
for l-48 with those for question 5 (age of the householder)
for consistency. For occupied units, where a householder’s
age was less than 20 years and H8 was 1970 through
1990, that response was accepted; where H8 was earlier
than 1970, H8 was allocated from a preceding unit with
similar age and tenure. Any entry for a householder of 20 to
29 years old with a move-in date from 1960 or later was
accepted; any combination before 1960 was allocated from
a preceding unit. Any H8 entry for a householder 30 years
old and over was accepted; blanks were allocated from a
preceding unit with similar age and tenure. For vacant
units, blank HE! was accepted; entries were blanked.

number of bedrooms a person would list if the house or
apartment were on the market for sale or rent. Response
categories provided for reporting no bedroom or 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5 or more bedrooms.
Editing and allocation-The
computer compared the
entry for H9 with the one for H3 (rooms) for consistency. In
general, the unit had to have at least one more room in total
than the number of bedrooms, and any unit with three or
more rooms was expected to have at least one bedroom.
Data for blanks or unacceptable entries in H9 were allocated from preceding units with the same number of rooms
and type of structure.

Question WI 0. Complete Plumbing Facilities

Question H9. Number of Bedrooms
instructions

home. but not necesssily
ln the s&w rwm. Considrr that you have hd
water evm If vau have it onlv uart of the time. Mark No H annu of the thm

L

Instructions:
H9.

Indudsallrwm~ intended
apartment,
Purp-s.

to k urad as kdrooms
tn this hours.
or mobile home. wen if they are currcmtiy knzlng used for other

Data on number of bedrooms help in assessing present
and future housing needs, as well as in analyzing the
inventory of both occupied and vacant housing units. When
related to household composition,
bedroom data offer
information on housing adequacy and crowding.
An item on the number of bedrooms has been asked in
the census since 1960. The 1980 census asked, “How
many bedrooms do you have?” followed by an instruction
to count rooms used mainly for sleeping even if also used
for other purposes. The 1990 question asked for the

1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION
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in 1970, there were separate questions on the presence
of hot and cold piped water, bathtub or shower, and flush
toilet. In 1960, these three items were combined into a
single question on complete plumbing facilities and asked
on a 100-percent basis. The 1980 questionnaire included
two “yes” categories (one for the exclusive use of the
respondent’s
household, the other for use by another
household). The 1980 form also showed two “no” categories (one for having some but not all plumbing facilities, the
other for no plumbing at all). The 1990 questionnaire
included two response categories (“Yes, have all three
facilities” and ‘“No”).
This question is a major element in determining the
quality of housing. Data from it are used in measuring
housing needs and delineating areas in need of assistance. Complete plumbing facilities were defined as consisting of hot and cold piped water, a flush toilet, and a
bathtub or shower.
Editing and allocation-Any
response to HI 0 was accepted;
blanks were allocated from a preceding unit with the same
units-in-structure and tenure pattern.

1990 CENSUS CONTENT
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Question

HI I* Complete

Kitchen

Facilities

back covers of the 1980 and 1990 forms to enabls Bureau
employees to interview by telephone if needed to complete
or clarify questionnaire entries.

Editing and allocation--For

occupied units, the computer
accepted any response to i-412; blanks were allocated from
a preceding occupied unit. For vacant units, only blanks
were accepted.

Question

HI

1.

“As kitchen sink. stove. wd refrigerator
but da not have to be In he same roam.
not ConhQd
w a renge 01 ccwkstous.

Editing and allocation--Any

response to l-f11 was accepted,
and blanks were allocated from a preceding unit with the
same units-in-structure and tenure pattern,

0
0
a
a
0
0
0
0

in Housing

Unit

None
1
2
3
4
5
6
7rJrmore

w

Instructions:

WI?&

H12. Telephone

Available

mud be kated in the bukk!ing
Portable cooking equipment ia

Data on the numbas of housing units without complete
kitchen facilities are used with other housing information to
identify areas of low-quality housing and to plan and
administer housing-assistance and rehabilitation programs.
They also are used extensively in connection with programs for low-income persons and older Americans.
Parts of the question on compiete kitchen facilities have
been on the census questionnaire since 1940. The singlequestion approach began in 1970.

Question

HI 3. Vehicles

Count company cam (tncludiq
p&e cars and taxicab4 and company
ttudrr of one-ton capacity M kthat
= regularly kept at home and used
by household membr*s for nonburkw
purposes. Do sot taunt cam M
tluckr pennanerldy
out of waxking order.

Data from this item are important for analyzing transportation needs and policies at the national and local governmental levels, and in studies and programs related to
energy consumption, environmental protection, area development, and numerous other public- and private-sector
applications.

Instructions:

The principal interest in the data from this question
concerns access to communication by elderly, handicapped,
and low-income persons. Telecommunications
and marketing firms are also major users of the data.
A question on the presence of a telephone in the
housing unit was asked first in 1980. The 1960 and 1970
censuses included questions on the availability of a telephone, and telephone number at which people living in the
unit could be called. Similar questions were included on the
14-50
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The item on passenger automobiles available for household members’ use became a census question in 1960,
and light trucks and vans were added in 1980 tc become
two separate vehicle questions: one on automobiles and
one on vans or trucks of 1 -ton capacity or less kept at home
for use by members of the household. The 1980 questions
had printed categories for number of vehicles in single
increments from none to three or more.
The 1990 census also had a single combined question,
but with printed response categories in single increments
from none to seven or more.

Editing and allocation-

For occupied units, any response
to H13 was accepted, and blanks were allocated from a
preceding unit with the same units-in-structure and tenure
pattern. Only blanks were accepted for vacant units
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1
,

Questions HI 5 and Hi 6, Source of Water and
Sewage Disposal

Instructions:
Instructians:

Data from this question are factors in ~~~~y~in~ energy
supply and consumption, and for forecasting energy needs
and planning programs to meet them. Type of heating fuel
used also is a source of infQrmation on quality of life and
safety as well, since equipment that may be employed with
some fuels presents specific risks.
The type of fuel used for house heating has been
included in all housing censuses since 1940, In the 1980
census, type of fuel used most for house heating was part
of a larger question that also in~~~~e~ absut fuel for water
heating and for cooking. These latter two types ware not
included in the 1990 fuel question. As in 1980, however, a
1990 question on costs of utilities and fuels did ask the cost
separately for electricity, gas, and other fuels purchased for
all household uses and thus provided same indirect data.
In its final design, the 3990 question had only one
important difference from that used in 19&J--the addition
of solar energy as a heating source,

Editing and allocatianFor occupied units, any response
to WI4 was accepted, and blanks were atlocated from a
preceding unit with the same units-in-structure and tenure
pattern. For vacant units, only blanks were accepted.
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Responses to these two questions provided important
data in determining accessibility to safe drinking water and
in the planning, administration, and evaluation of housing,
water, and sewage programs. Housing units may receive
their water supply from a number of sources. In the 1990
census, a common source supplying water to five or more
units was classified as a “‘Public system or a private
company.” If water was supplied from a well serving four or
fewer housing units, the units were classified as obtaining
water from an individual drilled well or an individual dug
well. In the 1980 census, a common source was not
considered to be a public system or private company
unless it supplied six or more units.
The 1940 census was the first to include items on source
of water and sewage disposal. The 1990 question was
identical to the one used in 1960.
For all units, the computer compared entries for H15 and HI6 with those for l-l;2 (units in
structure). It accepted any response to l-IA5 or HI6 where
the H2 entry was “A mobile home or trailer,” a building with
up to four units in it, or ‘“Other.” Where H2 indicated five or
more units and H15 or 1-116was a “public system” (such as
a city water department or private company), that response
was accepted; other HI 5 or Ml 6 responses were edited to
a public system. If the unit was in a building with less than
five units, where no entry was provided, HI5 or f-l16 was
allocated from a preceding unit with the same units-instructure and tenure pattern

Editing and allocation-
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Question Hl7. Year Built

m

0

x989Qr1990

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1%5tc,198a
198otoo9B4
197Qto 1979
196otQ1%9
195oto1959
194oto1949
1939orizark
aonpknQw

Question HI 8. Condominium

Status

Instructions:
ki ]L$.

IS B type of nwnsrahip in which tha a;partmsnts. houses.
or mohiie homes in a b&Sng OS dsua~pnwmt
~8 in !vidually ownad, but
the eomm~n arear, such as bbb~as, halls, etc., am jointly owed.
Cmpemtiw
cxcupmts should mark No.

A mdmnfnhm

Instructions:
HI’I.

RU the circh c-pondlng
ta the porlodin which tha cwiginal conm~~cdon
wes compkted,
notthe tlrne of any later ramodellng. addt~~~. or
mnvstions.
In bulldings contalntng rnwe than one sp&ment,
tfw owwt.
manager, or janltw may b of hdp In datarmlnlng whan the building was
built.
If you Ilve In 6 housakat
or a tratbsr ox m&la home, fill the CMa
corresponding
to thr? model year in which it was manufactured.
If yvu do not know the parrod whan the buildwas fhst constructed,
the cklo for Dnab’t *Mw.

fill

This item yielded data on the age of the housing stock
found in many types of housing analyses, including those
required by Federal legislation. Age of housing data are
important in identifying areas of growth and where rehabiiitation or substantial renewal are needed. Programs concerned with safety also benefit from analysis involving the
periods in which structures were built. One application is in
estimating the potential incidence of lead-paint poisoning.
Year built has been included in the census since 1940.
The 1980 census question was worded: “About when was
this building originally built?” This was followed by a
clarifying instruction to answer for the time when the
building was first constructed and not when it was remodeled, added to, or converted. There were response circles
for seven time periods, ranging from “I 979 or 1980” back
ta “1939 or earlier.” The 1990 question added a “Don’t
know” category for better allocation of responses for
respondents
who did not know and, otherwise, would
guess a year.

Data from the item an condominium status expanded
tenure information on home ownership. They documented
the extent of this form of ownership, which had grown
during recent decades.
In 1970, condominiums were grouped with cooperative
units, and the data were reported only for owner-occupied
cooperatives and condominiums.
Beginning in 1980, the
census identified all condominium units, whether occupied
or vacant. In 1970 and 1980, the question on candominiurns was asked on a IO&percent basis. In 1990, it was
asked on a sample basis. The 1980 census identified
condominium housing units but not cooperatives.
Editing and allocalion-For
all units, the computer compared responses to HI 8 to those for H2. A “‘No” response
to HIS was accepted when the H2 entry was a mobile
home/trailer or “‘Qthc$“; ‘“Yes” H18 responses were edited
to “‘No.” Where H2 was a one-family or multiunit building,
any HI 8 response was accepted; blanks were allocated by
similar preceding structure type.

Questian Ml9 Farm Residence

E~~CKJ and allocation--Occupied
and vacant units were
considered in separate computer edits. For occupied units,
HI 7 was compared with H8 (year householder moved into
unit). In general, any entry for H17 was accepted as long as
the unit was not reported as being built after the householder movsd in; blanks and ‘“Don’t know” were allocated
from a preceding unit with similar tenure and time the
householder
moved in. For vacant units, entries were
accepted, and blanks were allocated from previous units
with similar structure type and vacancy status.
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I1
/

I

Instructions:
H19a.
b.

AnswerH19a

and t-Mb

if you live tn aono-family

houseor

m&lo

home.

~~~kthoaaeagaonwhlchthsho~Islocaed;rldud~
ad@lnlng land you rent for your US% Repoti sale made hi 1989 from thtr
propotty by you or pravioup occupants.

Data identifying farm housing units define the universe
of farm housing, the farm residence population, and are
important for many programs administered by the Department of Agriculture and other Federal agencies. The 1990
census used the same farm definition as that for 1980. The
criteria for the classification of housing units and their
occupants as being located on a farm were (1) a lot (or
place) size of 1 or more acres and (2) sales of farm
products in 1 year of $1,000 or more.
Farm residence has been included in all censuses since
1890. In 1980, as in 1960 and 1970, the first part of the
farm-residence question was a screener to determine the
size of the lot or property. The 1980 categories were (1)
less than 1 acre (including specific mention of “a city or
suburban lot”), (2) 1 to 9 acres, and (3) 10 or more acres.
Respondents for housing units located on 1 or more acres
were asked the sales value of crops, livestock, and other
farm products from the place for the previous year. The
lowest value category in 1980 was “Less than $50 (or
None),” with additional categories extending to “$2,500 or
more.”
The farm residence question for 1990 included two
parts, Hl9a asked if the house was on less than 1 acre,
with an instruction to skip to the next question if “Yes.” If
‘“No,” the respondent answered H19b, which asked for the
value of actual sales of all agricultural products from the
property in ‘1989. Categories included a break at $1,000
(the minimum value of sales to qualify as a farm) as well as
higher values.

was changed to “No,” on the assumption that Hl9a was
filled incorrectly. If the preceding conditions did not hold,
then the sales entry was blanked because it should not
have been answered if the dwelling was on less than 1
acre. If the sales item continued to be a nonresponse, then
the sales item was allocated from a preceding unit.
For vacant units, a response only to section a was
expected for one-family and mobile-home/trailer
dwellings.
Blanks were allocated from a preceding unit.

Question H20. Costs of Utilities and Fuels

Editing and allocation--Occupied
and vacant units were
edited separately, with both pre-edit and edit operations for
occupied units. During the pre-edit phase, the computer
compared Hi 9a with H5 (dwellings on 10 or more acres)
for consistency; disagreements
were changed to agree
with H5. For both acres (Hl9a) and sales (Hlgb), units
other than the one-family type and those on less than 1
acre were excluded.
Where the acres category was blank but sales was filled,
the computer provided (allocated) a response for acres. If
sales contained a dollar-value response ($1 or more), then
part A was made to equal “No” (for 1 or more acres). If
sales contained a response of “None,” then acres was
made “Yes” (for less than 1 acre) and sales was blanked.
If sales was blank, acres was allocated from a preceding
unit. If an allocated response to the acres item was “No,”
sales also was allocated.
If the response to the acres item was “Yes” and a
dollar-value response was given for sales, the acres entry
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The amounts to be reported should be the total amount for the pad 12 months.
Estimate as closely es possible when exact costs are notknown. ff au have
ltved In this house or apartment less than t year, estimate the year r y cost.
Report amounts even II your bills are unpatd or paid by someone else. tf the bills
include utilidss or fuel used also bv another eoertment ot e business
establishment, estimate the an-~&
for you;own
house ot apartment. If gas
and elecMdl we billed tugether. enter the combined amount on the electricity
he and brat e et [ 1 the two utilides.

Data ~17 ~t~~it~and fuel costs are important companants
af gross rent and hameawner
shelter costs, the total
~~t-~f~~~c~et costs borne by renters and homeowners,
respectively.
The 1940 census was the first to ask questians on
monthly utility and fuel costs, including separate casts of
electricity, gas, and water. The 1950 census was the first to
cover oil, wood, QTcoal in the utility and fuel costs question.
The 1980 census, the first census collecting these costs for
awners as well as for renters, asked for average monthly
costs af electricity and gas. Yearly costs were requested
far water and, in combined form, for ‘“oil, coal, kerosene,
wood, etc.” The question called for writing in specific
amounts or checking categories if costs were included in
rent or not charged, or if the utility was not used.
For 1990, utility and fuel costs again were asked of both
owners (including those in condominiums and mobile homes)
and renters. Ali costs were requested on a yearly basis.
Persons who had occupied the house or apartment for less
than a year were instructed to estimate yearly costs.
Editing and allocation--for
occupied units, where the
H2Q amount (part 1) of each component
indicated a
response but the inclusion section (part 2) did not, the
amount was verified with the upper range (see chart
below). An amount within the limits was accepted; any
amount outside the limits was allocated from a preceding
unit, by units in structure and (excluding W2Oc) fuel type. If
both amount and inclusion entries were made, the inclusion section was blanked. Where no amount was noted
and either in~iusion in rent or no charge for the utility was
shown, that response was accepted. if neither an amount
nor an inclusion was specified, both were allocated from a
preceding unit, by units in structure and (excluding H2Ocj
fuel type.
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“Editing and allocation” under H23 for a description
procedure covering these situations.

Upper-Range

LimitntkE:xz

H21, H22, H23b,

(3 percent)

H22
Property lnsuranca
(1 percent)

H23b and H24b
First and WCond mortgage
payments

$600
$1,500

$200
$500

$500
$1,000

H21

Real egz

Cdl

1

..,.“,

2
3
4
5
6
7
a
9

,,
.
. ... ..
.*,,..
.1**..
. . ..I.
..**,*
. ..“<.
*I**..

of the

$2,100
$3,000
$4,500
$6,000

$700
$1,000
$1,500
$2,000
$3,000
$6,000
$5,000

$9,000
$15,000
$15,000

$1,500
$2,000
$3,000
$4,000
$6,000
$10,000
$11,000

Editing

and allocation --In many circumstances where
the unit was mortgaged, the computer edited and allocated
entries for this item in conjunction with the other shelter
cost items (H2l through HZ%). See “Editing and allocation”
under H23 for the procedures covering these situations. In
other cases, such as when the property was not mortgaged, H21 was edited and allocated independent of the
other shelter cost items. For owner-occupied units with an
amount in H21, this amount was verified with the upper
range limits (see chart under “Homeowner
Shelter Cost
Screener Instructions” following question H20 discussion),
and accepted if within those limits. If outside those limits, or
if H21 was blank, H21 was allocated from the preceding
owner-occupied
unit by unit type and value.
Question

H22. Fire, Hazard,

and Wood

insurance

Question WI. Real Estate Taxes

,---------1

----1

r----------I---,
II
I
BL- I-_-_ -A!~~
Yearly
amount
- aoaars

1
I

L----lW
Yearty amo”ri - Doum
OR
OR

0

o None

None

I

Instructions:

Instructions:

N21.

H22.

Report taxes for 1111
taxing jurisdictions (city or town, county, state, Scholl
dMrtcl, etc.) even if they are Included in your mortgage payment, not yet paid
or psid by someone else, ot are delinquent. Do not Include taxis past due from
previous years.

The 1980 census, the first to include real estate taxes,
asked whether they were included in the mortgage payment (H23c) and for the specific amount paid on “this”
property, providing space for a write-in response and a
circle to fill if no taxes were paid. The 1990 census version
was almost identical to that of 1980. The coverage was
expanded to include condominiums, mobile homes, and all
one-family homes.
1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION
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When premwns are @d on other than a yearly basis. convert to B yearly basis.
Enter the yearly amount even if no payment wa5 made during the past 12
months.

The 1980 census was the first to have an item on fire
and hazard insurance and whether it was included in the
mortgage payment (H23d). That question asked for the
annual premium for fire and hazard insurance on “this”
property, with response space for a write-in amount and a
circle to fill if the respondent paid no premium.

Editing and allocation -In many circumstances where
the unit was mortgaged, the computer edited and allocated
responses to H22 in conjunction with those for the other
1990 CENSUS CONTENT
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shelter cost items (H21 through H26). See “‘Editing and
allocation” under H23 for the procedures covering these
situations. in other cases, such as when the property was
not mortgaged, H22 was edited and allocated independent
of the other shelter cost items. For owner-occupied
units
with an amount in H22, this amount was verified with the
upper range limits (see chart under “Homeowner
Shelter
Cost Screener Instructions” following question H20 discussion), and accepted if within those limits. If outside those
limits, or if H22 was blank, H22 was allocated from the
preceding owner-occupied unit by unit type and value.
Question

H23. Mottgagt;

Status,

Monthly

Payment, Taxes and insurance included in
Monthly Mortgage Payment

Instructions:
H23a.

The word morfgsgeis wed as a general term to indicate a11type
are secured by real estate.

of loans that

b . Enter a monthly amount even % it is unpatd or paid by someone else. If the
amount is paid on some other periodic basis, see the instructions for H7a
to change it to a monthly amount.
Include paymenk on fiist mortgagaa and ~anmcts to purchase only+ Payments
$orTyd
OKjunior mortgages and home equity loans should be reported in

Mortgage status has appeared in every census since
1890, except 1930. The sample question on existence of a
mortgage, deed of trust, or contract to purchase the
housing unit (H23a) remained essentially the same as in
1980. The 1990 census questionnaire included the 100percent tenure question (H4) to identify the existence of a
mortgage.
The 1980 census contained a multiple-part item on the
existence of first and second mortgages and one question
on monthly mortgage payments for all mortgages. In 1990,
one item asked for the total regular monthly payment to the
lender for the first mortgage only while a second item
asked for mortgage payments on all second mortgages
(including home equity loans). The respondent was to write
in a dollar amount or fill a circle indicating that no regular
payment was required.
The inclusion of real estate taxes (H23c) in the regular
monthly mortgage payment) remained essentially unchanged
between 1980 and 1990.
H23d (inclusion of fire, hazard, and flood insurance in
regular monthly mortgage payment) was another sheltercost question that remained essentially the same from
1980 to 1990.
Editing and allocation-The
answer to item H23a, mortgage status, was accepted if the answer was “No” (not
mortgaged) and there were no amounts for first mortgage
payment (H23b) or second mortgage payment (H24b); or if
the answer was “Yes,...” (mortgaged) and there was an
amount or no regular payment answered in either of ths
mortgage payment questions (H23b or H24b).
If H23a was blank or answered ‘“No” and them was an
amount in mortgage payment (H23b or H24b), item H23a
was edited to “Yes,...” (mortgaged).
If H23a was answered “Y~s,,~.“, but H23b was blank or
above the upper range limit (see chart under “Homeowner
Shelter Cost Screener Instructions” following question H20
discussion), the mortgage payment (H23b) was allocated
from the preceding mortgaged owner-occupied unit by unit
type and value.
A similar procedure for mortgaged units was ussd to edit
and allocate H23c, inclusion of real estate taxes in morlgage payment, and H23d, inclusion of insurance in mortgage payment.
In all other mortgaged unit cases, the computer edited
and allocated the responses to items H23a through H23d
in conjunction with the other shelter cost items (H21
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through H26). This was done because of the close relationship between these items when a property was mortgaged. In these cases, all items were allocated from a
preceding mortgaged owner-occupied unit by unit type and
value.

Question H24. Second Mortgage, Home-Equity
Loan

0
0

In the 1980 census, respondents had instructions to
include payments on second or junior mortgages in the
amount reported for the regular monthly mortgaga Payment. For 1990, questions on the existence of second or
junior mortgages and related home-equity loans and their
payments were included separately from those on first
mortgages to provide more specific information on homeowner shelter costs.
Editing and allocationIn most circumstances,
H24a
and H24b were edited and allocated in conjunction with the
other shelter cost items (t-i21 through H26). See “Editing
and allocation” under H23 for the procedures covering
these situations.
If H24b, second mortgage payment, was the only blank
or was above the upper range limit (see chart under
“Homeowner Shelter Cost Screener Instructions” following
question H20 discussion), H24b was allocated from the
preceding mortgaged owner-occupied unit by unit type and
value.

Ye0
No-SWptoHZ5

Question H25. Monthly Condominium

Fee

0 No re@w paymentrequired

Instructions:
Instructions:
H25.

H24a.
b.

A sand

or jut-+x mortgw

or home equity 1-n is secured by real estate.

her

a monthly amount even tf it is unpaid or paid by someone else. If ths
amount is paid on some other per&c bask, see in%cuctions fez H7a and
change it to a monthly amount. Include payments on all second OTjunior
mortgages or hame equityloans.

Monthly payment on second mortgages became a separate item in 1990; persons who responded ‘“Yes” to the
1980 census question on mortgage status were instructed
to answer the next item on whether they had a second or
junior mortgage. The 1990 inquiry added home-equity
loans, recognizing that such loans were becoming an
increasingly popular way of ‘“freeing up” the equity in a
home.
1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION
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A condominium fee is normally assessed by the condominium ownc~s~
association for the purpose af improving and maintnining the common zeex.
Enter I monthly amount even if it is unpaid or pajd by someone else. If the
amount is pald on some other periodic bask-. see the ~nskuctians for H7a on
how to change it to a monthly amount.

An inquiry on the monthly condominium fee was introduced in the 1990 census. Preceded by an instruction to
answer only if the housing unit was a condominium, the
question asked for the amount of the fee.
and allocation -ln many circumstances where
was mortgaged, the computer edited and
allocated responses to H25 in conjunction with the other
shelter cost items (H21 through H26). See “Editing and
allocation” under H23 for the procedures covering these
situations.

Editing

the condominium
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In other cases, such as when the condominium was not
mortgaged, H25 was edited and allocated independent of
the other shelter cost items. For owner-occupied condominiums with an amount in H25, this amount was verified
against the upper range limit of $1,500. If above the limit or
if H25 was blank, l-425 was allocated from a preceding
owner-occupied condominium unit by units in structure.
Question

H26. Mobile

Home

Costs

II
r---001
I$
L-----------L-A

Yearly

amount

-

aOlbrs

i-i26

Report amount even if your bills are unpaid or paid by someone else.
include payments for personal pro
taxes. land or alte rem, re$&aaOn
fees and 11cense fees. Do not irxtu F e reel estate taxes already reported in
H2l.The amount to be reported shauld be the total amount form entire 1%
month billing periad even If made h two or more installments. &Urn&e a~
closely as paaible when exact costs ere not known.

accounting for an increasing proportion of American housing, participants in local public meetings (see ch. 2) and
other housing data users recommended asking owners for
mobile-home shelter costs in the 1990 census. The 1990
census included a single question, specifying four types of
expenses in asking for their total yearly dollar cost.
Editing and allacation--ln
many circumstances where
the mobile home was mortgaged, the computer edited and
allocated responses to H26 in conjunction with the other
shelter cost items (H21 through H26). See “Editing and
allocation” under H23 for the procedures covering these
situations.
in other cases, such as when the mobile home was not
mortgaged,
was edited and allocated independent of
the other shelter cost items. For owner-occupied mobile
homes with an amount in H26, this amount was verified
against the upper range limit of $5,000. If above the limit or
if H26 was blank, H26 was allocated from a preceding
owner-occupied mobile home.

H26

Instructions:
Historically, mobile homes were considered personal,
instead of real, property; therefore, housing shelter cost
data were not collected for them. With mobile homes
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FwTr?
D-2 was the Icing-form~uesti~~~air~
~~~~to mudebate a sample of the households in the 1990 census.
The cowr, page 1 1 and the back page were essentially the
Same as their counterparts an the shart-form questionnaire
~~~r~ D-l). In addition to question 1 an page 1 s the shoti
km-n c~~ta~~a~ oniy po~~6ati~~ items 2-7 on page 2 and

hausing items HI-l47 on page 3. All other questions were
uniqu’e to the lang form. Persons 4-6, not shown, w0re
identical to columns l,2,3, and 7, which are shown. Pages
8-19, used to enumerate persons in columns 2-7, also
have been omitted.
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Facsimiles of Respondent instructions

and Questionnaire Pages

Thank you for taking tima to complete
and return
census questionnaire.
It’8 important
to you, your
community,
i3lx.i the Nation,
The law respires

answers

but guarantees

this

privacy.

By law Katie 13, U.S. Coda), you’re requirfxi to answer the
census cpestions
to the best of your kmowledge.
However,
tlhe sam0 law guarantees
that your census form remains
c~~~e~t~~.
Far 72 years-or
until the year 2062-only
Gensus Bureau employees
can see your form. No one
else-m
rrther govexmrtent
body, no poke
department,
no
court system or welfam
agency-is
pmnitti
to see this
confidential
information
under any cimxmstances.
ow to get started-and

get help.

Start by Esting on the next page the names of all the
people wlm live in your home. Please answer all questions
with a black: lead pencil. You’ll find detailed
instructions
for answering
the census in the enclosed guide. If you
need additional help, cd the toll-free telephone number to
the It&, near your address.
meam

axmwer

and return

your

form

promptly.

Complete
your form and return it by April 1,199Q in the
postage-paid
envehpe
provided.
Avoid the inconvenience
of having
a census taker visit your home.
Again, thank
Remember:

14A-2
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you for answering
the 1990 Census.
turn the completed
Cm-m by April 1,1990.
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Page1
The 1990 cer~us must count

every

person at his or her “‘usual residence. ” This means the place where the

penon lives and sleeps most of the time.

la. List on the numbered lines below the name of each person living here on Sunday,
April 1, including all persons staying here who have no other home. If EVERYONE at
this address is staying here temporarily and usually lives somewhere else, follow the
instructions given in question lb below.

Include

Do NOT include

Everyone who usually lives here such as family
members, housemates and roommates, foster
children, roomers, boarders, and liwe-in
employees
* Persons who are temporarily away on a business
trip, on vacation, or in a general hospitai
l College
students who stay here while
attending college.
l Persons in the Armed
Farces who live here
l Newborn
babies still in the hospital
* Children in boarding schools below the
college level
l Persons who
stay here most of the week
while working even if they have a home
somewhere else
l Persons
with no other home who are staying
here on April 1

e

l

Persons who usually

live somewhere

else

m Persons who are away in an kditution such as a
prison, mental hospital, or in nursing home
m College students who live somewhere else while
attending college
* Persons in the Armed Forces who live somewhere
QlSG

Persons

l

who

stay somewhere

eke

most

of

the

week while working

Print last name, first name, and middle initial for each person.
Begin
on line 1 with the household
member
(or one of the household members) in whose name this house or apartment is owned, being
bought, ar rented. If there is no such person, start on line 1 with any adult household member.
msr

LAST

INITIAL

1

2
---,,”
3

LAST

N-HAL

FIRST

7

_” .~

8

-.

I_-_

9

4

10

5

11

,“..-_,

6

_12.~..

1 b. If EVERYONE is staying here only temporarily and usually lives somewhere
else, list the nanie of each person on the numbered lines above, fill this circle ---+
and print their usual address below. DO NOT PRINT THE ADDRESS LISTED
ON THE FRONT COVER,
Howenumber

Sixed or road/Rural

County

Apartment

route and box numbsr

City

state

NOW
PLEASE
OF’EN
lYffE FLAP
PEOPLE
LISTED.
USE A BLACK

1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION

TO PAGE
2 AND
ANSWER
LEAD
PENCIL
ONLY.
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number

ZIP Code

Names of nearest inkr*&ng

or forsIgn coumy

0

AU

“,-

*et3

m roads

QUESTIONS

FOR

THE

FIRST

7
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e---e..-- stepdaughta
If NOT RELATED to Person 1:

i-----,-- --.-

__-

0 c---l-----l------l--____xI_
bklrno
o Ai@ut
AldannP&lslandeF
(APb

1. Age
/
/
1
j
Ii---l,, ’ ...->---A

i

I
I--- -... _--- .._
a
0

_-- __

~800000
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SD. Census
Form
This guide gives helpful Information on
filling
out your census form. If you need
more help, call the local W.S. census
office. The telephone
number
the cover of the questionnaire.

is on
After

you have f&d out your farm, please
return it in the envelope we have
provided.
Page

On the inside

Now
to fill out your census fart-n
Your
answers are confidential
IlWXWZtiQnS

for the census questions

WY

the censusaskscertain
questions

14A-10
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2.

AlloneeirdetoshowhowePchpersonbrelatedtothepwonIneolumnl.
If Otltevrelatfve
of the person III column 1, print the exact relattonsh~p such as
son-in-law, daughter-in-law,
grandparent, nephew, niece, mother-m-law,
father&Jaw,
cousin, and so on.
I the Strp*on/skpdaagb~
of the person in column 1 also has been legally
adoptedbythepermn
in column 1, marbStepeon~etepdmI~butdonot
mark Netad-bola
ar adopted son/dpughter. In other words,

Stepeadstqduughter

4.

takesprecedenceovet Mupied rw/drughtm,

FinONEardeforthe~eachpersonconsidershimself/herselftobe.
If
bll the IndIaa (Amer.) dtde, print the name &he hibe or tribes In
w ITEhthe~n~enroaed.Hthepersonlsnoten~~dInatribe,pmrtthe
Mmeoftheptin*dMbe(5).
B~uItheOtberAPIeircle[under~lmor~Ielrndrr(API)].
anty pint the name of the group to which the person belongs. For example,
the Other ApI category btcludes persons who identify as Burmese, Rftan,
Hmong, fndonestan, Laotisn, Bangladeshi, Pat&tank Tangan, Thai,
Cambodian. Sri J.dnh,
rind 50 on.

b. Ycardbirh
The Bid m Negro categmy ab includes persons who identify as
Afr$~~erkan.
Afmhwican,
Matian,Jamaican,West Indian, N@tan,
AUperwns,~djlessof~ipgWUg,ShOU~~thiSquwtlon.

20 20
30 so

5.

4e
50
60
70
80

Rintageat~birthdayinBespaceprwidedI~ntWW’for~~ttrrml
yeardd).fiflinthematchingcirdebeloweaEhbax.Ako,prIntyearofb~in&
spaceprovlded.ThenR11inthe~gcariebaioweachbax.Foran~~on

6.

Iftheperson’sonlymarriageumsannulled,markN~~~.

f *

A person is of Spanish/Hkpantc
origin tf the person’s origin (ances&
is
M&m,
Mexkan-Am.,
Chicano, Puerto Rican, Cuban,
Colombian, Costa t&an, Domtnkan, Ecuadomn, Guatem9 n, Honriuran,
Nkmguw.
Peruvian, Snlvadorw, from other Spanti-speaking
~UIMS
d the Caribbean or Central or South Amertca, or from Spain.

40
50
60
70
80

ofhcroto~~bzquestio~,~~e~phonpage20fthip~~e.

rtyouHUtheY~,atbtrSpanbh/HLspanlccitele,prlntone~wp.
A person who ts not of Smu@h/Hispamc
ortgtn should answer this questiw!
by filtlng he Na (fiat Spmhb/Hlspauk)
clde. Note that the term
Warkan-Am.”
refers only to pfmons of Mexican or!@ or Wceehy.

Your AnswersAre Conhlentid
The hw authaMngthe
census fMe 13, U.S. Cede) alsoprovtdesthat
your
msws
we co-.
No we except census work
may see your completed
form and they can be fined and/or imprisoned for any d&sure
of ur answers,
Only after 72 yem~ erm your tndkidwaf census form become avatlab Pe to other
gowmment
agenck (whether federal, state, county, or local)+ Until then, no other
pewnotbwirmcmseeyourindividuzimpott.
The same hv that pteds
the ddrmblUy
of your anwets
pwldethetnformstionaskedinthb~tothebestdyourimow/edge.

requfres that you

btion
ookted from the decennial census is u4 for a vartety of sta!jskal
poposes. Census t&rmaUon
ts usad to ftnd out whore fundtng k most needed fcr
uhcd,
health omteft, highways, md other services. Census reRlth are used ty
mmhers cd pubk and pavate groups--tncMng
community organktttons-and
by
Wnesa
and industdea, as well as by agencks at all levels of government.
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Au perms,
boons
Question
nk

tegnrdless of &enshtp

status, should answer this question.

for
Hla

thnmgh

Hlb

Refertothefstofpersonsyw~~dLnquest[onlaonpagel.Hyw~
anyone out of yaw IM because you were not sure if the pemon(s) should be
why
Led, answer questIon Hla as Yee. Then enter the name(s) and rea4s)
you d&l not lkt the paw(s)
on the Hm3 pmvided. (2thawh,
mww question
Hla rwNo.

b. Ifyou
inch&d

anyone on your Ast even though you were not sure that you
should lift the person(s), answer question HlbasYea.
Then enterthename(s)
and tearon
why you lid the person(s) on the imes pmvtded. OtheMse,
answer question Hlb as No.

1990
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Instructionsfor
QuestionsH20throughH.26
H20.if your home u apartment is rented, enter the costs for utilities and fuels only

InstructIonsfor
Questions9 through13
iI

pou~ia~Lnaddttioato~entmteredlaN7a.
If you bve in a onrdomtnfum, enter the &
for utiltties and fuel5 only if yoo
pay for thaa lo addltioa to yowt toadomtnltml
fee.

9.

If your fuel and utiffty cask are abeady fnduded in your rent or condominhun
fee, fill the Inciadtd
fll feat or 10 colldomhlinm
f&v! ctrck. Do not enter any
doflar amounts.
The amounts to be reported should be the total amount f&e
past 12 months.
E&mate as cbdy a possibk when exad cask are not known. ff you have
&red in fhk house or apartment less than 1 year, estimate the yearly mst.
Rep~amountswenifyourbillsareunpaidorpaidbysomeoneeLe,ifthebills
f&de utilities or fuel used ako by another apartment or a business
esfabfkbmeut, e#nmte the amounts for your own house or apartment. If gas
and ele&i&y are billed tcgeth~, enter the combined amount on the elecuicity
bne and bracket [ 1 the two utffkes.

A person should filf the Yee, U.S. dtizen by natutallution
circle only if
he/she has completed the naturafiition
process and is now a United States
dtlaen. If the pemtl wes born in Plied0 Rim, Guam, the U.S. virgin Islands,
ot Notdwtn Martarms, he/she should fiff the Yee. bora in Plrrrto Rleo,

Guam, the U.S. @in

Mand6, or Nortbeh Mwlanae circle. lithe

person was born outsfde the United States (or at seal and has at I& one
Am&can parent, he/she should ftlf the Yes, bon abroad of Amalcaa

parentor~cide.

10.If the person

has entered the Dotted States (that k, the 50 states and the
Dktrtct of Columbia) more than once, I the circle for the fateat year he/she
came to stay.

H21.Reporttwesfa~taxingjlnisdictions(cityatown,county,stafe,xhoo~
CIISMCI,etc.) ew dthq are included in your mortgage payment, not yet pefd
01 paid by someone else, or are delinquent. Do not include taxes past due from
prevlwsyears.

11.

H22.When

premlurns ate paid on other than a yearfy b&s, convert to a yearly bask.
Enter the ye+ amount even if no payment was made dwing the past 12
months.

b,Entnamo~anrwntevenifitkunpaldorpaidby50meone~.~the
amount fs paid on some ather periodic bask, see the kstructions
to change u to a montbfy amount.

for H7a

fncfude payments en f&t r&gages
and contrack to plnchase onfy. Paymenk
~~~darjuniormorl3agesMihomeequityloansshouklberepoaedin

H2h.A second

ce jurdcr mortgage w home equtty loan ISsecured by real estate.

b.Enteram~amountevenffltkunpaldorpaidbysomeMleelse.[fthe
amount k pakl on some other periodic basis, see Instructions for H7a and
change il lo a monthly amount. fndude paymenk on aff saond or Junior
mm
OT home squtty bans.

H25.A condomhkrmfee

k normaffy =d
by the coudondnlum owners’
association for the purpose of trnprovfng and maintaining the common areas.
Enter a monthfy amount even if t is unpaid or paid by someone eke. If the
amount k pafd on some other @odk b&s, see the instructions for H7a on
how to change It to a monthly amount.

H26.Reprt
amount

even if your biffs are unMd or paid by someone efsc.
fncfude paymenk for personal pmperty taxes, knd or site rent, regbtmUon
fees and 6censs fees. Do not ind~&reaf estate taxes abeady reported in
H2l.Ihe amount to be reported should be the total amount for an entire 12month bfffmg p&
even id made in two or more insta)fmenk. Estimate as
clmelyaspx4iblewhen~coslsarenotknown.

Rint the name dtbe State fn whfch this person was ban. If the person wn~
born in Wasbfngton, DC., print Dkkict of Columbia. If the petson was born fn
a U.S. t&tory or mmmonweafth, print hrerto Rim, U.S. Vfn Wands,
Guam, Am&an Samoa, or Narthex Marianas.
Forpemu
km oulside the lhrrw States:
print the name oftbe foretgn country or area where the person wash.
Use current bout&ties, not boundaries at the time of the person’s birth.
Spcdy whether l4orhtn lrefand or the Republic of Ireland (Iii); East or
West Germany; North or South Korea; England, Scodand, or Wafes (not
Great Rrikfn o1 United Kingdom). Specii the PartinJar country or island fn
tbe Cdbbean (not, for example,West fndie$

CENSUS

OF
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that k controlted and supported
Apub&schcu4
kanyschoolorco
v ederaf Government.
Schools are
prtmarfly by a local, county, State, or
private tf supported and cont.roUed primarily by religtous organhatlons or
other privefe groups.

12.

MarktheEategoryfordreh~~~edeotlevelof~~~gthep~has

suwsfu&
completed or the htghest degca! the person received. If the
person k enrolled in school, mark the m
mntainfng the highest
completed (the grade previous to the grade in which enrolled). Schw Ping
completed in foreign or ungraded schools should be reported as the
equivafent fevef of schoofing in the regular American scboof system.
Pemone who completed &h &of
by pa&g an ecpdualency test, such BS
the General Educational Oevefoprnent (GED) examination, and did not
attend college, should I the &cfe for hfgh school graduate.
Do not Include vocatIonal cerUhcates or diplomas from voeationaf, trade, or
business schc& or cofleges unfess they were college level as~ciete degrees
ot higher.
boles

of profeszlonalschoold~
Include medtdne, dentktry,
meky, osteopathfc medtdne, pharmacy, podiatry,
veterfnary me“$” kfne, law, and theology. Do not indude barber school,
cometobgy,
or other kafrtkg for a specifk trade.

Do not include honorary degrm awarded by colleges and untverstties to
bdividuak for thetr accompfkhmeuk.
Indude only ‘earned” degrees.

13.print

Imtructionsfor
Question8

1990

Donothrdu&enrdlmenttna~deorbu~(nessschool,companytmining,
or tutoring dew the course would be aozepted for credit at a regular
eiemenkuy school, high school, or coffege.

AND
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the ancestry group. Ancestry refers to the pereon’s ethnic origin or
dezent, %ook,” or heritage, Ance&y ako may refer to the counky of bit
dthepemrnatheperson’sparentsotanEestoftbeforethelr~valIn~
United States. Auperxons, regardless of cttkenship status, should answer
tills q&ion.
wfth a dngJe
Petsaw who have more than one origin and czlnnot iden
ancestry group may report two weesky pups
(fee ewmp7 e, German-Irkh)

.

Be specific. For example, print whether West fndkm, Asian Indian, or
American Indian. West lndfan indudes persons whose ancestors Came from
Jamaica, Trfnfdad, Hafti, etc. Dktfngufsh Cape Verdean from Portuguese;
~~~~~dn
from Canadian; and Dominican Republic from

A reuglaw

gtowp should not be

repotted as a pe*lon’s anorstry.

1990 CENSUS CONTENT
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Insttu~onsfor
Questions
20through2%
lb

Mark %e C this perma lived in &ii same house ox aptient
on ApriI 1,
1985, even if k/she moved away and czlme back since then. Mark No if this
person lived in the Szlme building hut in a different apartment (or in the same
maMe home or tmller but on a &went lot ot tfallw site).
b 1 ff this person lived in a d&ent
house or apmtment
lacatiom af this pawn’s usual home at that time.

on April 1,1985,

give the

20.
2h.

Count as work - Mark Yea:
* Work fox someone else for wages, salary, piece rate, commission, tips,
or payments ‘%I kind” (for example, food, Mging received as payment
for work p&rmed).

PnKt (PI
If the peon lived in the Unitd State an April 1,19&J print the name of the
State (01 Mstxia d C.&u&a)
where he or she tived. Continue with parts (2)
~QM~~ (4j”

@ Work In own bushes,

pmfe&nal

prtice.

or farm.

@ Anyworkinafamilybusinessorfatm,patdwnot.
* Any part-ttme

U the pawn lived in a U.S. tenttory or commonwealth,
print the name of the
te&ory
ar cammonwedth,
5ur.h as Pudo
Rtco, U.S. Virgin islands, Guam,
urns
Samoa, or Noahem Mwtanas. Then gob question 155~

work including b&y&@,

paper routes, etc.

@ Active duty in Armed Forces.
hnotmunfasw!Jrk-MarkNo:

kfthepersonlivedoutsidetheUnitadStates,
priMhe IEW of theforeign

0 Housework

caumtq cxr mea whwe he m she lived. Specify whether Nmthem Ireland or
the Rqmbk of heland (Eire); East QKWest Emmany; North OT South Korea;
England, Sc&nd
or Wales (not Great Britato OT United Kingdom). spectfy
the particarlar cauntry QKisland in the Caribbean (not, for example, West
Indies). Then *to question 151.
ht

Cmnt all children born alive, Including any who have died (even shortly
after birth) or who no longer tive with you. Do not include mixaniages or
SiiBbom children m any adopted, fmter, or stepchildren.

0 Urrpdd

or yard work at home.

v&nteer

work.

~scholurork.
@ Work done as a resident of an instttion.

(9

22a. Indudethe~~type(forscampb,St.,Road,Ave.)mrdthe~

If the pmsom bved tn tcutstana, print the parish name. If the person lived tn
Alaska. otimt the bomunh name. If the pecan bed in New York citv and the

direction lit a direction such as “North” is part of the address). For example,
prht 1239 N. Main St. or 1239 Maim St., N.W. not just 1239 Matn.

where he or she
each d to bqtn work, print the adclx~ of thilwth
mparte x .Ithepersonchdnotre
to the same location each day to
bugh work, print the address of Jz location where he or she worked mo#
last week.

tithe
paffon’s
umpf0J.w
r

tesinmorethsrroneIocadion(suchasa
gracerystotechainarpu
schoofsystem).prtnttheexxtaddn~ofthe
locatb
or bmnch where the persan worked. Jf the exact address of a
richoalisnotknown,prbrtthenameoftheschool.
Ifheperxnw~&~donamU
address of the warlnpraoe b nott
whemheorsheworked.

d.

oruntv&fyEampwandtheenact
own, prtnt the name of the building

Ifdie~nworMinNewYarkdty
andthecountyisnatknown,print
the name of the borough where the person tied.
ffthspersonworkedintovishna,printthensmeoftheparishwherethe
pam
worked.
%thepe~son uwkudin
perwn worked.

Alaska, pdnt the name of the bwough

where the

65.
23a.
&cJe br the ani m&hod
dlstimce dming the trip.

b.

of transportationthat he/she used f&d;;nost of the

lfrhepetm
was ahum to work by someone uho then drove back homu
ar TV a nmuo~k destinstton, fill the ct& fw Chaos alone.
Do NOT include persons who rode to school or some other nonwork
destination in the count of persons who rode in the vehicle.

1 ~A-~~

199Q

~~N~~S

~~~T~NT
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Instnlctiousfor
Questions24athrough30

Iustruclionsfor
Questions31athrough32h

2Qa.Ghtsthetim~ofdaythe~uswiaylefthamsto~towork.WNOT

31a.Lmkmtthe
~forquesbion2latosee~~eountaswork.

glvethetixnethatthepexsonasonallytqanhl5orhexwcrk.
If the pmwx~ udy
a’cbchmidn&htandD0

left home to go to woxk Sometime between 12:oO

Ifthepex5onxuuaII

Iefthometogotowoxk5oxn&ueornetlme12:00

o'doc&noon,filthes.m.drde.

c’hcknoon and Y2:lW o&k

b.
25.

b. Counteveryweek

32.

z:

h which the pz5on

did any work at a!, even fox an hour.

Yea or No dxde fox each paxk and enter the amount recetved durktg

mtdn&ht, I the p.m. ti.

Tmvel the ISftoxn dom to dwt. Ixdu&
transportationorplckinguppawengersina~l.

If income fxom any souxce w= meeived jatntIy by household members,
report, if po5xlble, the appropriate share fox each pemon; othenvise, report
thewholeamountfotonlyonepersonandRUtheNoetrclefortheother
person.

time taken waiting fox pubhc

If the perron works onIy during certain gea5ons ox on a day-by-day
when wxk is avaibbIe, maA No.

bar&

a. Indude

26a.

wage5 and s&ties from aUj~& befarededuchoos.
Be sure to indude
any tlpa, commMion5, ox bonuss. Ownexs of inrorporatEdbu5bxe
should
~nnel
should fndude base pay plus cash
enter theh salmy here.
%
ante, flight pay, untfoxxn allotments,
houcing and/ox wbslrtence
xeenhexrt
botws.
etc.

b.

b. Ix&de
~~

NOME;9RMpxofit
(or kiss) from self-employment
in ode
zpaxtxtmbT
Exdude pxoftt (or 1066) of kxcorporated

C. Idude FARMprofIt
(ox Ices) from 5eIf-exnpIoyment in 5oIe proprMox5hip5
. Exdude pxofit (ox bssj of lnmpamtecl
farm businesses you
~pgxshi
#xx deamountn from land rented fox cash but lndude amounts
fxol&dxentedfox&au?s.

28a.
~~~~~~~

received,

cxedited. ox r&vested

from ownership

of stodrs

Ix&de pxoflt (ox Io55] from xoyaftN5 and the rental of land, bulkhxqs ox real
w&b, c&tom xwmm
or tmaxdm. Income received by setfemployed
souxce of income fs from renting pxopexty ox from
pt5un5 whose @XI
in quaxtions 32b ax 3% above, Ixxdude regular
myalnes 5houId be inz&d
payxnents born an &ate o&u& fund.

b.

a. b&de !&iai Security (and/or Railroad Rettxement) payments to retired
pxmns, to dependex~ts of deceased insured woxket5, and to disabled workers
beh Medim
deducltnns.
f.IndudeSupp~~lSscurityIncwnerecehrsdbyaged,Mind,~d~~
pemns, Aid to Families wtth Depend&
ChiIdxen, or &XIX
hoxn other
gmexnment pnqxam55uch
~9 generaI ox emergarcy assistance. Do not
tndude assistwce xe&ed
fxmn private chuxittes, Exduh a&anw to pay
fix heating (cwllngl casts.
g.

Indude retixexnent, dk&&y,
ox survlvar benef~ received from corn anb
and unions, Fed&,
State, and local governments, and the U.S. nn*&My.
lndude xeguIax inooxne from annuities and IRA or KEOGH retirement plans.

hI.

Indude Vetemxxd (VA) diyLt)iItty compensation and educational assktance
paymerxta (VE4FI, unexnployment compensation, child suppo~01 akmony,
and aII othex regular paymentr such 119Axmed Forces ban&
payments;
zssldam
kom private chaxltla; regular conntbutions from persons not IMng
lnthe holwehold, etc.
Domtindudethrfolknuhgaplncomeinanyftem:
I Refund5oxxebatesofanyIdnd
0 Withdrawals

hum &ngs

l Capital gains ox I0 hhthce5

of any kind
from the 5x& of homes, shares of 5tock, etc.

ox insumncs

settlements

. Anytvpsdlwn
0 Pay hJ&xd
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such as food, free nnt, etc.
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attheCexxsrasIsAbout SomeQuestionsandAnswers
The most important reason far taking a decennial census is to determine how
many representatives each state will have in Congress.
What does the Ceaeus Bureau da with the information
you provide?
The individual information collected in the census IS grouped together into
statistical totak Information such as the number of persons in a given area,
their ages, educational background, the characteristics of their housing, etc.,
enable government, business, and industry to plan more effectively.
now long hawe we beRn taking the cenew?
The first census was taken ln 1790 in accordance with the requirement in the

rirst article of the constitution. A census has been taken every 10 years since.
The 1990 Decennial Census marks the 200th anniversary of the census.
Haw axe you being ccurltd?
Census %om are delivered to all households a few days before census day.
Households are requested ta fiIl out the form and mail it back to the census
off ice _

Name?

Names help make sure that everyone in-a household is counted, but that
no one is counted

twice,

Government and plannfng agencies use answers to these questions in
combination with other information to develop housing programs to
meet the needs of people at different economic levels.
Completa? phaaabing?
Thii question gives information on the quality of housing. The data are
used with other statistics to show how the “level of living” compares in
various areas and how it has changed over time.
This question provides information used to study long-term trends ~1sto
where people move and to study migration patterns and differences in
growth

patlerns.

Answers to the questions about the jobs people hold provide information
on the extent and types of employment in di!Terent areas of the county.
From this information, training programs
can be developed
and the need
for new industries can be determined.
Income, more than anything else, determines how fatilies it persons
he. Income information makes it possible to compare the economic
levels 0%dierent areas.
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Figure 1. Sequence
A.

of Computer

Edit of IQO-percent

Population

Items

Persons in households:

4.

Allocation (if needed) of race (question 4).

1. Pre-edits for rac&o

5.

Allocation (if needed) of Hispanic origin
(question 7).

reconcile difference between
the write-in entries and FOSDIC circles for
three major race categories: American Indian,
Asian and Pacific Islander, and other race for
which a FOSDIC circle was not available.

2.

Pre-edit for ageto
allocate a value to age
(question 5a) when inconsistent with year of
birth (question 5b).

3.

Reconciled inconsistencies between each household member’s relationship (question 2) to the
householder (question l), marital status (question 6) sex (question 3) and age (question 5a).
Established the householder first, then checked
for inconsistencies or missing data for other
persons. Disallowed improbable responses such
as two spouses, same-sex householder and
spouse, married persons under 14 years old,
and children older than their parents.

1990 CENSUS

OF POPULATION

AND HOUSING--HISTORY

B.

Persons in group quarters (GQ):
1.

Pre-edit for race (question 4) and age (question
5a), similarly as in Al and A2 above.

2.

Reconciled inconsistencies
in the GQ code,
relationship (question 2) age (question 5a),
and sex (question 3). Disallowed improbable
responses such as inmates of noninstitutional
GQ, females in male-only GQ’s, and age violations based on the GQ age restrictions.

3.

Allocation (if needed) of relationship (question
2) age (question 5a), sex (question 3), race
(question 4) marital status (question 6) and
Hispanic origin (question 7).

1990 CENSUS CONTENT
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Figure 2. Sequence of Computer
Population Questions
I*rtre purpose
of the pm-edit
entry had been coded]

was to make

Sequence

certain

Item

that every

Figure 3. Sequence of Computer
Population Questions
I

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
a.
9.
10.
il.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Item
number
2
8
9
10
11,12
14
13
15
16,19
20
22
23,24
2526
21a
27
28-30
17
32, 33
Hl9

is.
19.

description

Sequence
I

Edit of Sample

Item

description

Relationship
Place of birth
Citizenship
Year of entry
Education
Mobility
status and migration
Ancestry
Language
Disability
Fertility
Place of work
Journey
to work
Employment
status recode
Hours worked
last week
Year last worked
Industry,
occupation,
and class
Veteran
status
Income
Farm

Figure 4. Sequence of Computer
Housing Questions
hem
number

Item

1990 CENSUS CONTENT

of worker

Edit of 1 W-Percent

description

Tenure
Vacancy
status
Months
vacant
Boarded
up
Units in structure
Number
of rooms
Acreage
Commercial
establishment
Value
Monthly
rent and meals

346-2

written-in

Age and year of birth
Race
Spanish/Hispanic
origin
Citizenship
Residence
5 years ago
Ancestry
Language
Journey
to work
Place of work
Hours worked
last week
Usual hours worked
per weak
Industry
and occupation
Years of active-duty
military service
Income
by type
Total income

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Sequence

Pre-Edit of Sample

included

in rent

1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION

AND HOUSING-HISTORY

Figure 5. Sequence
Sequence
la.
lb
1C.
2a.
2b.
2c.
3a.
3b.
4a.
4b.
5.
6.
7a.
7b.
8a.
8b.
9a.
9b.
iQa.
lab.
1 la.
llb.
f2a.
12b.
13.
14.
15.
16a.
16b.
17a.
17b.
18a.
18b.
19.
20.
21.
22a.
22b.
23a.
23b.
24a.
24b.
25a.
25b.
26a.
26b.
27a.
27b.
28a.
28b.
29a.

zsb.
30a.
30b.
3ia.
31b.
32a.
32b.
33a.
33b.
2:
%a.
35b.
36a.
36b.

of Computer

Edit of Sample Housing

item
number
H4
B
B
Cl
Cl
Cl
D
a
c2
c2
HZ
H3
H5a
H5b
H6
H6
H7a
H7a
H7b
H7b
H8
H8
H17
H17
H9
H10
HI1
H12
H12
H13
H13
H14
H14
I415
H16
HI8
H19aIHlSb
H19alH19b
H20a
H20a
H20b
H2ob
H20c
H20c
H20d
H20d
H23a
H23a
H24a
H24a
H23b
H23b
24b
24b
t121
H21
H22
H22
H23c
H23c
H23d
H23d
H25
H25
H26
H26

Items
Item description

Tenure (occupied
units)
Tenure and type of UHE (vacant
UHE units)
Vacant units (regular
and UHE)
Vacancy
status (vacant
regular
units)
Vacancy
status (vacant
UHE units)
Vacancy
status (occupied
units)
Months vacant (vacant
units)
Months vacant (occupied
units)
Boarded
up (vacant
units)
Boarded
up (occupied
units)
Units in structure
Rooms
Acreags
Commercial
establishment
Value (owner-occupied
and vacant-for-sale-only
units)
Value (renter-occupied
and vacant other than for-sale-only
units)
Contract
rent (renter-occupied
and vacant-for-rent
units)
Contract
rent (owner-occupied
units and vacant other than for-rent
units)
Meals included
in rent (renter-occupied
and vacant-for-rent
units)
Meals included
in rent (owner-occupied
and vacant other than for-rant
units)
Year householder
moved into unit (occupied
units)
Year householder
moved into unit (vacant
units)
Year structure
built (occupied
units)
Year structure
built (vacant
units)
Bedrooms
Complete
plumbing
facilities
Complete
kitchen
facilities
Telephone
in unit (occupied
units)
Telephone
in unit (vacant
units)
Vehicles
available
(occupied
units)
Vehicles
available
(vacant
units)
House heating fuel (occupied
units)
House heating fuel (vacant
units)
Source of water
Sewage
disposal
Condominium
status
Acres and crop sales (occupied
units)
Acres and crop sales (vacant
units)
Electricity
(all occupied
units)
Electricity
(vacant
units)
Gas (ail occupied
units)
Gas (vacant
units)
Water (all occupied
units)
Water (vacant
units)
Fuel oil (all occupied
units)
Fuel oil (vacant
units)
Mortgage
status (owner+ccupied
mortgaged
noncondominium
one-family
houses,
condominium
Mortgage
status (renter-occupied
units or owner-occupied
units not of above unit types)
Second
mortgage
status (same units as edit 27a)
Second
mortgage
status (same units as edit 27b)
Mortgage
payment
(same units as edit 27a)
Mortgage
payment
(same units as edit 27b)
Second
mortgage
payment
(same units as 27a)
Second
mortgage
payment
(same units as 27b)
Real estate tax (same units as 27a)
Real estate tax (same units as 27b)
Insurance
payment
(same units as 27a)
Insurance
payment
(same units as 27b)
Real estate taxes included
(same units as 27a)
Real estate taxes included
(same units as 27b)
Insurance
included
(same units as 27a)
Insurance
included
(same units as 27b)
Monthly
condominium
fee (owner-occupied
condominium
units)
Monthly
condominium
fee (renter occupied
or owner-occupied
nonmndominium
units)
Mobile home fee (owner-occupied
mobile homes)
Mobile home fee (renter-occupied,
owner-occupied
nonmobile
homes,
or vacant units)

1990 CENSUS QF POPULATION
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units,

or mobile
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homes)
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APPENDIX 14C.
Selected Code Lists

Figure
1 I Enumerator’s

Instructions

for Classifying Written-In

2.

Enumerator’s

Rules for Entering Responses

3.

Four- and Twen -Five Group Classification
With Illustrative zx amples

4.

Portion of Numerical List for Coding Ancestry

5.

Alphabetical

6.

1990 Industrial Classification

7.

1990 Occupational

Entries for Race

of Spanish/Hispanic

Origin

of 1990 Census Languages

Spoken at Home,

List for Coding Group Quarters Code List
System

Classification

1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION

System

AND HCNSING-HISTORY

1990 CENSUS CONTENT

14C-1

Figure
(Question

Enumerator’s

1.

Instructions

Written-h

Entries for Rat@

4)

Written-in

response

Abenaki...............................
African
(African-American).
..............
Afrikaner
(Afrikandar)...................
Afro American
.........................
Aleut .................................
Algerian ...............................
Algonquian
............................
Alutiiq .................................
Amerasian
.............................
American
Indian. .......................
American
Negro. .......................
Anglo-Saxon.
..........................
Apache
(Jicarilla,
Mescalero,
San Carlos) ,
Appalachian
...........................
Arab (Arabian)
(Arab-American).
.........
&s~;p
(Arapahoe).
. .................................................
Armenian.
.............................
Aryan .................................
Asian (Asian-Americen).................
Asian Indian ...........................
Asiatic ................................
Assiniboine
............................
Assyrian
..............................
Athabaskan
...........................
Athapaskan
...........................
Attu islands.,
..........................
Azores ................................
Bahamian
.............................
Bangladeshi
...........................
Barbadian
.............................
Basque
...............................
Belgian
...............................
Bengali (Bengal@.
....................
Bharati ................................
Bhutanese
(Bhoton,
Bhutan).
............
Bikini Islander ..........................
Bilalian ................................
Black (Black-American)
.................
Black African
(Black African-American).
...
Black Canadian
........................
BlackCuban
...........................
Black Haitian
..........................
Black Dominican
.......................
Black Muslim
..........................
Black Panamanian
....................
Black Puerto Rican.
....................
Black Trinidadian.
......................
Blackfeet
...........................
Bolivian ...............................
Boricua
...............................
Borneo.
...............................
Brazilian
..............................
British .................................
Brown ................................
Bulgarian..
............................
Burmese
..............................
caddo
...............................
Cahuilla...............................
Cambodian.
...........................
Canadian
..............................
Canadian
Black. .......................
Canadian
Indian .......................
Canadian
White.
.......................
Cantonese
............................
CapeVerdean
.........................
Carolinian
(Caroline
Islander),
...........
Castilian
..............................

14C-2

for Classifying

1990 CENSUS CONTENT

Fill circle
Indian
Black
White
Black
Aleut
White
Indian
Aleut
Other
Indian
Black
White
Indian
white
White
Indian
Indian
White
White
Other
Asian
Other
Indian
White
Indian
Indian
Aleut
White
Black
Other
Black
White
White
Asian
Asian
Other
Other
Black
Black
Slack
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Indian
Other
Other
Other
Other
White
Other
Whita
Other
Indian
Indian
Other
White
Black
(Amer.
White
Chinese
Other
Other
White

for-

(Amer.)
or Negro
or Negro

(Amer.)
API
(Amer.)
or Nearo
”
(Amer.)

(Amer.)
(Amer.)

API
Indian
API
(Amer.)
(Amer.)
(Amsr.)

or Negro
API
or Negro

Indian
Indian
API
API
or Negro
or Negro
or Negro
or Negro
or Negro
or Negro
or Negro
or Negro
or Negro
or Negro
or Negro
(Amer.)
race
race
API
race
race
API
(Amer.)
(Amer.)
API
or Negro
Indian)

race
API

Written-in

response

Fill circle

Catalonian
........................................
Catawba
.........................................
Caucasian
........................................
Cayuga
..........................................
Celebesian
.......................................
Central American
..................................
Ceram ...........................................
Ceylonese
........................................
Chamorro
........................................
Chemehuevi
......................................
Cherokee
........................................
Cheyenne
........................................
Chicano ..........................................
Chickasaw
.......................................
Chilean
..........................................
Chinese
(Chinese-American)
.......................
Chinook ..........................................
Chinos ...........................................
Chippewa
(Red Lake, Sault Ste. Mane, Sokaogan).
Choctaw
.........................................
Chumash.
........................................
Colored
..........................................
Colvifle. ..........................................
Comanche
.......................................
Congolese.
.......................................
Cosmopolitan
.....................................
CostaRican
......................................
Coushatta
........................................
Cree .............................................
Creek ............................................
Creole ...........................................
Crow ............................................
Cuban..........................~
...............
Cuban Black .....................................
Cuban White ....................................
Czechoslovakian
.................................
Danish.
.........................................
Delaware.
,..
, , , , . . *. . . . , . . , . . . .
Devil’s lake (Devil’s
Lake Sioux).
.. ..
Diegueno.
, . :. . , , ,
Dominican
Slack
. ,
Dominican
White.
. .
Dravidian,
..
,, .
Dutch
,,. ..
,
East Indian..
... .
Ecuadorian
., ... .
*.
Egyptian
............................
..r.......‘.
El Salvadoran.
...................................
English ...........................................
Er$vfvtk
Islander
(Eniwetok)
.......................
...........................................
Ethiopian.
........................................
Eurasian
.........................................
European
........................................
Falkland
Islander ..................................
Fijian ............................................
Filipino (Filipino-American)
.........................
Finnish ...........................................
Flathead
.........................................
Formosan
........................................
French.
..........................................
French-Amer.
Indian ...............................
French-Canadian
..................................
Gabrieleno
.......................................
Galapagos
Islander.
...............................
German
..........................................
Ghanian ..........................................
Goanese
.........................................

I

.

.

...

...“..

.,......

“..I.,..
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.“....I.
.

.

..“I..,.
.

...“...

.*.a..,.

I
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for-

White
Indian (Amar.)
White
Indian (Amer.)
Other API
Other race
Other API
Other API
Guamanian
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Other race
Indian (Amer.)
Other race
Chinese
Indian (Amer.)
Chinese
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Black or Negro
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Black or Negro
Other race
Other race
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Qther race
Indian (Amer.)
Other race
Black or Negro
White
White
White
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Black or Negro
White
Asian Indian
White
Asian Indian
Other race
White
Other race
White
Other API
Eskimo
Black or Nearo
Other API) White
White
Other API
Filipino
White
Indian (Amer.)
Other API
White
Indian (Amer.)
White
Indian (Amer.)
Other race
White
Black or Negro
Asian Indian

AND HOUSING-HISTORY

Figure 1. Enumerator’s

Instructions

for Classifying

Written-h

Entries for Rac~Continued

(Question 4)

Written-in response

Fill circle for-

Great Britain ......................................
Greek. ...........................................
Granadian ........................................
GrosVentres .....................................
Guamanian .......................................
Guatemalan ......................................
Gypsy ...........................................
Haida (Haidan). ...................................
Haitian. ..........................................
Waliwa ...........................................
Havasupai. .......................................
Hawaiian (Hawaiian-American) ......................
Hidatsa ..........................................
Hindu (Hindoo). ...................................
Hispanic .........................................
Hispano..........................................
Hmong ...........................................
Honduran ........................................
Hoopa ...........................................
Hopi .............................................
Houma ...........................................
Hualapai .........................................
Hungarian. .......................................
Indian-American ...................................
Indian-Asian ......................................
Indian-East ......................................
~;~r+iindu.
..... ...............................
.............................................
Indo-Aryan .......................................
Indo-Asian ........................................
Indo-Chinese ....................................
IndoDravidian ...................................
Indonesian .......................................
lnuit .............................................
Inupiaq ...........................................
lnupiat ...........................................
Iranian ...........................................
Irish .............................................
Iroquois..............................~..~......~.
Israel......................................~
Issue ............................................
Italian. ...........................................
IwoJiman ........................................
Jackson White ....................................
Jamaican .........................................
Japanese (Japanese-American). ....................
Javanesa .........................................
Jewish ...........................................
Karok............................................
Kashmiri (Kashmiris). ..............................
Kaw .............................................
Kickapoo .........................................
Kiowa ............................................
Klamath ..........................................
Kootenai .........................................
Korean (Korean-American) .........................
Kwajelein Islander., ...............................
La Raza. .........................................
Laotian. ..........................................
Latin American (Latino) ............................
Lebanese ........................................
Liberian ..........................................
Libyan ...........................................
Lithuanian ........................................
Luiseno ..........................................
Lumbee ..........................................
Lummi ...........................................
Maidu............................................

1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION

.....

White
White
Black or Negro
Indian (Amer.)
Guamanian
Other race
White
Indian (Amer.)
Black or Negro
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Hawaiian
Indian (Amer.)
Asian Indian
Other race
Other race
Other API
Other race
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
White
Indian (Amer.)
Asian Indian
Asian Indian
Asian Indian
Asian Indian
Asian Indian
Asian Indian
Other API
Asian Indian
Other API
Eskimo
Eskimo
Eskimo
White
White
Indian (Amer.)
White
Other race
White
Other API
Other race
Black or Negro
Japanese
Other API
White
Indian (Amer.)
Asian Indian
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
lnn;;;n(Amer.)
Other
Other
Other
Other
White
Black
White
White
Indian
Indian
Indian
Indian

API
race
API
la.32
or Negro
(Amer.)
(Amer.)
(Amer.)
(Amer.)

AND HOUSING-HISTORY

Writ&n-in response
Makah ..........................................
Malayan .........................................
Mandan .........................................
Mariana Islander .................................
Manhallese (Marshall Islander). ...................
Mashpee ........................................
Melanesian ......................................
Menominee ......................................
Mesquakie ......................................
Mestizo .........................................
Mexican .........................................
Mexican-American ................................
Mexican-Amar.-Indian. ............................
Mexican0 .........................................
Miami ...........................................
Miccosukee ......................................
Micmac ..........................................
Micronesian ......................................
Miwok ...........................................
Modoc ..........................................
Mohawk ..........................................
Mohican ..........................................
Mongolian. .......................................
Mono..................~
.........................
Moroccan ........................................
Moslem ..........................................
Muckleshoot. .....................................
Mulatto ...........................................
Munsee ..........................................
Mus~m.........................~
.................
Narrangansett ....................................
Native American ..................................
Navajo (Navaho) .................................
Negra ............................................
Net Perce ........................................
Nicaraguan .......................................
Nigerian
Nigritian::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Nipponese ........................................
Nonwhite .........................................
Nooksack ........................................
Okinawan ........................................
Omaha ...........................................
Oneida ...........................................
Onondaga....................................~
Oriental ..........................................
Osage ...........................................
oto ..............................................
Ottawa.........................
Pacific Islander (Pacific-American)
Paiute , , . . ,
.., ,
. ..I I. ,.
Pakistani . . , , . . . , , , ,
. ,., ,
Palestinian I I . , , . , I , . I , , . , . .
Passamoquoddy , , , 1, , , , , . , , . ,
Pawnee I , a , . . . . I , . . , . . . . . . . , .
Psnobscot......................
Psquot (Eastern, Western) I *. , , *I
Philipino (Philippine) I , , . . . I , , ,
Pilipino. I, * , ,
., ,,, .. ,,, ,.
Pima (Piman), ,
, ,,, . ,.. , ,.
Pit River
, , , , , , , , I . , , . ,. ,
,,....
Polish (Pole).
.,,...
Polynesian , ,
Porno.......
.t.**.
Ponca I It
..<*,*
Poospatuck. ,
. . ...*
Portuguese,.

Fill circle forIndian (Amer.)
Other API
Indian (Amer.)
Other API
Other API
Indian (Amer.)
Other API
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Other race
Other race
Other rac8
Indian (Amer.)
Other race
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Other API
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian {Amer.)
Other API
Indian (Amer.)
Whit8
White
M&I I(tzr”)
Indian
Black
Indian
Indian
Indian
Black
$%-I

...

(Amer.)
or Negro
(Amer.)
(Amer.)
(Amer.)
or Negro
cr.)

Black or Negro
Black or Negro
Japanese
Black or Negro
Indian (Amer.)
Other API
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Other API
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Am8r.)
Other API
Indian (Amer.)
Dther API
White
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Filipino
Filipino
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
white
3ther API
Indian (Amer.)
,ndian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
white
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Figure 1 I Enumerator’s Instructions for Classifying Writtrrn-In Entrias for RacMontinued
(Question 4)

Written-in response
Potawatomi (Pottawatomie, Gitirans Band, Huron,
Prairie Band) ....................................
Pueblo (Cochiti, Jemor, Nambe, Pojoaque, Zia) . , . . , .
Puerto Rican .....................................
Punjab ...........................................
Puyallup .........................................
Quapaw ..........................................
Quinault ..........................................
Ramp ............................................
Rasta., ..........................................
Rastafarian., .....................................
Russian ..........................................
SacandFox ......................................
Salvadoran .......................................
Samoan (American-Samoan) .......................
Scandinavian .....................................
Seminole .........................................
Seneca ..........................................
Shasta....................~.~.............~
......
Shawnee .........................................
Shinnecock .......................................
Shoshone(Shoshoni)
..............................
Shumagin Islands .................................
Siamese .........................................
Sikh .............................................
Sioux (Dakota Sioux, Oglala Sioux, Rosebud Sioux). . ,
Skokomish .......................................
Slavic ............................................
South Afrikaner ...................................
South Ameilcan ...................................
South Asian ......................................
SpaniaKi .........................................
Spanish ..........................................
Spanish-American, ................................
Spanish-Amer. Indian ..............................
Spanish-Mexican ..................................
Spakane .........................................
Sri Lanka .........................................
Stockbridge., .....................................
Syrian ...........................................

14C-4
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Fill circle forIndian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Other race
Asian Indian
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Other race
Black or Negro
Black or Negro
White
Indian (Amer.)
Other race
Samoan
White
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer. j
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Aleut
Other API
Asian Indian
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
White
White
Other race
Asian Indian
White
Other race
Other rata
Indian (Amer.)
Other race
Indian (Amer.)
Other API
lndian (Amer.)
White

Written-in response

Fill circle for-

Thsi ....................................
Tibetan .................................
Tlingit ...................................
Tokalau Islander .........................
Tongan ........................................
Trinidadian ................................
Trukese .................................
Tshimshian ..............................
Turtle Mountain ..........................
Turtle Mountain Chippewa .................
Tuscarora ...............................
Umatilla . . , I . . . . , . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ute (Ute Mountain. Southern Ute). . . , “. . , ,
Wetnamese......:
.......................
Wampanoag (Mashpee, Gay Head) ........
WarmSprings ...........................
Wasco ..................................
Washoe, ................................
Wasp (WASP) ...........................
West Indian .............................
Whello ..................................
White ...................................
Winnebago ..............................
Wintu ...................................
Wintum .................................
Wyandot (Wyandotte). ....................
Yakima ..................................
Yapese .................................
Yaqui ...................................
Yavapai .................................
Yellow ..................................
Yokuts ..................................
Yuit. ....................................
Yuma ...................................
Yupik ...................................
Yurok. ..................................
Zuni ....................................
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Other API
Other API
Other API
Chinese
Indian (Amer.)
Other API
Other API
Black or Negro
Other API
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Vietnamese
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
White
Black or Negro
Other API
White
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amar.)
Other API
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)
Other API
Indian (Amer.)
Eskimo
E;tclAmar,)
Indian (Amer.)
Indian (Amer.)

AND HOUSING-HISTORY

Figure 2. Enumerator’s
(Question

Rules for Entering

Responses

to SpanishMispanlt

Origin

7)

1.

Ask this question of a// persons. Do not fill a circle
according to your own observation or determine from
the answer in question 4.

General terms such as “Spanish,” ‘“Spanish-American,”
“Spanish Surnamed, ” “Spanish-Speaking,” “Hispanic,”
“Latin American, ” “Central American,” “South American,” etc.

2.

A person is of Spanish/Hispanic origin if the person’s
origin (ancestry) is Mexican, Mexican American, Chicano, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Spaniard, or from the
Spanish-speaking countries of Central or South America
or the Caribbean If the person is of “Other Spanish/
Hispanic origin,” make sure to fill the circle and print
the name of the one group such as Argentinean,
Colombian, Costa Rican, Dominican, Spaniard, etc.
Note that the term “Mexican-Am.” refers only to persons of Mexican origin or ancestry.

Ask if the parson is Mexican, Puerto Rican, or Cuban
or ask for another specific Spanish group. If the person
provides a general response, fill the “Other Spanish/
Hispanic” circle and print the group.

3.

If the person rep&s that he or she is not SpanisNHispanic,
such as German, English, Irish, Italian, etc., fill the “No
(not Spanish/Hispanic)” circle.

4.

If the specific origin reported does not have a circle,
use the following table to decide which circle to fill
[“Other Spanish/Hispanic,” unless specified otherwise]:
Person Responds:
Argentinean:
Argentina(a)
Balearic
islands
Bolivian;
Boliviano
Boricua
(Puerto
Rican)
Californio
Canary
IslanderlCanario(a)
Catalonia;
Catalan(a)
Chile; Chileno
Colombian;
Colombiano
Costa Rican; Costarricense
Dominican
Republic;
Dominicano
Ecuadorian;
Ecuatoriano(a)
El Salvadoran;
Salvadoreno(a)
Espanol(a)
Galapagos
Islands
Guatemalen;
Guatemalteco(a)
Hispano(a)

1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION

Honduran;
Hondureno(a)
Iberian:
Ibero(a)
Latin; Latino(a)
Le Raze (Mexican,
Mexican-Am.,
Chicano)
Majorcan
Mallorcan;
Mallorquin(a)
Nicaraguan;
Nicaraguense
Panamanian;
Panameno(a)
Paraguay,
Paraguayo(a)
Peruvian;
Peruano(a)
Salvadoran;
Salvadoreno(a)
Spain; Espana
Spaniard
Uruguayan;
Vasco (a)
Venezuelan;

Uruguayo(a)
Venezolano(a)

AND HOUSING-HISTORY

None of the above
No (not Spanish/Hispanic)
5.

If the person reports two or more groups and one or
more group is Spanish/Hispanic,
ask: “Which one of
these groups best describes this person’s origin or
descent,” anda. If the person gives a single group, fill the appropriate circle and, if required, print the group;
b. If the person cannot give a single group, fill the
circle for the origin of the mother and, if required,
print the group;
c. If the person cannot give a single group for the
mother, and(1) All parts of the person’s group are Spanish/
Hispanic, fill the circle for the first group
reported. If the Spanish origin reported is
categorized in section 4 above as “Other
be sure to fill the “Yes,
Spanish/Hispanic,”
other Spanish/Hispanic” circle and print the
groups.
(2) Only part of the person’s origin is Spanish/
Hispanic and(a) If the first group is Spanish, fill the
appropriate circle. If the Spanish origin
reported is categorized in section 4
above as “Other Spanish/Hispanic,”
be sure to fill the ‘“Yes, other SpanisN
Hispanic” circle and print the groups.
(b) If the first part is not SpaniswHispanic,
fill the “No (not Spanish/Hispanic)” circle.
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Figure 3. Four- and Twenty-Five-Group

With Illustrative
Four-Group

Classifications

of 1990 Census Languages

Spoken at Home,

Examples

Classification

Twenty-Five-Group

Classification

Examples

Spanish

Spanish

Spanish, Ladino

Other lndo-European

French

French, Cajun, French Creole

Italian
Portuguese
German
Yiddish
Other West Germanic

Afrikaans, Dutch,
Pennsylvania Dutch
Danish, Norwegian,

Scandinavian
Polish
Russian
South Slavic

Serbocroatian, Bulgarian,
Macedonian, Slovene
Czech, Slovak, Ukranian

Other Slavic
Greek
lndic
Other h-&-European,
elsewhere classified
Languages

of Asia and the Pacific

All other languages

1X-6
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Chinese
Japanese
Mon-Khmer
Tagalog
Korean
Vietnamese
Other languages

Swedish

not

Hindi, Bengali, Gujarathi,
Punjabi, Romany, Sinhalese
Armenian, Gaelic, Lithuanian,
Persian

Cambodian

(part)

Arabic
Hungarian
Native North American
languages
Other languages

Chamorro, Dravidian
languages, Hawaiian,
Ilocano, Thai, Turkish

Amharic, Syriac, Finnish,
Hebrew, languages of
Central and South America,
other languages of Africa

1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION
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Figure 4. Portion

of Numbwical

Code
300-359
300
300
301
3o1
302
302
302
303
303
304-307
308-309
308-309
310-313
310
310
310
311
311
311
312-313
312
312-313
314-316
314
315
316
317-320
318
318
318
319
320
321-331
321
321
321
321
321
321
322
322
323
324
325
325

List for Coding

Ancestry

Entry
WEST INDIES (EXCEPT HISPANIC)
BAHAMIAN
Bahamas
BARBADIAN
Barbados
BELIZEAN
Belize
British Honduran
BERMUQIAN
Bermuda
CAYMAN lSlANDER
JAMAICAN
Jamaica
DUTCH WEST INDIES
DUTCH WEST INDIES
Black Dutch
Netherland Antilles
ARUBA ISLANDER
Bonaire Islander
Curacao Islander
ST. MARTIN ISLANDER
Saba islander
St. Eustatius Islander
TRINIDADIAN TOBAGONIAN
TRINDADIAN TOBAGONIAN
TRINIDADIAN
TOBAGONIAN
U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDER
ST. CROIX ISLANDER
Crucian
Santa Cruz
ST. JOHN ISLANDER
ST. THOMAS ISLANDER
BRITISH WEST INDIES
BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDER
Toftolan
Virgin Gorda
Anegada
Jost Van Dyke
Peter and Norman
BRITISH WEST INDIAN
British West Indies
TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDER
ANGUILLA ISLANDER
ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA
Antigua

1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION
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cod8

Entry

325
325
326
327
.327
327
327
327
328
329
329
330
330
330
330
331
332-334
332
332
333
333
333
334
334
334
334
325
335
335
335
335
335
336-359
336-359

Barbuda
Redonda Islander
MONTSERRATA ISLANDER
KITTS-NEVIS ISLANDER
St. Christopher Islander
Sombrero islander
St. Kitts
Nevis
DOMINICA ISLANDER
GRENADIAN
Grenada Islander
VINCENT-GRENADINE ISLANDER
St. Vincent Island
Vincentian
Grenadines Islander
ST. LUCIA ISLANDER
French West Indies
FRENCH WEST INDIES
French West Indian
GUADELOUPE ISLANDER
Martinicois
Martinique Islander
CAYENNE6
French Guiana’
French Guianese’
Guyane*
WEST INDIAN
West Indies
Arawak
Carib
Caribbean
Garifuna
HAITAN
Haiti

360-399
360-364
360-364
365-369
370*374
370
370-374
375-379
380-399
380
380-399

CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA
(EXCEPT HISPANIC)
BRAZILIAN
Brazil
SAN ANDRES
GUYANESE
British Guiana
Guyana
PROVIDENCIA
SURINAM
Dutch Guiana
Netherlands Guiana
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Figure 5. Group Quarters

(GQ) Code List

A. College Quartera Off Campus (Coded only if occupied by 10 or more
unrelated persons. If less than 10, these were classified as a housing unit.)

5. Correctional

GQ
codes

staff
residents
GQ codas

87-N

-

Institutions

1. Federal Detention Centers: including Park Police, Bureau of lndian Affairs,
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) centers, INS detention centers
operated within local jails, and Sate and Federal prisons. INS detention
centers also include INS Federal Alien Detention Facilities, INS Service
Processing Centers, and INS Contract Detention Centers used to detain
aliens under exclusion or deportation proceedings and aliens who require
custodial departures.

22-l

22-N

2. Federal Prisons: Including criminally insane wards operated by a Federal
prison within a mental or general hospital. If ward is not operated by a
prison, coded according to paragraph H4. For detention centers within
Federal prisons, see Bl above.

21-l

21-N

3. NaEfway Houses: Operated for correctional purposes, including probation
and restitution centers, release centers, and community-treatment
centers.

23-l

23-N

4. Local (County/City) Jails and Other Local Confinement Facilities: Including
work farms used to hold persons awaiting trial or serving time on relatively
short sentences (usually of a year or less), and jails run by private
businesses under contract.

27-1

27-N

5, Military Stockades,

95-l

95-N

6. Police Lockups: Temporary-holding
facilities or other facilities that hold
persons only if they have not been formally charged in court (usually
detained less than 48 hours).

28-l

28-N

7. State Prisons: Prisons run by private businesses (under contract); including
criminally insane wards operated by a State prison within a mental or
general hospital. If ward was not operated by a prison, coded according to
paragraph H4.

24-l

24-N

8. Other Types of Correctional Institutions: including private correctional
facilities and correctional facilities specifically for alcohol/drug abuse. (Used
only as a last resort if no other type code applied.)

20-l

20-N

C. Crews of Civilian

Jai/s

Vessek

91-N

B. DomEtories
1. Agriculture Workers’ Dormitories on Farms: Including migratory farm
workers’ camps on farms, bunkhouses for ranch hands, and other
darmitories on farms including those on “tree farms.”

92-N

-

2. College Student Dormitories, and Fraternity and Sorority Houses (on
campus): Including residential quarters for those in religious orders.

87-N

-

3. Dormitories

86-N

for Nurses and interns in Generai and Military Mspitals

4. Military Quarters on Base: Including barracks, bachelor officers quarters,
unaccompanied officer personnel housing, unaccompanied enlisted
personnel housing, and similar noninstitutional group living quarters for
military personnel.

14C-8
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Figure 5. Group

Quartera

(GQ) Code Llat-Continued

Staff
GQ
codss
5. Other Workers’ Dormitor~as: Including logging camps, construction workers’
camps, fire-house dormitories, job-training camps, energy enclave (Alaska
only), Alaskan pipeline camps, nonfarm migratory workers’ camps, such as
workers who lay oil and gas pipelines”
6. Runaway, Neglected, and Homeless Children: Including emergency
shelters/group homes which provided temporary sleeping facilities for
juveniles; see paragraph F2.

residents
GQ codes

93-N

See F2
below

E. Elderly: Skilled nursing facilities, intermediate care facilities, long-term care
rooms in wards or buildings on the grounds of hospitals, nursing,
convalescent, and rest homes including soldiers’, sailors’, veterans’, and
fraternal or religious homes for the aged, with or without nursing care.
NOTE: Excluded dormitories

for nurses and interns; see paragraph

D3.

1. Public ownership
a. Federal ownership: Including Veterans’ Administration, domiciliary
homes, and U.S. Naval homes.
b. State ownership
c. County or city ownership
d. Don’t know if Federal, State, or county-city ownership (Used only as a
last resort if no other type code applied.)

62-l

62-N

63-l
64-t
65-1

63-N
64-N
65-N

66-l
67-l
60-l

66-N
67-N
60-N

(Used only as a

60-l

60-N

1. Shelters for the Homeless with Sleeping Facilities: Including emergency
housing, missions and flophouses, Salvation Army shelters, hotels and
motels charging $12 or less a night (excluding taxes), hotels and motels
used entirely for homeless persons, the group of rooms in hotels and
motels used partially for the homeless, and similar places known to have
persons with no usual home elsewhere who stay overnight.

82-N

-

2. Runaway, Negkxted, and Homeless Children: Including emergency
shelters/group homes which provide temporary sleeping facilities for
juveniles.

83-N

-

2. Private ownership
a. Private not-for-profit
b. Private for profit
c. Don’t know if for profit or not (Used only as a last resort if no other type
code applied.)
3. Don’t know if Federal, State, local, or private ownership
last resort if no other type code applied.)

F. Emergency

Shelter/Street

Night Enumeration

(%NIGHT”‘)

3. Street Enumeration: Predesignated Sites
a. Nonstructure locations, other than commerce places: Including street
corners, parks, bridges, abandoned and boarded-up buildings,
noncommercial campsites (“tent cities”), and similar sites.
b. Commerce places: Including railroad stations, airports, bus depots,
subway stations, all-night movie theaters, all-night restaurants,
emergency hospital waiting rooms, and other similar predesignated sites,
4. Shelters for abused women (Shelters against domestic violence)

1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION
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84-N

85-N

75-N
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Figure 5. Group Quarters (W)

Code List--Continued

staff
GQ
codes

residents
CQ codes

6. Group Homes: including those providing community-based care and
supportive services such as halfway houses for the groups listed below.
(Coded only if occupied by 10 or more unralated persons. If less than lQ,
these were ciassifiod as a housing unit.)
1. ~rr&alcohol Abuse: Including group homes, detoxification centers,
quarterway houses such as residential treatment facilities that work closely
with en accredited hospital, halfway houses, racovery homes for
ambulatory, and mentally competent recovering alcoholics who may bs
re-entering the work force. (Asked usual home elsewhere in those places.
Included as living there only persons who had no usual home elsewhere.)

76-N

-

2. M&W&~: (Homes for unwed mothers) (Asked usual home elsewhere in
these places. included as living there only persons who had no usual home
elsewhere.)

29-N

-

ownership (Used only as a last resort if no

16-N
17-N
10-N
19-N

-

ownership (Used only as a last resort if no

56-N
57-N
58-N
59-N

-

ownership

72-N
73-N
74-N

-

79-N

-

3. Mentdly IO
a. Federal
b. State
c. Private
d. Don’t know if public/private
other type code applied.)
4. Mentally Retarded

a.
b.
c.
d.

Federal
State
Private
Don’t know if public/private
other type code applied.)

5. Physically Handicapped

a. Public ownership
b. Private ownership
c. Don’t know if public/private
other type code applied.)

(Used only as a last resort if no

Neglected, and Homeless Children: Including emergency
shakers/group homes which provided temporary sleeping facilities for
juveniles; see paragraph F2.

6. Runaway,

7. Other Group Homes: Including communes, foster care homes and job
corps centers with 10 or more unrelated children. Excluded emergency
housing for parsons with no other home. See paragraph Fl . (Used only as
a last resort if no other type code applied.)
l-l. Hospitals/Schools
1. Dormifori~~

for the Handicapped
for Nurses and Interns in Genera/ and AMMy

t-lospitals

2. Drug/Alcohol Abuse: Including hospitals and hospital wards in psychiatric
and general hospitals. These facilities/wards were in a medical setting
equipped and designed for the diagnosis and treatment of medical or
psychiatric illnesses associated with alcohol or drug abuse. Patients
received supervised medical/nursing care from a formally trained staff.
For group homes, see paragraph G.

14C-10
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Figure 5. Group Quarters (GQ) Code List-Continued

Type

GQ

codes
3. Hospitals for Chronically

residents
GQ codes

II1

a. Military hospitals or wards for chronically ill
b. Other hospitals or wards for chronically ill: Including tuberculosis
hospitals or wards, wards in general and Veterans’ Administration
hospitals for the chronically ill, neurological wards, hospices; wards for
patients with Hansen’s Disease (leprosy) and other incurable diseases;
and other unspecified wards for the chronically ill. Excluded mental or
alcohol/drug abuse hospitals or wards.
4. Mental/y 111(Psychiatric): Hospitals or wards including wards for the
criminally insane not operated by a prison and psychiatric wards of general
hospitals and veterans’ hospitals. This was a medical setting designed for
the treatment of mental illness. Patients received supervised and
mdicallnursing
care from a formally trained staff. Wards were coded for
the mentally retarded according to paragraph H5. Excluded hospitals or
wards for alcohol/drug abuse; see paragraph H2.
a. Federal ownership
b. State ownership
c. Private ownership
d. Don’t know if Federal, State, local, or private ownership (Used only as a
last resort if no other type code applied.)

54-l
55-l

86-N
86-N

46-l
47-l
48-l
45-l

46-N
47-N
48-N
45-N

41-l
43-t
42-l
40-l

41-N
43-N
42-N
40-N

38-l
39-l
37-l

38-N
39-N
37-N

35-l
36-l
34-l

35-N
36-N
34-N

32-l
33-l
31-l

32-N
22-N
31 -N

5. Mentally Retarded

a.
b.
c.
d.

Federal ownership
State or local ownership
Private ownership
Don’t know if Federal, State, local, or private ownership (Used only as a
last resort if no other type code applied.)

Including schools, hospitals, or wards in a suitably
equipped medical setting and designed primarily for the physically
handicapped who received supervised care and medical/nursing care from
a formally trained staff.
a. Institutions for the deaf
1) Public ownership
2) Private ownership
3) Don’t know if public/private ownership (Used only as a last resort if no
other type code applied.)
b. Institutions for the blind
1) Public ownership
2) Private ownership
3) Don’t know if public/private ownership (Used only as a last resort if no
other type code applied.)
c. Orthopedic wards and institutions for physically handicapped: Including
accident victims, and persons with polio, cerebral palsy, and muscular
dystrophy.
1) Public ownership
2) Private ownership
3) Don’t know if public/private ownership (Used only as a last resort if no
other type code applied.)

6. Physical/y Handicapped:

1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION
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Figure 5. Group Quarters

(GQ) Code LW-Continued

TYPa

GQ
CO&S

7. Wards in General and Military Hospitals for Patients Without a Usual Home

stair
rosldents
GQcodes

53-1

86-N

03-l
04-l
02-l

03-N
04-N
02-N

05-l

05-N

12-l
15-l

12-N
15-N

11-I

11-N

10-l

1 O-N

01-l

01-N

Elsawhere: including maternity, neonatal, pediatric (including wards for
boarder babies), military, surgical wards, and other purpose wards of
hospitals and wards for infectious diseases.
NOTE: Do not include long-term care rooms for the elderly in wards or
buildings on the grounds of hospitals; see paragraph E.

I.

Hotels/Motels:

J. Juvenile

S-Night locations, see paragraph

Institutions:

F.

Including homes, schools, and hospitals.

1. Long-Term Care (length of stay usually more than 30 days)
a. Neglected, abused, and dependent children:
Including orphanages, homes, or residential care.
1) Public ownership
2) Private ownership
3) Don’t know if public/private ownership (Used only as a last resort if no
other type code applied.)
b. Emotionally disturbed children: Including residential treatment centers
(psychiatric care provided).
c. Delinquent children: Placed by court, parents, or social service agency, in
residential training school or home, including industrial schools, camps,
or farms.
1) Public ownership: Committed by courts.
2) Private ownership: Some were committed by courts, others were
referred by parents or social service agencies because of delinquent
behavior.
3) Don’t know if public/private ownership (Used only as a last resort if no
other type code applied).

2. Short-Term (length of stay usually 30 days or less)
a. Delinquent children: Including those receiving temporary care in detention
or diagnostic centers pending court disposition of case.
b. Runaway, neglected, and homeless children: Including emergency
shelters/group homes which provided temporary sleeping facilities for
juveniles, see paragraph F5.

3. Don’t Know Type of Juvenile Institution: Including homes, schools,
hospitals, or wards for children. (Used only as a last resort if no other type
code applied.)

K. Military Quarters
1. On Base
a. Barracks, bachelor officers quarters (BOQ), unaccompanied officer
personnel housing (UOPH), unaccompanied
enlisted personnel housing
(UEPH), and similar noninstitutional group living quarters for military
personnel
b. Transient quarters (noninstitutional) for temporary residents (military or
civilian)
c. Dormitories for nurses and interns in general military hospitals
d. Hospitals or wards for chronically ill
e. Stockades and jails

2. Military Ships

14C-12
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86-N
54-l
95-l

86-N
95-N

98-N
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~~~~

Natural Disastsr:
such

including
Hugo.”

as W~rrican~

those

temporarily

GQ
codes
displaced

by a natural

disaster,

Religious Group Quarters: Including convents, monasteries,
and rectories.
Members
of religious
orders wha live in a ~~r~~t~~
at a hospital or college
were dassifid
according
to the type of place where they live, such as 86-N if
at a generai
hospital,
or 87-N if at a college.
(Code only if occupied
by 10 or
mm
unrelated
persons.
If less than 15, these are classified
as a housing
unit.)

Schcds

for the

Handicapped:

Other Household

Living

See paragraphs

Situations:

M

Staff
residents
GQ codes

90-N

-

89-N

-

80-N

-

and H6.

IncWing

places not Covered by other
ar public campgrounds,
Campgrounds
at racetracks,
fairs, and Carnivals,
hostels, and similar transient
sites. (Ask usual home elsewhere
in these places. include as living there only
persons
who have no home elsewhere.)

94-N

66 codes strawn herein, such as Commercial

Staff cf institutions:
Coded

aCcording

Muding
staff personnel
residing
in group quarters.
to the appropriate
type of group quarters
shown under the

column “Staff residents GB codes.” Staff residents were coded with an “‘N”
suffix.
NQTE: Do not a%ign GQ Cd8s
LI- ” is shown.

TV Staff reSid8nts

in Qroup qfm+ters where a

1990 CENSUS CONTENT
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Figure 6. 1990 Industrial

Classification

System

The list presents
the industrial
classification
developed
1 additional
category
for the experienced
unemployed,
groups.
The classification
is developed
from the 1987
1990
industry
code

Industry

for the 1990 Census of Population
and Housing.
There are 235 categories
for the empfoyed,
with
and 7 additional
categories
for the Armed Forces.
These categories
are aggregated
into 13 major
Standard
industrial
Classification.

category

FORESTRY,

Agricultural
industrial

000-039

\GRICULTURE,

ocao1o
011
012
013-020
021-030
031
032-039

~gricuftural
production,
crops (01)
4gricultural
production,
livestock
(02)
Ieterinary
services
(074)
andscape
and horticultural
services
(078)
Agricultural
services,
n&c.
(071, 072, 075,
‘orestry
(06)
‘ishing,
hunting,
and trapping
(09)

040-059

AINING

040
041
042
043-059

Aetal mining (10)
>oal mining (12)
Iif and gas extraction
(13)
donmetallic
mining and quarrying,

060499

:ONSTRUCTION

loo-399

AANUFACTURING

loo-229

dondurable

100-129
100
101
102-109

122-129

‘ood and kindred
products
Meat products
(201)
Dairy products
(202)
Canned,
frozen and preserved
fruits and vegetables
(203)
Grain mill products
(204)
Bakery products
(205)
Sugar and confectionery
products
(206)
Beverage
industries
(208)
Miscellaneous
food preparations
and kindred
products
(207, 209)
Not specified
food industries

130-131

robacco

132-150
132-139
140

rextile mill products
Knitting mills (225)
Dyeing and finishing

(15,

AND

Industry

FISHERIES

except

?ubber
and miscellaneous
iires and inner tubes
Other rubber products,
belting (302306)
Miscellaneous
plastics

Carpets
and
Yarn, thread,
Miscellaneous

products

266,

(295,

289)

299)

plastics
products
(301)
and plastics
footwear
products

and

(308)

16, 17)

;umiture

except

wool and

lpparel
and other finished
Apparel
and accessories,
Miscellaneous
fabricated

textile products
except knit (231-236)
textile products
(239)

160-170
160
161
162-170

‘aper and allied products
Pulp, paper, and paperboard
mills (261-263)
Miscellaneous
paper and pulp products
(267)
Paperboard
containers
and boxes (265)

171-179
171
172-179

“rinting,
publishing,
and allied industries
Newspaper
publishing
and printing
(271)
Printing,
publishing,
and allied industries,
newspapers
(272279)

180-199
160
181
162-189
190

Zhemicafs
and allied products
Plastics,
synthetics,
and resins (232)
Drugs (283)
Soaps and cosmetics
(284)
Paints, varnishes,
and related products

1990 CENSUS CONTENT

except

(265)

(25)

30 l-309

Wetal industries
Blast furnaces,
steelworks,
rolling and finishing
mills (331)
Iron and steel foundries
(332)
Primary
aluminum
industries
(3334, part 334, 3353-3355,
3363, 3365)
Other primary metal industries
(3331,3339,
part 334,3351,
3356, 3357, 3364, 3366, 3369, 339)
Cutlery,
handtools,
and general hardware
(342)
Fabricated
structural
metal products
(344)
Screw machine
products
(345)
Metal forgings
and stampings
(346)
Ordnance
(346)
Miscellaneous
fabricated
metal products
(341, 343,
347, 349)
Not specified
metal industries

31 o-339
310
311
312-319
320
321
322-330
331
332-339

Machinery
and computing
equipment
Engines
and turbines
(351)
Farm machinery
and equipment
(352)
Construction
and material
handling
machines
Metalworking
machinery
(354)
Office and accounting
machines
(3576, 3579)
Computers
and related equipment
(3571-3577)
Machinery,
except electrical,
n.e.c. (355, 356,
Not specified
machinery

340-350
340
341

Electrical
machinery,
equipment,
Household
appliances
(363)
Radio, TV, and communication

knit goods
280

rugs (227)
and fabric mills (221-224,
228)
textile mill products
(229)

and fixtures

243)

Stone, clay, glass, and concrete
products
Glass and glass products
(321-323)
Cement,
concrete,
gypsum,
and plaster products
(324,327)
Structural
clay products
(325)
Pottery
and related products
(326)
Miscellaneous
nonmetallic
mineral and stone products
(326, 329)

272-279
textiles,

Goods

-umber
and wood products,
except furniture
Logging
(241)
Sawmills,
planing mills, and millwork
(242,
Wood buildings
and mobile homes (245)
Miscellaneous
wood products
(244, 249)

(21)

151-159
151
152-159

14C-14

(281,

Leather and leather products
Leather
tanning and finishing
(311)
Footwear,
except rubber and plastic (313, 314)
Leather
products,
except footwear
(315317,
319)

fuel (14)

PW
141
142-149
150

chemicals

076)

Goods

manufactures

chemicals
(287)
and miscellaneous

Wrofeum
and coal products
Petroleum
refining (291)
Miscellaneous
petroleum
and coal

Iurable

110
111
112-119
120
121

category

261
282-289
290
291
292-299
300

1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION

(353)

358,

359)

and supplies
equipment

(365,

366)

AND HOUSING--HISTORY

Figure 6. 1990 Industrial

Classification

System

-Continued

The list presents
the industrial
classification
developed
for the 1990 Census of Population
and Housing.
There are 235 categories
for the employed,
with 1
additional
category
for the experienced
unemployed,
and 7 additional
cat8 g ones for the Armed Forces.
These categorres
ar8 aggregated
rnto 13 maJor
groups.
The classrfication
is developed
from the 1967 Standard
industrial
C assrfrcatron.
-

1990
industry
code
342-349
350

Industry

1990
industry
cod8

category

Electrical
machinery,
equipment,
362, 364, 367, 369)
Not specified
electrical
machinery,
and supplies

and supplies,

n.e.c.

(361,

equipment,

351-370
351
352-359
360
361
362-369
370

:ransportation
equipment
Motor vehicles
and motor vehicle equipment
(371)
Aircraft and parts (372)
Ship and boat building and repairing
(373)
Railroad
locomotives
and equipment
(374)
Guided missiles,
space vehicles,
and parts (376)
Cycles and miscellaneous
transportation
equipment
(375, 379)

371-389
371

380
381-369

+ofessional
and photographic
equipment,
and watches
Scientific
and controlling
instruments
(361, 382
except 3627)
Medical,
dental, and optical instruments
and supplies
(3827, 364, 365)
Photographic
equipment
and supplies
(386)
Watches,
clocks,
and clockwork
operated
devices
(367)

390

Foys, amusement,

391

Aiscellaneous

392-399

Jot specified

400-499

TRANSPORTATION,
PUBLIC
UTILITIES

400439
400
401
402-409
410
411
412-419
420
421
422431
432-439

transportation
Railroads
(40)
Bus service and urban transit (41, except
Taxicab
service
(412)
Trucking
service
(421, 423)
Warehousing
and storage
(422)
U.S. Postal Service
(43)
Water transportation
(44)
Air transportation
(45)
Pip8 lines, except natural gas (46)
Services
incidental
to transportation
(47)

440-449
440
441
442449

Zommunications
Radio and television
broadcasting
and cable
Telephone
communications
(481)
Telegraph
and miscellaneous
communications
(482, 489)

450-499
450
451
452469
470
471
472-499

Jtilities and sanitary
services
Electric light and power (491)
Gas and steam supply systems
(492, 496)
Electric and gas, and other combinations
(493)
Water supply and irrigation
(494, 497)
Sanitary
services
(495)
Not specified
utilities

x0-579

NHOLESALE

500-539
500
501
502-509
510

Iurabls
Goods
Motor vehicles
and equipment
(501)
Furniture
and home furnishings
(502)
Lumber and construction
materials
(503)
Professional
and commercial
equipment
and supplies
(504)
Metals and minerals,
except
petroleum
(505)

372-379

511

and sporting
manufacturing

manufacturing

goods

(394)

industries

(39

394)

8XC8pt

industries

COMMUNICATIONS,

AND

OTHER

412)

(483,

464)

services

TRADE

1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION

AND HOUSING-HISTORY

512520
52 I-529
530
531
532-539

Industry

category

Electrical
goods (506)
Hardware,
plumbing
and heating supplies
(507)
Machinery,
equipment,
and supplies
(508)
Scrap and waste materials
(5093)
Miscetfaneous
wholesale,
durable
goods (509 except
5093)

540-579
540
541
542-549
550
551
552-559
560
561
562-570
57 l”579

Nondurable
Goods
Paper and paper products
(511)
Drugs, chemicals
and allied products
Apparel,
fabrics,
and notions
(513)
Groceries
and related products
(514)
Farm-product
raw materials
(515)
Petroleum
products
(517)
Alcoholic
beverages
(518)
Farm supplies
(5191)
Miscellaneous
wholesale,
nondurable
Not specified
wholesale
trade

580-699

RETAIL

580
581
582-589
590
591
592-599
500
601
602609
610
611
612-619
620
627
622
623-629

652-659
660
661
662
663-669
670
671
672-660
661
682-690

Lumber
and building material
retailing (521, 523)
Hardware
stores (525)
Retail nurseries
and garden
stores (526)
Mobile home dealers
(527)
Department
stores (531)
Variety stores (633)
Miscellaneous
general
merchandise
stores (539)
Grocery
stores (541)
Dairy products
stores (545)
Retail bakeries
(546)
Food stores, n.e.c. (542, 543, 544, 549)
Motor vehicle
dealers
(551, 552)
Auto and home supply stores (553)
Gasoline
service stations
(554)
Miscellaneous
vehicle
dealers
(555, 556, 557, 559)
Apparel
and accessory
stores, except shoe
(56, except 566)
Shoe storss
(566)
Furniture
and home furnishings
stores (571)
Household
appliance
stores (572)
Radio, TV, and comput8r
stores (5731 I 5734)
Music stores (5735, 5736)
Eating and drinking
places (58)
Drug stores (591)
Liquor stores (592)
Sporting
goods, bicycles,
and hobby stores (5941,
5945, 5946)
Book and stationery
stores (5942, 5943)
Jewelry
stores (5944)
Gift, novelty,
and souvenir
shops (5947)
Sewing,
needlework
and piece goods stores (5949)
Catalog
and mail order houses
(5961)
Vending
machine
operators
(5962)
Direct selling establishments
(5963)
Fuel dealers
(598)
Retail florists (5992)
M~~g~~n80us
retail stores (593, 5948, 5993-5995,

69 l-699

Not specified

700-720

FINANCE,

700
701
702-709

Banking
(60 except 603 and 606)
Savings
institutions,
including
credit
Credit agencies,
n.e.c. (61)

630
631
632
633-639
640
641
642-649
650
551

(512,

516)

goods

(5192-5199)

TRADE

retail

trade

INSURANCE,

AND

REAL

ESTATE

unions

(603,

1990 CENSUS CONTENT

606)
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Figure 6. 1990 ~~~~~~~~~~
~~~$~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --Continued
The list presents
the industrial
classi$ication
developed
for the 1990 Census of Population
and Housing.
There are 235 categories
additional
category
far the experienced
~~arn~~o~ad,
and 7 additional
cate g ories for the Armed Farces.
These categories
are
groups.
The olasslfication
is developed
from the 1967 Standard
Industrial
C ass~f~cabon.
1990
industry

1990
industry
code

COdS3

TIQ
711
712-720

Security,
ccmmodity
w?, 67)
Insurance
(63, 64)
Real estate, including

721-760

BUSINESS

721
722-730
731
732-739
740
741
742-749
750
751
752-759
760

Advenising
(731)
Services
to dwellings
and other buildings
(734)
Personnel
supply ssrvicas
(736)
Computer
and data processing
services
(737)
Detective
and protective
se&es
(7381) 7382)
Business
services,
n.a.c. (732, 733, 735, 7383-7389)
Automotive
rantal and teasing,
without drivers (751)
Automotive
parking
and carwashes
(752, 7542)
Automotive
repair and related
setvicas
(753, 7549)
Electrical
repair shops (762, 7694)
Miscellaneous
repair services
(763, 764, 7692, 7699)

AND

brokerage,

and

investment

real estate-insurance

REPAIR

companies

offices

(65)

SERVlCES

772-779
780
781
762-739
790
791-799

(88)
Motelsand motels (701)
household3

Lodging
places,
axoapt hotels and motels (702, 703,
Laundry,
cleaning,
and garment
services
(721 except
part 7219)
Beauty shops (723)
Barber shops (724)
Funeral serme
and crematories
(726)
Shoe repair shops (725)
Dressmaking
shops (part 7219)
Miscellaneous
personal
sar&zes
(722, 729)

704)

800-811
800
801
802-809
810-811

Theaters
and motien pictures
Videa tape rental (784)
Bowling centers
(793)
Miscellaneous
a~t~~a~~rn~~t
(791, 794, 799)

8 12-899

PRoFESSlONAL

812-819
520
822
822-829
830
831
632-839

Offices
Offices
Off&s
Qffices
Offices
Wospitals
Nursing

N.8.C.

892
893-899
900-939

PUBLK

90a
90 I-9a9
910-920
Q21
922-929
930
931
932-939

Executive
and legislative
offices (911-913)
General
government,
n.s.c. (919)
Justice,
public order, and safety (92)
Public finance,
taxation,
and monetary
policy (93)
Administration
of human resources
programs
(QP)
Administration
af environmental
quality and housing
programs
(95)
Administration
of economic
programs
(96)
National
security
and international
affairs (97)

940-991

ACTIVE

94a-Q59
940
941
942-949
950
951
952-959
960-992

Armed Forces
Army
Air Force
Navy
Marines
Coast Guard
Armad Forces,
Branch
not specified
Military
Rsserves
or National
Guard

992-999

EXPERlENCED
BY INDUSTRY

992-999

Unemployed,

891
Private

Nat alsewhera

AND

and c6inics of
and clinics of
and clinics of
and clinics of
and clinics of
(806)
and personat
classifiad.

(781-783,

and

RELATED

792)

rscreation

services

SERVICES

physicians
(ROl , 803)
dentrsts
(802)
chiropractors
(8041)
optometrists
(8042)
health practitioners,
n.e.c.
care

facilities

(805)

(8043,

category

Health services,
n.e.c. (607, 606, 609)
Legal services
(81)
Elementary
and secondary
schoals
(821)
Colleges
and universities
(822)
Vocational
schools
(824)
Libraries
(623)
Educational
services,
n.e.c. (629)
Job training and vocational
rehabilitation
services
(833)
Child day care services
(part 835)
Family child care homes (part 835)
Residential
care facilitias,
without nursing
(636)
Social services,
n.o.c. (832, 639)
Museums,
at-t galleries,
and zoos (64)
Labor unions (663)
Religious
organizations
(866)
Membership
organizations,
Rec.
(661, 662, 864,
865, 869)
Engineering,
architectural,
and surveying
services
(871)
Accounting,
auditing,
and bookkeeping
services
(872)
Research,
development,
and tasting sarvices
(873)
Management
and public ralations
services
(874)
Miscellaneous
professional
and related se&as
(699)

882-669
890

76f -799
761
762-769
770
771

640
841
542-849
850
851
552-859
560
561
662
563-869
570
871
672
873-879
680
581

Industry

for the employed,
with 1
aggregated
mto 13 major

6049)

ADMINISTRATION

DUTY

MILITARY

UNEMPLOYED

last worked

1964

NOT

or earlier

CLASSIFIED

Figure 7. 1990 Occupational
The list presents
with 1 additional
summary
groups

the ocupational
classification
category
for the experienced
and 13 major groups.
The

1990
ktdustry
code
JlANAGERlAL
OCCUPATIONS

000-042

Executive,

005
006
007
008
009-012
Ql3
014
015
016
017
018
019-020
021
022

023-042
023
024
025
026
027
028
029-032
033
034
035
036
037-042
043-202

AND

for the IQ90 Census
of Population
and Housing.
There are SO0 categories
for the employed
and 3 additional
Eetegories
for the Armed
Forces. These
categories
are grouped
into 6
is developed
from the IQ60 Standard
Occupational
Class#ication,

1990
industry

category

PRQFESSIONAL

Administrative,

System

developed
unemployed
classification

Occupational

000.202

000-003
004

Classlfbtion

and

SPECIALTY

Managerial

366
367
368

Management
Related Occupations
Accountants
and auditors
(1412)
Underwriters
(1414)
Other financial
officers
(1415, 1419)
Management
analysts
(142)
Personnel,
training,
and labor relations
specialists
(143)
Purchasing
agents and buyers,
farm products
(1443)
Buyers,
wholesale
and retail trade except farm products
(1442)
Purchasing
agents and buyers,
n.a.c. (1449)
Business
and promotion
agents (145)
Construction
inspectors
(1472)
Inspectors
and compliance
officers,
except
construction
(1473)
Management
related occupations,
n.e.c. (149)
Specialty

Occupations

043-063
043
044-062
a44
045
046
047
043
049-052
053
a54
055
056
057
058
059-062
063

Engineers,
Architects,
and Surveyors
Architects
(161)
Engineers
Aerospace
(1622)
Metallurgical
and materials
(1623)
Mining (1624)
Petroleum
(1625)
Chemical
(1626)
Nuclear
(1627)
Civil (1626)
Agricultural
(1632)
Electrical
and electronic
(1633, 1636)
Industrial
(1634)
Mechanical
(1635)
Marine and naval architects
(1637)
Engineers,
n.e.c. (1639)
Surveyors
and mapping
scientists
(164)

064-066
064
065

Mathematical
Computer
Operations

and Computer
Scientists
systems
analysts
and scientists
(171)
and systems
researchers
and analysts

1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION

Actuaries
(1732)
Statisticians
( 1733)
Mathematical
scientists,

category

n&o.

(1739)

Occupations

Legislators
(111)
Chief executives
and general
administrators,
public
administration
(112)
Administrators
and officials, public administration
(1132- 1139)
Administrators,
protective
services
(1131)
Financial
managers
(122)
Personnel
and labor relations
managers
(123)
Purchasing
managers
(124)
Managers,
marketing,
advertising,
and public relations
(125)
Administrators,
education
and related fields (128)
Managors,
medicine
and health (131)
Postmasters
and mail superintendents
(1344)
Managers,
food serving
and lodging establishments
(1351)
Managers,
properties
and real estate (1353)
Funeral directors
(part 1359)
Managers,
service
organizations,
n.e.c. (127, 1352, 1354,
part 1359)
Managers
and administrators,
n.e.c. (121, 126, 132-1343,
136-139)

2rofessional

Occupational

(1721

AND HOUSING-HISTORY

369-083
369-072
373
374
375
376
377
378
379-082
383

Natural
Scientists
Physicists
and astronomers
(1842,
1843)
Chemists,
except biochemists
(1845)
Atmospheric
and space scientists
(1846)
Geologists
and geodesists
(1847)
Physical
scientists,
n.e.c. (1649)
Agricultural
and food scientists
(1853)
Biological
and life scientists
(1854)
Forestry
and conservation
scientists
(1852)
Medical
scientists
(1855)

x4-094
384
385
386
387
388
389-094

Health Diagnosing
Qccupations
Physicians
(261)
Dentists
(262)
Veterinarians
(27)
Optometrists
(261)
Podiatrists
(283)
Health diagnosing
practitioners,

395112
395
396
397
396-l 05
398
399-102
103
104
105
106-112

Health Assessment
and Treating
Occupations
Registered
nurses
(29)
Pharmacists
(301)
Dietitians
(302)
Therapists
Rospiratary
therapists
(3031)
Occupational
therapists
(3032)
Physical
therapists
(3033)
Speech
therapists
(3034)
Therapists,
n.e.c. (3039)
Physicians’
assistants
(304)

113-164
113
114
115
116
117
118
119-122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129-132
133
134
136
136
137
138
139-142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149-152

Teachers,
Postsecondary
Earth, environmental,
and marine science teachers
(2212)
Biological
science
teachers
(2213)
Chemistry
teachers
(2214)
Physics
teachers
(2215)
Natural
science
teachers,
n.e.c. (2216)
Psychology
teachers
(2217)
Economics
teachers
(2218)
History
teachers
(2222)
Political
science
teachers
(2223)
Sociology
teachers
(2224)
Social science
teachers,
n.e.c. (2225)
Engineering
teachers
(2226)
Mathematical
science
teachers(2227)
Computer
science
teachers
(2226)
Medical
science teachers
(2231)
Health specialties
teachers
(2232)
Business,
commerce,
and marketing
teachers
(2233)
Agriculture
and forestry
teachers
(2234)
Art, drama, and music teachers
(2235)
Physical
education
teachers
(2236)
Education
teachers
(2237)
English teachers
(2236)
Foreign
language
teachers
(2242)
Law teachers
(2243)
Social work teachers
(2244)
Theology
teachers
(2245)
Trade and industrial
teachers
(2246)
Home economics
teachers
(2247)

n.e.c.

(289)

1990 CENSUS CONTENT

14C-17

Figure 7. 1990 Occupational

Classification

System-Continued

The list presents the ocupational classification developed for the IQQO Census of PO iation and Housing. There are 500 categories for the employed with
1 additional cateaorv for the exoerienced unomploved and 3 additional oateobnes p”
or the Armed Forces. These catewries are -aroused
1 into 6 summarv
upatlonal Classification.
groups and 13 rr%jdr groups. The classifieation’is developed from the 1980:
1990
industry
code

Occupational category
Teachers, postsecondary, n.e.c. (2249)
Postsecondary teachers, subject not spocifted

214
215
216
217
218-222

155-162
155
158
157
158
169-162

Teachers, Except Postsecondary
Teachers, prekindergarten and kindergarten (231)
Teachers, elementary school (232)
Teachers, secondary school (233)
Teachers, special education (236)
Teachers, n.e.c. (236, 239)

163

Counselors, Educational and Voultional(24)

164-165
164
165

Librarians, Archivists, and Curators
Librarians (261)
Archivists and curators (252)

166-173
166
167
I68
169-172
173

Social Scientists and Urban Planners
Economists (1912)
Psych0logista (1915)
Sociologists (1916)
Social scientists, n.e.c. (1913, 1914, 1919)
Urban planners (192)

t74-I77
I74
175
177

Social, Recreation, and Religious Workers
Social workers (2032)
Recreation workers (2033)
Clergy (2042)
Religious workers, n.e.c. (2W9)

176-162
178
179-182

Imyers and Judges
Lawyers (211)
Judges (212)

183-x)2
163
184
185
186
187
188

Writers, Artists, Entertainers, and Athletes
Authors (321)
Technical writers (396)
Designers (322)
Musicians and composers (323)
Actors and directors (324)
Painters, sculptors, craft-artists, and artist printmakers
(325)
Photographers (326)
Dancers (327)
Artists, performers, and related workers, n,e,c.
(328, 329)
Editors and reporters (331)
Public relations specialists (332)
Announcers (333)
Athletes (34)

176

189-192
193
194
IQ5196
197
198
199-202
203-402

rECHNICAL, SALES, AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
OCCUPATIONS

203-242

kwhnicians and Related Support Ocoupalions

213-242
213-222
213

Technolwists and Technicians, Except Health
Engineering and Related Technologists and Technicians
Electrical and electronic technicians (3711)

1990 CENSUS CONTENT

Science Technicians
Biological technicians (382)
Chemical technicians (3831)
Science technicians, n.e.c. (3832, 3833, 384, 389)

226-242
226
227

Technicians, Except Health, Engineering, and Science
Airplane pilots and navigators (825)
Air traffic controllers (392)
Broadcast equipment operators (393)
Computer programmers (3971, 3972)
Tool programmers, numerical control (3974)
Legal assistants (396)
Technicians, n.e.c. (399)

243-3O2

Health Technologists and Technicians
Clinical laboratory technologists and technicians (362)
Dental hygienists (363)
Health record technologists and technicians (384)
Radiologic technicians (365)
Licensed practical nurses (366)
Health technologists and technicians, n.e,c. (369)

14C-18

223-225
223
224
225

K-232
233
234
235-242

203-212
203
204
205
2O6
207
208-212

Industrial engineering technicians (3712)
Mechanical engineering technicians (3713)
Engineering technicians, n.e.c. (3719)
Drafting occupations (372)
Surveying and mapping technicians (373)

Sales Occupations

243-252

Supervisors and Proprietors, Sales Occupations (40)

253-257
253
254
255
258
257

Sales Reprwentatives, Finance and Business Services
insurance sales occupations (4122)
Real estate sales occupations (4123)
Securities and financial services sales occupations (4124)
Advertising and related sales occupations (4153)
Sales occupations, other business services (4152)

258-262
258
259-262

Sales Representatives, Commodities, Except Retail
Sales engineers (421)
Sales representatives, mining, manufacturing, and
wholesale (423, 424)

263-282
263
264
265
266
267
268
269-273
274
27s
276
277
278-282

Sales Workers, Retail and Personal Services
Sales workers, motor vehicles and boats (4342, 4344)
Sales workers, apparel (4346)
Sales workers, shoes (4361)
Sales workers, furniture and home furnishings (4348)
Sales workers, radio, TV himfi,and appliances (4343,4352)
Sales workers, hardware and building supplies (4353)
Sales workers, parts (4367)
Sales workers, other commodities (4345, 4347, 4364,
4366, 4359, 4362, 4369)
Sales counter clerks (4868)
Cashiers (4364)
Street and door-to-door sales workers (4366)
News vendors (4365)

283-302
283
284
286-302

Sales Related Occupations
Demonstrators, promoters and models, sales (445)
Auctioneers (447)
Sales support ocoupations, n.e.c. (444, 446, 449)

303-402
303-307
303
304
305
306
307

hdministrative Suppart Occupations, Including Clerical
Supervisors, Administrative Support Occupations
Supewisors, general office (4511, 4513, 4514, 4516,
4519, 4529)
Supervisors, computer equipment operators (4512)
Supervisors, financial records processing (4521)
Chief communications operators (4523)
Supervisors, distribution, scheduling, and adjusting
clerks (4622, 4524-4526)

1990 CENSUS OF POPULATlON
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Classification

Systwm-Continued

The list presents the ocupational classification developed for the 1990 Census cf PO l&on and Housing. There are 500 categories for the employed with
1 additional category for the experienced unemployed and 3 additional categories k r the Armed Forces. These categories are grouped into 6 summary
groups
and 13 major groups. The classification is developed from the 1980 Standard Occu0atfonal Classification.
1990

1990

industry
code
308-312

Occupational

category

industry
cod8

377
378

308
309-312

Computer Equipment Operators
Computer operators (4612)
Peripheral equipment operators (4613)

313-315
313
314
315

Secretaries, Stenographers,
Secretaries (4622)
Stenographers (4623)
Typists (4624)

316-324
316
317
316
379-322
323-324

Information Clerks
Interviewers (4642)
Hotel clerks (4643)
Transportation ticket and reservation agents (4644)
Receptionists (4645)
Information clerks, n.e.c. (4649)

379-402
and Typists

329-334
335
336
337-344
337
336
339.342
343
344

Financial Records Processing Occupations
Bookkeepers. accountina, and auditinn clerks (4712)
Payroll ind timekeeping-clerks (4713)
Billing clerks (4715)
Cost and rate clerks (4716)
Billing, posting, and calculating machine operators

345-347
345
346

Duplicating, Mail and Other Office Machine Operators
Duplicating machine operators (4722)
Mail preparing and paper handling machine operators
Office machine operators, n.e.c. (4729)
Communications Equipment Operators
Telephone operators (4732)
Communications equipment operators, n.e.c. (4733,
4739)

354-358
364
355
356
357-356

Mail and Message Distributing Occupations
Postal clerks, except mail carriers (4742)
Mail carriers, postal service (4743)
Mail 1$8rks, 8XC6tpt PO&d SeWiCS (4744)
Messengers (4745)

359-374
359-362
363
364
365
366
366-372

Material Recording, Scheduling, and Distributing Clerks
Dispatchers (4751)
Production coordinators (4752)
Traffic, shipping, and receiving clerks (4753)
Stock and inventory clerks (4754)
Meter readers (4755)
Weighers, measurers, checkers, and samplers (4756,
Expediters (4758)
Material recording, scheduling,
n.e.c. (4759)

389-402

403472

SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

m3-412
403
404
405
406
407-412

?ivate Household Occupations
Launderers and ironers (503)
Cooks, private household (504)
Housekeepers and butters (505)
Child care workers, private household (506)
Private household cleaners and servants (502, 607, 509)

413-432

W8ctlve

and distributing

415
416-417
416
417

Firefighting and Fire Prevention Occupations
Fire inspoetion and fire prevention occupations
Firefighting occupations (6123)

418-424

Police and Detectives
Police and detectives, public service (5132)
Sheriffs, bailiffs, and other law enforcement officers (5134)
Correctional institution of&iars (5133)

414

41842

423
424

426
427-432
433-472

Service Occupations, Except Protective and Household

436-437
438

AND HOUSING-HISTORY

(5122)

Guards
Crossing guards (5142)
Guards and police, except public service (5144)
Protective service occupations, n.e.c. (5149)

435

clerks,

Servtce Qccupationa

Supervisors, Protectfve Service Occupations
Supetisors, firefighting and fire prevention
occupations (5111)
Supervisors, police snd detectiver (5112)
Supenrisors, guards (5113)

434

Adjusters and Investigators
Insurance adjusters, examiners, and investigators (4782)
Investigators and adjusters, except insuranm (4783)

1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION

366
387-368

433-444
433

4757)

375-376
375
376

Bank tellers (4791)
Proofreaders (4792)
Data-entry keyers (4793)
St&Coal clerks (4794)
Teaohers’ aides (4795)
Administrative support occupations, n.e.c. (4787, 4799)

425

346-353
348-352
363

373
374

Garwalofficedetks(463)

425432

(4723)
347

Miscellaneous Administrative Support Occupations

363
364

413-415
413

(4718)

Etigibility clerks, social welfare (4764)
Bill and account collectors (4766)

379982

385

Records Processing Occupations, Except Financial
Classified-ad clerks (4662)
Correspondence clerks (4663)
Order clerks (4664)
Personnel clerks, except payroll and timekeeping
(4692)
Library clerks (4694)
File clerks (4696)
Records clerks (4699)

325-336
325
326
327
326

Occupational category

139-442

I43
I44
MM47
I45
t46

I47
i48-456
L48
i49-452

153
154
155

Food Preparation and Service Occupatians
Suponrisors, food preparation and setice

occupations

(5211)
Bartenders (5212)
Waiters and waitresses (5213)
Cooks (5214, 5215)
Food counter, fountain and related occupations (5216)
Kitchen workers, food preparation (5217)
Wait&/waitresses’
assistants (5218)
Miscellaneous food preparation occupations (6219)
Health Service Occupations
Dental assistants (5232)
Health aides, except nursing (5233)
Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants (5238)
Cleaning and Building Service Occupations, EXC8pt
Household
Supetvisors, cleaning and building setvice workers (6241)
Maids and houwmen (5242,5249)
Janitors and cleaners (5244)
Elevator operators (5245)
Pest oontrol ocoupations (6246)
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The list presents
the ocupational
classification
developed
for the 1990 Census
of PO ulation and Housing.
There are 500 categories
for the employed
with
1 additional
categoory for the experienced
unemployed
and 3 additional
categories
Por the Armed Forces.
These categories
are grouped
into 6 summary
The classification
is developed
from the 1980 Standard
Occupational
Classification.
groups
and 13 major groups.
199a
industry
code

Occupational

1990
industry
code

category

456-472
456
457
458
459-460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469-472

Personal
Service
Occupations
Supervisors,
personal
service
occupations
(5251)
Barbers
(5252)
Hairdressers
and cosmetaiogists
(5253)
Attendants,
amusement
and recreation
facilities
(5254)
Guides
(5265)
Ushers
(5256)
Public transportation
attendants
(5257)
Baggage
porters and bellhops
(5262)
Welfare
service. aides (5263)
Family child care providers
(part 6264)
Early childhood
teach&s
assistants
(part 5264)
Child care workers,
n.e.c. (part 5264)
Personal
service
occupations,
n.e.c. (5258, 5269)

523-533
523-524

473-476
473
474
475
476

Farm Operators
and Managers
Farmers,
except horticultural
(5512-5514)
Horticultural
specialty
farmers
(5515)
Managers,
farms, except horticultural
(5522-5524)
Managers,
horticultural
specialty
farms (5525)

477-493
477-484
477-478
47942
483
484

Other Agricultural
and Related
Qccupations
Farm Occupations,
Except
Managerial
Super&ors,
farm workers
(6611)
Farm workers
(6612-5617)
Marine iife cultivation
workers
(5618)
Nursery
workers
(5sr9)

536-537
538
539-542
543
544-548
547-548
549-552

485-493
485
486
487
488
489-493

Related Agricultural
Qccupatians
Supervisors,
related agricultural
Groundskeepers
and gardsners,
Animal caretakers,
except farm
Graders
and sorters,
agricultural
Inspectors,
agricuitura!
products

:orestry and Logging
Occupations
Supervisors,
foresty
and iogging workers
(571)
Forestry
workers,
excapt logging (572)
Ember
cutting and logging occupations
(573, 579)

497-502
497
496
499-502

&hers,
Hunters,
and Trappers
Captains
and other officers,
Fishers
(583)
Hunters
and trappers
(584)

503-702

‘RECISION
XCUPATIQNS

503-552

inechanics

503-504
505-552
505-517
505-506
606
507
508
509-513
614
515
516
517
518
519-522

146-20

PRORUCTIQN,

CRAFT,

AND

(part

CENSUS

556
557

33-564
564

REPAIR

and Repairers

CQNTENT

554
355

563-612

Supervisors,
mechanics
and repairers
(6Q)
Mechanics
and Repairers,
Except
Supervisors
Vehicle and Mobile Equipment
Mechanics
and
Repairers
Automobile
mechanics
(part 5111)
Automobile
mechanic
apprentices
(part 6111)
Bus, truck, and stationary
engine mechanics
(6112)
Aircraft engine
mechanics
(6113)
Small engine
repairers
(6114)
Automobile
body and related
repairers
(6115)
Aircraft
mechanics,
except sngine (6116)
Heavy equipment
mechanics
(6117)
Farm squipment
mechanics
(6116)
Industrial
machinery
repairers
(613)
Machinery
maintenance
occupations
(614)

1990

535-552
536

558-562

8241)

category

Electrical
and Electronic
Equipment
Repairers
Electronic
repairers,
communications
and industrial
equipment
(6151, 6153, 6155)
Data processing
equipment
repairers
(6154)
Household
appliance
and power tool repairers
(6156)
Telephone
line installers
and repairers
(6157)
Telephone
installers
and repairers
(6158)
Miscellaneous
electrical
and electronic
equipment
repairers
(6152, 6159)
Heating,

air conditioning,

and

refrigeration

mechanics

(616)

553-562
553

occupations
(5621)
except farm (5622)
(5624)
products
(5625)
(5627)

vessels

534

553-612

494496
494
495
496

fishing

525
526
527-528
529-532
533

Occupational

565
566
567-572
569-572
573-674
575-576
576
577-578
579-582
583
584
585-587
587
588
589-592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599-612

Miscellaneous
Mechanics
and Repairers
Camera,
watch,
and musical
instrument
repairers
(6171, 6172)
Locksmiths
and safe repairers
(6173)
Office machine
repairers
(6174)
Mechanical
controls
and valve repairers
(6175)
Elevator
installers
and repairers
(6176)
Millwrights
(6178)
Specified
mechanics
and repairers,
n.e.c. (6177, 6179)
Not specified
mechanics
and repairers
:onstruction
Supervisors,
Supervisors,
(6312)
Supervisors,
Supervisors,
installers
Supervisors,
(6315)
Supervisors,
(6316)
Supervisors,
:onstruction

Trades
Construction
brickmasons,

Qccupations
stonemasons,

carpenters
electricians
(6314)
painters,

and related
and power

workers
(6313)
transmission

paperhangers,

plumbers,

pipefitters,

construction,
Trades,

and tile setters

n&c.

Except

and plasterers
and steamfitters
(6311,

6318)

Supervisors

Brickmasons
and stonemasons
(part 6412, part 6413)
Brickmason
and stonemason
apprentices
(part 6412,
part 6413)
Xle setters,
hard and soft (part 6414, part 6462)
Carpet installers
(part 6462)
Carpenters
(part 6422)
Carpenter
apprentices
(part 6422)
Drywall
installers
(6424)
Eleotricians
(part 6432)
Electrician
apprentices
(part 6432)
Electrical
power installers
and repairers
(6433)
Painters,
construction
and maintenance
(6442)
Paperhangers
(6443)
Plasterers
(8444)
Plumbers,
pipefitters,
and steamfitters
(part 645)
Plumber,
pipefitter,
and steamfitter
apprentices
(part 645)
Concrete
and terrazzo
finishers
(6463)
Glaziers
(6464)
Insulation
workers
(6465)
Paving, surfacing,
and tamping equipment
operators
(6466)
Roofers
(6468)
Sheetmetal
duct installers
(6472)
Structural
metal workers
(6473)
Drillers,
earth (6474)
Construction
trades,
n.e.c. (6467, 6475, 6476, 6479)
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The list presents
the ocupational
classification
developed
for the 1990 Census
of PO ulation and Housing.
There are 500 categories
for the employed
with
1 additional
cateuorv
for the exoerienced
unemoloved
and 3 additional
cateaories
Forces. These cateoories
are grouped
into 6 summarv
Por the Armed
groups
and 13 r-r&r
groups.
The classification’b
developed
from the 1960Standard
OCCL ipational
Classification.
_
-

1990
industry
code

Occupational

1990
industry
code

category

6 13-627
613
614
615
616
617627

ixtractive
Occupations
Supervisors,
extractivs
occupations
Drillers, oil well (652)
Explosives
workers
(653)
Mining machine
operators
(654)
Mining occupations,
n.e.c. (656)

625702
628-633
634-655
634635
635
636
637642
639-642
643
644
645
646
647-646
649-652
653654
654
665

%cision
Production
Occupations
Supervisors,
production
occupations
(67, 71)
Precision
Metal Working
Occupations
Tool and die makers
(part 6811)
Tool and die maker apprentices
(part 68tl)
Precision
assemblers,
metal (6612)
Machinists
(pan 6813)
Machinist
apprentices
(part 6813)
Boilermakers
(6814)
Precision
grinders,
filers, and tool sharpeners
(6816)
Patternmakers
and model makers,
metal (6817)
Lay-out
workers
(6821)
Precious
stones and metals workers
(Jewelers)
(6822, 6866)
Engravers,
metal (6823)
Sheet metal workers
(part 6824)
Sheet metal worker apprentices
(part 6824)
Miscellaneous
precision
metal workers
(682s)

656-665
656
657
658
659665

%&ion
Woodworking
Occupations
Patternmakers
and model makers,
wood (6831)
Cabinet
makers
and bench carpenters
(6632)
Furniture
and wood finishers
(6835)
Miscellaneous
precision
woodworkers
(6839)

566-674

%scision
Textile, Apparel,
and Furnishings
Machine
Workers
Dressmakers
(part 6852, part 7752)
Tailors (Part 6652)
Upholsterers
(6653)
Shoe repairers
(6654)
Miscellaneous
precision
apparel
and fabric workers
(6856, 6859, part 7752)

666
667
666
669-673
674

FABRICATORS,

category

703802

IPERATORS,

AND

LABORERS

703-602
703-782
7Q3-716
703
704
705
706

llachine
Operators,
Assemblers,
and Inspectors
Machine
Operators
and Tenders,
Except
Precision
Metal Working
and Plastic Working
Machine
Operators
Lathe and turning
machine
set-up operator3
(7312)
Lathe and turning machine operators
(7512)
Milling and planing
machine
operators
(7313,
7513)
Punching
and stamping
press machine
operators
(7314,
7317,7514,
7517)
Rolling machine
operators
(7316, 7516)
Drilling and boring machine
operators
(7318, 7516)
Grinding,
abrading,
buffing, and polishing
machine
operators
(7322, 7324, 7522)
Forging machine
operators
(7319, 7519)
Numerical
control
machine
operators
(7326)
Miscellaneous
metal, plastic, stone, and glass working
machine
operators
(7329, 7529)

(632)

675-665
575
676
677
676
679482
663
664-665

%cision
Workers,
Assorted
Materials
Hand molders
and shapers,
except jewelers
(6861)
Patternmakers,
lay-out workers,
and cutters
(6862)
Qptical
goods workers
(6864, part 7477, part 7677)
Dental laboratory
and medical
appliance
technicians
(6665)
Bookbinders
(6844)
Electrical
and electronic
equipment
assemblers
(6867)
Miscellaneous
precision
workers,
n.e.c. (6869)

666-686
666
667
686

%ecision
Food Production
Occupations
Butchers
and meat cutters
(6871)
Bakers (6872)
Food batchmakers
(6873, 6879)

689-693
669-692
693

%cision
Inspectors,
Testers,
and
Inspectors,
testers,
and graders
Adjusters
and calibrators
(6882)

694-702
694
695
696-696
699-702

‘Iant and System
Operators
Water and sewage
treatment
plant operators
(691)
Power plant operators
(part 693)
Stationary
engineers
(part 693, 7668)
Miscellaneous
plant and system
operators
(692, 694,
695, 696)
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707
708
709-712
713
714
715-716

717-718

Fabricating

719-725
719-722

Metal and Plastic Processing
Machine
Cparators
Molding and casting
machine
operators
(7315, 7342,
7515, 7542)
Metal plating machine
operators
(7343, 7543)
Heat treating
equipment
operators
(7344, 7544)
Miscellaneous
metal and plastic processing
machine
operators
(7349, 7549)

723
724
726

726-733
726
727
728
729-732
733

machine

operators,

n.e.c.

(7339,

7539)

Woodworking
Machine
Qpsrators
Wood lathe, routing,
and planing machine
operators
(7431 I 7432, 7631, 7632)
Sawing machine
oparetars
(7433, 7633)
Shaping
and joining machine
operators
(7435, 7635)
Nailing and tacking
machine
operators
(7636)
Miscellaneous
woodworking
machine
opsrators
(7434, 7439,
7634,763Q)

734-737
734
735
736
737

Printing Machine
Operator3
Printing press operators
(7443, 7643)
Photaengravers
and lithographers
(6642,
7444,
Typesetters
and compositors
(5641 t 7642)
Miscellaneous
printing machine
operators
(6649,
7449, 7649)

738-752
738
739-742

Textile, Apparel,
and Furnishings
Machine
Operators
Winding
and twisting machine operator3
(7451, 7651)
Knitting, looping,
taping, and weaving
machine
operator3
(7452, 7652)
Taxtila cutting machine
operators
(7654)
Textile sewing machine
operators
(7555)
Shoe machine
operators
(7656)
Pressing
machine
operators
(7657)
Laundering
and dry cleaning
machine
operators
(6655, 7658)
Miscellaneous
textile machine
operators
(7459, 7659)

743
744
745-746
747
745
749-752
763-782
753
754
755
756
757
756

7644)

Machine
Operators,
Assorted
Materials
Cementing
and gluing machine
operators
(7661)
Packaging
and filling machine
operators
(7462, 7662)
Extruding
and forming
machine
operators
(7463, 7663)
Mixing and blending
machine
operators
(7664)
Separating,
filtering
and clarifying
machine
operators
(7476. 7666, 7676)
Compressing
and compacting
machine
operators
(7467, 7667)
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The list presents
the ocupational
classification
developed
for the 1990 Census of PO ulation and Housing.
There are 500 categories
for the employed
with
1 additional
category
for the ex erisnced
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1990
industry
code

Occupational

category

Occupational

759-762
763
764
765
766-767
768
769-772
773
774-776
777-778
779-782
783-795
783
784
785
786
787-780
789-792
793-794
795
796-802
796
797
798
799402
803-863
803-822
803
804-805
806-807
808
809-612
813
814-822

Marine
Bridge,

engineers
lock, and

(8244)
iighthouse

category

tenders

Material
Moving
Equipment
Operators
Supetvisors,
material
moving equipment

(8245)

operators

(812)
part 7677)
Slicing and cutting machine
operators
(7478, 7678)
Motion picture projectionists
(part 7479)
Photographic
process
machine
operators
(6863,
6868, 7671)
Miscellaneous
machine
operators,
n.e.c. (part 7479,
7665, 7679)
Machins
operators,
not specified
Fabricators,
Assemblers,
and Hand Working
Occupation
Welders
and cutters
(7332, 7532, 7714)
Solderers
and brazers
(7333, 7533, 7717)
Assemblers
(772, 774)
Hand cutting and trimming
occupations
(7753)
Hand molding, casting,
and forming
occupations
(7754, 7755)
Hand painting, coating, anddecorating
occupations
(7
Hand engraving
and printing occupations
(7757)
Miscellaneous
hand working
occupations
(7758,77
Production
Inspectors,
Testers,
Samplers,
and Weigh
Production
inspectors,
checkers,
and examiners
(782, 787)
Production
testers (783)
Production
samplers
and weighers
(784)
Graders
and sorters,
except agricultural
(785)
Transportation
and Material
Moving Occupations
Motor Vehicle Operators
Supervisors,
motor’ vehicle
operators
(8111)
Truck drivers (8212-8214)
Driver-sales
workers
(8218)
Bus drivers (8215)
Taxicab
drivers and chauffeurs
(8216)
Parking
lot attendants
(874)
Motor transportation
occupations,
n.e.o. (8219)
Motor

823-842
823-827
823
824
a25
826-827
828-842
628

Vehicles

Operating
engineers
(8312)
Longshore
equipment
operators
(8313)
Hoist and winch operators
(8314)
Crane and tower operators
(8315)
Excavating
and loading machine
operators
(8316)
Grader, dozer, and scraper
operators
(8317)
Industrial
truck and tractor equipment
operators
(8318)
Miscellaneous
material
moving
equipment
operators
(8319)
iandlers,
Equipment
Cleaners,
Helpers,
and Laborers
Supewisors,
handlers,
equipment
cleaners,
and laborers,
n.e.c. (85)
Helpers,
mechanics,
and repairers
(863)
Helpers,
Construction,
and Extractive
Occupations
Helpers,
construction
trades (8641-8645,
8648)
Helpers,
surveyor
(8646)
Helpers,
extractive
occupations
(865)
Construction
laborers
(871)
Production
helpers
(861, 862)
Freight,
Stock, and Material
Handlers
Garbage
collectors
(8722)
Stevedores
(8723)
Stock handlers
and baggers
(8724)
Machine
feeders
and offbearers
(8725)
Freight,
stock, and material
handlers,
n.e.c. (8726)
Garage
and service
station mlated occupations
(873)
Vehicle washers
and equipment
cleaners
(875)
Hand packers
and packagers
(8761)
Laborers,
except construction
(8769)
MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS
(Includes
only uniquely
occupations.
3ther Armed Forces
members
are coded to civilian
occupations.)
Commissioned
officers
and warrant
officers
Van-commissioned
officers
and other enlisted
personnel
Military occupation,
rank not specified
EXPERIENCED
BY OCCUPATION
Jnemployed,

UNEMPLOYED

last worked

1984

NOT

military

CLASSIFIED

or earlier

829-832
N.e.c.

14C-22

Not elsewhere

classified.
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APPENDIX A.
1990 Decennial Census Appropriations,
Obligations, and Costs, by Fiscal Year

Table 1. 1990 Decennial

Census Appropriations
Fiscal

and Obligations,

year

I

by Fiscal Year
Actual 1990 Census
(millions
of dollars)

Appropriation
FY1984..
....................................................
FY 1965. ...................................
FY 1986 ......................................................
FY 1937 ......................................................
FY 1988 ......................................................
FY 1989 ......................................................
FY 1990 ......................................................
FY 1991 ......................................................
FY 1992 ............................................
FY 1993 ......................................................
FY1994*
..........................................
FY 1995”
...........................................
Total
.........................................................

, ..................

, .........

14.0
27.9
49.0
79.6
221.6
416.1
1,356.6
202.0
72.6
52.0

* .........
. .........
2,493.6

Obligation**
13.5
27.9
46.5
71.7
190.4
365.0
1,362.l
246.1
62.2
57.9
9.5
0.6
2,493.4

- Represents
zero.
Funds made available
from prior year deobligations
enabled the Census
Bureau to continue
““This table does not include certain data-processing
obligations
work on the 1990 census
in FY 1994 and FY 1995.
totalling $64,783,000,
These obligations,
although
related to the 1990 Decennial
Census,
were charged
to the Bureau’s
data-processing
allocation,
not to decennial
census
funding.
l
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